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This special issue arises out of a unique, jointly-sponsored conference held at the
University of British Columbia Faculty of Education in the spring of 2016. The Equity in
Digital Literacies conference brought together international scholars, Canadian scholars,
and local community educators to address issues of (in)equities of digital literacies in
homes, schools, and communities locally and across the world. As researchers at UBC and
Simon Fraser University, we wanted to identify ways that educators are and should be
responsive to the various constraints as well as the possibilities for engaging people in
meaningful digital language and literacy practices.
Many educational researchers who have focused on digital language and literacy
practices perceive them to be more democratic (Dobson & Willinsky, 2009) and to foster
more participatory, collaborative, and distributed engagements (e.g., Ito et al., 2009;
Jenkins, Clinton, Purushotma, Robison, & Weigel, 2009; Knobel & Lankshear, 2006;
Rowsell & Pahl, 2007). However, given that the phenomenon of digital practices occurs in
broader social, political, and economic contexts, a more critical model of digital literacy
(Warschauer, 2009) allows us to examine both the modes of inclusion and exclusion shaped
by digital technologies. As advanced capitalist countries transition to a postindustrial
capitalism where material production is replaced by information processing and
automation, being able to use technology has become “the critical factor in generating and
accessing wealth, power, and knowledge” (Castells, 2010, p. 93). At the same time, as the
fulcrum of capitalist society in the knowledge economy, technology can lead to “one of the
most damaging forms of exclusion” (Castells, 2010, p. 3).
When digitization is set against this wider backdrop of society, tensions and
imbalances of power inevitably surface. How one is able to access and use technology is
not only dependent on one’s possession of economic capital, but also contingent on
government, institutions, and policies that enable such access among individuals and
groups. Inequities arise from these conditions of access, and from differences in digital
usage and tastes (North, Snyder, & Bulfin, 2008; Selwyn, 2017; Snyder & Prinsloo, 2007),
valued differently across contexts, and resulting in divergent social and educational
outcomes (Warschauer & Matuchniak, 2010).
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To explore these issues in depth, particularly in relation to digital and media
literacies and in particular contexts, scholars from UBC and SFU proposed a conference
entitled “Equity in Digital Literacies” (see http://dlc.lled.educ.ubc.ca/2016/11/18/equityin-digital-literacies-access-ethics-engagement/ for archive). In conceptualizing the event,
we asked questions such as: How do various economic, geographical, linguistic, social,
ideological, structural, and ethical factors affect the way learners engage in local,
translocal, and transnational digital practices? How can multimodal, multilingual, and
digital literacy practices be mobilized and scaled as assets for public engagement in and
beyond boundaries of schools, communities, and nations? In this new information
environment, what do we need to consider with respect to power and risks, possibilities
and limits, and social and material relations and inequities (i.e., regarding communicative
ethics)? And, how can teachers, community educators, and students leverage increased
access to knowledge as public goods and lifelong tools of political, social, and intellectual
engagement?
Our four keynote speakers—John Willinsky, Eva Lam, Anabel Quan-Haase, and
Allan Luke—generated rich discussions of the problems and potential for new technologies
to interrupt, and to reproduce, offline orthodoxies and inequalities. For John Willinsky,
digital technologies open new possibilities for more democratic knowledge creation and
sharing in the academy, as well as new possibilities for public knowledge and civic
literacies. Eva Lam took the discussion into private spaces, asking how new technologies
play out in the intimate spaces of family life and how these spaces are reconfigured in the
new publics of social media and schooling. Anabel Quan-Haase reminded us that the digital
terrain in Canada is rife with inequalities in access to devices, internet connectivity, and
practices, and that these inequalities must be at the forefront of plans and policies to
incorporate digital pedagogies in education. Finally, Allan Luke, in closing the conference,
sounded warnings about the misplaced faith in the power and promise of technologies that
he has detected in education circles. He observed how our technology apparatus is
vulnerable to collapse from human and nonhuman forces—asking digital scholars to orient
our attention to the climatic and human tragedies unfolding around us, and to rebuild
relationships with natural social worlds. Weaving through these provocative contributions
were presentations of emerging research that each in their own way address and grapple
with these themes; much of this work appears in this special issue.
We conceptualized and organized the conference around the themes of access,
ethics, and engagement in digital literacies and, in addition to the keynote speakers, we
offered panel presentations and engaged participants in small group discussions grounded
in the real, everyday issues that people encounter as they navigate a more technologized
world. Many of these papers and discussions focused on various partnerships with local
community groups, such as education programs located in the Vancouver Downtown
Eastside, the Burnaby Neighbourhood House, and the First Peoples’ Cultural Council, as
well as with teachers and librarians from schools in the Vancouver School District. Other
manuscripts focused on broader initiatives and projects in national and global contexts.
The ten papers we selected for this issue address the multifaceted nature of equity
and digital literacies as it related to race, class, language, age, gender, sexuality,
indigeneity, and geopolitical forces. The papers range from research studies to reports on
projects and issues of concern in particular educational contexts. The sites featured in these
articles range from local Vancouver communities to Canadian and international settings,
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including countries in Africa, and China and the United States. In various ways, the authors
address our initial questions about digital equity as they grapple with issues of access,
ethics, and engagement among children, youth, and adults that arise in research and
practice across diverse educational and community sites.
We very deliberately begin with our own local community. Vancouver is, arguably,
a global city with all the attendant qualities of places that are experiencing economic
inequalities, transnational mobility, immigration, loss of affordable housing, the closing
down of public spaces, and other characteristics so common in these contexts. In fact, in
British Columbia has the third highest rate of income inequality in Canada, where the
richest 10% of BC families collect 11 times as much income as the poorest 10% (First Call,
2017). In many cases, digital spaces have become proxies for employment opportunities,
social connection, and social services, yet many societal inequalities are reproduced in
terms of access to services and education, ethics, and digital and social inclusion.
Section 1 of this issue includes six papers that provide a closer look at the
consequences of inequities related to digital literacies for people—particular older youth
and adults—in Vancouver and, by extension, in other communities. In their paper on the
LinkVan project, Smythe, Pelan, and Breshears describe a participatory technology design
project developed to forge more equitable digital and social relations for citizens in the
Downtown Eastside (DTES) community of Vancouver who are low income or
experiencing homelessness. They begin by tracing digital inequalities, with a focus on the
precariousness of digital access and usability, and then describe how they directly involved
58 technology users in the design of their tool—an open source, “literacy-friendly”
directory of services that responded to the particular needs of the community. Describing
the emergent and improvisational nature of the participatory design process, Smythe et al.
illustrate how involving marginalized technology users in the design and critique of new
technologies can lead to more usable and responsive technology design. Based on their
project, they raise new and provocative questions regarding the capacities of technologies
to address social inequalities, as well as the ways in which discourses of scarcity pervade
social and digital policy landscapes. The authors call for greater attention to technology
users’ imaginings of a more equitable digital and social landscape.
Drawing on a Bourdieusian conception of class, Darvin’s paper examines how both
material conditions at home and class positionings shape two adolescent Filipino
immigrants’ dispositions and engagements with out-of-school digital technology. While
both participants exhibited adeptness with and passion for technology, Darvin notes, “there
are striking differences when it comes to their views of what technology is for, and how
they use it at home.” While one privately educated, resource-rich student was “able to
position himself as a global citizen”—using technology to gain as well as create
information and knowledge—his public school educated, less-advantaged peer more
passively received technology as a form of entertainment, thereby deriving less economic,
cultural, and social capital from his digital interactions. Advocating for a reevaluation of
the assumption that students of younger generations are universally equipped with uniform
digital adeptness and literacy (i.e., “digital natives”), Darvin recommends that schools and
teachers develop appropriate scaffolds for the “diverse digital repertoires of their students.”
Robson, Gutman, Marchbank, and Blair describe a collaborative
researcher/community arts-based project designed to raise public awareness of the
underreported and under-researched problem of LGBT elder abuse in an effort to generate
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systemic change. Through a series of arts workshops and public speaking events, the
intergenerational blend of participants designed, created, and disseminated digital
materials—such as digital videos and visual media—on the realities of LGBT elder abuse
across British Columbia. They provide examples of how community was fostered among
LGBTQ/2S youth and elders (two populations that rarely interact) and how participants,
who might otherwise be reductively labeled “at risk,” were effective speakers and experts
on the topic. While pointing out resource challenges and concerns regarding the digital
representations of survivors of abuse (i.e., the risk of re-victimization), the lack of firsthand
accounts, and the difficulty of presenting an ethnically diverse range of survivors in their
materials, they emphasize how participants acquired critical content knowledge, media
skills, and in the process learned a great deal about themselves and each other.
Ford’s article details the continuing challenges to his role as the Media Programs
Facilitator for Directions Youth Services, a program that serves youth in Vancouver who
are either experiencing homelessness or are precariously housed. Initially a music program,
the Media Program now includes a range of digital content and outreach. Its website,
Another Slice, provides a space for youth voices to disseminate their creative projects and
activities via blogs, a zine, and media uploads. Ford argues that while the program draws
on arts and technology to build skills and confidence and expand modes of self-expression
among youth, it is not without its ethical challenges. He grapples with how to keep
technology accessible and empowering while at the same time maintain sensitivity to the
youths’ experiences and the unintended consequences of their access to and creation of
various kinds of digital content. Specifically, he considers the ethical implications of
privacy considerations and his role as a gatekeeper, facilitator, and educator of youth on
responsible uses of technology (including when to apprise them of its hidden risks or shield
them from specific content).
Through the lens of critical discourse analysis, Warfield examines the limited
treatment of digital images of bodies shared online via social media (e.g., selfies) in a 2015
Canadian teaching resource designed for Grades 7 through 9. By first demonstrating how
this resource, Put Your Best Face Forward (created by MediaSmarts), interprets and
promotes the misconception that selfies belong to either representational or presentational
paradigms of self-imaging, Warfield then argues for a new materialist approach to the
interpretation of selfies—broadening understandings of this multifaceted “digital literacy
phenomenon.” She maintains that infusing teaching resources with lessons, activities, and
exercises that focus on the affective, embodied, and material nature of self-images shared
online would provide more complicated and insightful readings of selfies (a development
of particular importance in the Canadian context, where laws and curricular materials are
increasingly attempting to address the sharing of “intimate images online”). Ultimately,
she contends that imbuing educational materials with the nuanced, entangled meanings of
and connections “between images and living, affective, and feeling bodies” would validate
the lived experiences of students—such as those she works with in a project in Surrey,
B.C.—and engage young people in more critical reflections on and discussions concerning
online/offline spaces, digital technologies and platforms, and the embodied experience of
digital imaging.
The last article in this section by Henry discusses the formative stages of creating
a digital oral history archive of Black communities in British Columbia. Stemming from a
Black community initiative at the National Congress of Black Women Foundation
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(NCBWF) in which 59 interviews were recorded with participants ranging from 28 to 85
years old, Henry’s project documents the historical and cultural experiences of African
Canadians who have lived or are living in Vancouver—while expanding the ways of
thinking about Blackness (i.e., racial literacy) in both B.C. and Canada as a whole. Henry
draws on a number of theoretical frameworks, including “diaspora theories, critical race
feminisms, biographical studies, and sociocultural theories of language” to analyze the
themes of “migration, work, racism, education, family, community, identity, alienation,
and activism” that consistently emerged in the initial analysis of the NCBWF taped
interviews. She highlights the political, cultural, and ethical considerations and tensions
involved in preparing and carrying out such a project—including those inherent in the
collaboration between universities and community nonprofit organizations; her own
researcher positionality and her assumed “insiderness” as a Black woman and scholar; the
use of digital technologies to represent speakers’ voices and intended meanings; and the
physical housing of the archive itself as it relates to questions of ownership and spaces of
power.
The articles in this section raise many critical issues related to digital literacies and
equity. These issues include limited access to digital resources as indexical of class;
particular uses of resources that lead to differential outcomes and benefits, as well as the
usability of those resources; how some groups may be put at risk through particular kinds
of representations via digital technologies; the importance of critical examinations of
content; and the ethics of researching and educating vulnerable populations or groups with
relatively less power. These issues asked of each of the researchers that they navigate
complex relationships between the socially and digitally produced inequalities at play in
each of their research settings and, in this moment when technologies are mobilized to
nefarious and indeterminate ends (e.g., with regard to Facebook, automation, privacy), to
stay alive to the ethics of digital education and engagement.
The papers in Section 2 revisit many of these concerns with new perspectives,
broadening the scope of these issues with projects that are more global in scale. The first
paper by Galla examines the confluence of digital technology and revitalization efforts of
and by Indigenous cultures and communities. She begins by chronicling the loss of
Indigenous linguistic and cultural heritage and knowledge through legislation and
residential schooling—underscoring its intergenerational impact. She also describes the
challenge of digital accessibility in under-resourced Indigenous communities, where (at
least according to US studies) many households struggle to gain access to basic utilities.
She then outlines the benefits and drawbacks to using digital technology as a tool for virtual
engagement with languages and communities as part of revitalization and educational
efforts. While digital technology can be viewed as a new form of colonization—with the
potential to reinforce dominant worldviews and modes of knowledge, suppress,
appropriate, and/or commodify Indigenous peoples and culture, and disconnect
communities from their members and their land—it can also be construed as an
empowering and archival educational tool, engaging Indigenous youth in the
documentation and promotion of language, culture, and knowledge, and extending the
reach of Indigenous voices. Galla calls for Indigenous languages themselves to be given
more resources and support in all domains—to be prioritized and legitimized alongside
colonial languages—while also acknowledging that some communities deliberately choose
to keep their languages private.
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The next two articles focus on the advent of multilingual digital storybook archives
that were initially created to increase the available literature and support literacy in African
countries. Stranger-Johannessen, Doherty, and Norton examine the ways in which the
digital literacy platform African Storybooks and its ongoing sister research project,
Storybooks Canada—part of the expanding digital network of Open Educational Resources
(OER)—support equitable, multilingual literacy education and teaching practices by
providing widespread access to print/audio versions of local and global stories at little to
no cost. They argue that these resources allow readers, families, and teachers to access
multiple translations of individual stories, facilitating multilingual reading engagement
and, particularly in African countries, expanding the number of stories available in both
local and global languages on various platforms.
Turning to Storybooks Canada, the authors contend that introducing African stories
to the Canadian audience in the most commonly spoken languages disrupts traditional
global knowledge flows, thereby democratizing international knowledge by transferring
stories from the Global South to the Global North. Among the benefits noted include the
use of these stories in Canadian classrooms to teach foreign languages, as well as the range
of opportunities provided for users to engage with story. They conclude by outlining plans
for a pilot classroom study to refine the efficacy of Storybooks Canada in promoting
literacy and language learning among heritage language speakers, immigrants, and
refugees in Canada.
Dobson and Asselin engage in a critical discussion of digital text production and
literacy programs designed to mitigate the perceived “crisis” of low literacy rates in
majority world contexts, noting how such interventions—rooted in the presumption that
Western models of literacy education are vital worldwide—have the damaging potential to
maintain hegemonic structures that lead to social, political, and cultural
disenfranchisement. Focusing on Ethiopia’s long and venerated tradition of scholarly and
liturgical book and manuscript production, they detail the comparative dearth of written
texts produced for children. Stories for children are instead primarily conveyed through
oral traditions within communities and families. Such narratives are intrinsically authentic
to children’s everyday experiences and linguistic backgrounds, as well as performative in
nature—features that are difficult to transmediate into written and visual form. Noting that
primary school children in Ethiopia have the right to be taught in their mother tongue, they
describe how, due to the lack of reading materials, multilingual teachers, and funding to
provide sufficient translations, this remains a difficult task to implement. The authors then
turn to their discussion of literacy projects (i.e., template-driven production approaches,
crowdsourcing, open licences, and versioning programs) designed to draw on students’
funds of knowledge through culturally relevant texts. They consider three such digital
corpora—ultimately questioning these programs’ dedication to cultural authenticity and
problematizing the prioritization of quick and low-cost efforts to engage oral literacy
contexts with Western models of knowledge production.
The final paper by Li, Jee, and Sun addresses the implications of teacher-controlled
educational technology in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) classrooms—specifically
by examining the effects of technology-assisted instruction on communicative practices in
suburban/rural classrooms in China. Rather than enhance meaningful teacher-student
interactions or contribute to student-centered learning, teacher-controlled technology use
in EFL classrooms emerges here as an impediment to students’ authentic, spontaneous
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language output in the target language. By reinforcing traditional, teacher-centered
instruction, such technology use restricts the types of feedback provided to students and,
by extension, limits opportunities for diverse and authentic student responses. The authors
call for further research into the professional development strategies and resources being
provided to educators in these areas, particularly in those rural communities wherein
teachers face considerable pressure to keep up with the national curriculum and students’
standardized test scores are lower than those of their urban peers. Additionally, authors
advocate for further analyses of the specific uses of technology in L2 classrooms,
“including questioning how and for what pedagogical purposes it is being used.”
The articles in this section raise many of the complex concerns related to
colonizing forces; information flows, languages, and access; and the limits of technology
itself in order to address the intricate and entwined social, political, and cultural issues that
are always attendant in technological contexts. For instance, technology can be used to recolonize or to empower and promote languages and cultures, just as it can both disrupt
global knowledge flows and support multilingual literacy or reinscribe dominant models
of knowledge production and consumption. Ultimately, digital technology is only as
empowering and transformative as the ability of users to access and engage with it in rich
and critical ways that reach toward equity and social justice.
Many of these issues are taken up in the closing comments by Allan Luke, one of
our keynote speakers at the conference, with a particular focus on ethics. In his paper, Luke
argues that participation in digital culture entails many ethical considerations, particularly
around access and the consequences of use. He argues that, among other forms of
participation, ‘users’ should engage in critical examinations of the contents of digital
archives—approaching them as representations of the world we live in—and calls for a
renewed focus on civics and civility:
“It is not an adequate educational, philosophic, or political response to current
cultural, geopolitical, and economic conditions and events for this generation of
teachers, scholars, parents, caregivers, and community Elders to simply document
or celebrate the emergence of new digital youth cultures without attempting to call
out ethical parameters and concrete historical consequences for communities,
cultures, and, indeed, human existence in this planetary ecosystem.”
Indeed, Luke calls for digital ethics to be at the center of curricula that include the
examination of sources and ideologies as well as the relationships between forms of
knowledge and global, planetary interests such as corporate ownership, capitalization, and
profit from information more generally.
Taken together, the articles in this special issue tell stories of the ways in which
digital technology can lead to damaging forms of exclusion and the reification of colonial
relations, but as well as how it is possible to leverage new technologies toward more
equitable spaces and societies. In our research and pedagogies going forward, we will want
to more forcefully address the social distribution of digital access, examine diverse forms
of engagement, and promote a more ethical framework for technology integration. In
examining digital literacies through a more critical lens, educators and researchers can
contribute to the construction of more equitable futures in the digital age.
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Section 1

The LinkVan Project: Participatory Technology Design in Vancouver
SUZANNE SMYTHE
Simon Fraser University
DIONNE PELAN
University of British Columbia Learning Exchange
SHERRY BRESHEARS
Simon Fraser University
Abstract
This article tells the story of “LinkVan,” a project that explores approaches to participatory
technology design to forge more equitable digital and social relations in the Downtown
Eastside (DTES) community of Vancouver, British Columbia. LinkVan began as a project
to create a literacy-friendly online service directory for low-income and homeless citizens.
We trace the experiences and patterns of digital inequality that led to the formation of the
project and describe the evolving approach to technology design oriented to “the direct
involvement of people in the co-design of the technologies they use” (Simonsen &
Robertson, 2013 p. 2). We consider insights from 58 user experience interviews that
suggest the precariousness of access, the centrality of digital literacy education in
participatory technology design, and the potential of side-by-side ‘conversations at the
interface’ (Attar, 2005; Barbatsis, Comacho, & Jackson, 2004) to imagine new digital
landscapes and new social relations.
Keywords
digital inequality, participatory technology design, homelessness, digital literacy,
community services

Introduction
This article considers the entanglement of digital literacies and digital equity in a
project called ‘LinkVan,’ a participatory technology initiative located in the Downtown
Eastside (DTES) neighbourhood of Vancouver, British Columbia. As authors, we comprise
a member of the LinkVan project team (Dionne) as well as researchers (Suzanne and
Sherry) who studied LinkVan’s efforts to develop a literacy-friendly online service
directory. As we describe in what follows, our experience in the LinkVan project
challenged the very premise of technology-oriented responses to service provisions, and
has led us to more closely examine the pedagogies and practices of participatory
technology design (Buchmüller, Joost, Bessing, & Stein, 2011; Forlano & Mathews, 2014;
Simonsen & Robertson, 2013). We begin by describing the digital landscape of the DTES,
including the history, demographics, and social issues that shaped LinkVan’s work. We
then elaborate on concepts of digital inequalities and participatory technology design, by
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way of foregrounding the themes that arose as we engaged in community technology fora,
close observations of digital learning in drop in public computing centres, and user
experience interviews. We conclude with reflections on the limits and potential of online
services for low income citizens, and the potential of participatory approaches to
technology design to create more equitable social and digital relations.
Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside Digital Landscape
The Downtown Eastside community, like all of Vancouver, resides on unceded
Coast Salish Territories. Also known as Q’umq’umal’ay in the Musqueam language, the
DTES encompasses the eastern portion of the downtown core and the residential
neighbourhood of Strathcona. The DTES is often referred to as the “heart of the city”
(Walling, 2011). It was the site of the first City Hall, and Vancouver’s first library, the
Carnegie, which is still housed in the thriving Carnegie Community Centre. Since the
arrival of settlers in Vancouver in the 1850s, the community has been an ethnically diverse,
working class neighbourhood, and the ‘heart of the city’ because it is known to be dynamic,
community-oriented and resilient, home to artists, activists and social innovation (Lupick,
2017). While about 18,000 people call the DTES home (City of Vancouver, 2013), many
experience homelessness or cycle in and out of temporary housing. This is perpetuated by
insufficient incomes, rapidly rising rents, economic downturns in other parts of Canada,
and the prevalence of untreated addictions, mental illness and trauma (Metro Vancouver,
2017).
It is unclear how many people experience homelessness in the DTES itself because
people move throughout the city to find safe places to sleep. According to the 2017
homeless count in Metro Vancouver, 3,876 people in Vancouver were found to be sleeping
outdoors, in tent cities or in shelters. Indigenous people comprised 35% of this group
(Metro Vancouver, 2017). This over-representation of indigenous people among homeless
or insecurely housed citizens flows from Canada’s colonial history, manifest in the
dispossession of indigenous peoples of their territories, including what is now the DTES
as well as other parts of the city, the province, and Canada. These colonial relations—
which continue to be enforced through the 1867 Indian Act (Coulthard, 2014; McKenzie,
Varcoe, Browne, & Day, 2016)—are and have been expressed in projects of assimilation
such as the residential school system, which has had a profound and lasting effect on
residents of the DTES. Residential schools deployed immersive forms of colonial
pedagogies (Hutchings, 2016) in an attempt to destroy indigenous relations with the land,
and cultural and knowledge systems (Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada,
2015). In their engagements with literacy organizations and other community agencies,
many indigenous residents of the DTES express their ongoing distrust of education, health,
policing, and other government institutions (Sterritt, 2007; Truth and Reconciliation
Commission of Canada, 2015).
Additionally, Chinese and Japanese families have lived in the DTES
neighbourhood since migrant workers from these countries were recruited to work on the
Canadian National Railway in the late 19th century. Home to the city’s collection of Single
Room Occupancy (SRO) hotels and boasting more temperate weather than other parts of
Canada, the DTES has historically attracted migrant and itinerant labour; however, it has
never been able to adequately house its residents in the context of British Columbia’s
expensive real estate and weak social housing policies (Li, Moore, & Smythe, 2017). In
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recent years, gentrification and restrictive income assistance and employment policies have
exacerbated this problem (Downtown Eastside Literacy Roundtable, 2017). Over the
course of our research between 2015 and 2017, rents rose sharply, but housing allowances
for those on income assistance remained frozen at the 2002 rate of $350 per month
(Tweddle, Battle, & Torjman, 2013). As one community member observed during our
research: “We are getting squeezed into a smaller and smaller corner of this community”
(Participant 23, October 23, 2016).
These very processes that contribute to income and housing inequalities also play
out in patterns of digital access (Haight, Quan-Haase, & Corbett, 2014). For example, in
the interviews the LinkVan team conducted to understand patterns of digital access in the
DTES (the methods of which we describe below), we found that precarious housing was
connected to precarious digital access. Sixty-five percent, or 38 of the 58 interview
respondents, said they relied on the public library or public Wi-Fi in community centres or
coffee shops for their internet access. The two public libraries serving the community are
brimming each day with people needing both access to the internet and further support to
send emails, connect with family and friends, complete online forms, and so on. Though
the younger participants in our study (aged 18 to 30)—most of whom reported as having
some college education—were more confident users of technology, this group was also
more likely to be homeless or reliant upon shelters, and least likely to have reliable access
to the internet.
In spite of its difficulties, the DTES is also known as a resilient and tight-knit
community that resists processes of gentrification and advocates for the rights of its most
vulnerable through memorial marches, protests against local government decisions, and
inter-agency collaborations and collective action (Walling, 2017). Indeed, it was one such
collective action that gave rise to the LinkVan project.
Digital Inequality, Digital Literacy, and Participatory Technology Design
Digital inequality refers to the unequal distribution of digital, social, and
educational resources that are required for participation in a digital society (Robinson,
Cotten, Ono, Quan-Haase, Mesch, et al, 2015). These authors argue that “first level” digital
disparities, such as access to the Internet and working devices, continue to proliferate in
North America alongside “second level” digital inequalities such as consistent access to
appropriate and timely digital literacy education, secure internet connections, and safe
places in which to use these technologies. They observe that digital inequalities are
entangled with and reinforce “offline axes of inequality” (Robinson et al, 2015, p. 570)
across income, age, gender, race, and geographic location disparities, so that “[o]ne cannot
understand the social landscape of the twenty-first century without coming to grips with
digital inequalities” (Robinson et al, 2015, p. 571).
A linking concept between digital literacy and digital inequality is that of usability.
Usability refers to engagement and experience with the “content, systems, and
environment” of technology use (O’Brien, 2016, p. 22). If a system is not usable (for
example, if it requires a printer, power source, or a particular browser that users do not
have), there can be no engagement; user experiences can be negative, foreclosing the
important experience of pleasure that promotes digital literacy fluency (O’Brien, 2016;
Reder, 2012; van Dijk, 2006). Here, the digital ecosystem, or material contexts in which
technologies are used, matter for engagement and access, in that “engagement with place
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can be more salient than engagement with a device” when learning new concepts (O’Brien,
2016, p. 3-4). This multifaceted concept of usability attends to the qualities of the digital
ecosystem, proceeding from the view that all users, no matter how they are situated, have
a right to pleasurable experiences with technology (Buchmüller et al, 2011, p. 756). This
broadens definitions of digital literacy—beyond that which is an effect of individual skills
and cognition—to include the social and political processes through which technologies
are created (Selwyn, 2012). Who designs technologies, and for whom are they produced?
How do these design relations affect literacy experiences and digital access?
Most often technologies are designed for people, not with them. Moser (2009) calls
this an “executive approach” (p. 714), in which technologies are designed by software
engineers or in government offices for a homogeneous market of consumers. This approach
results in technologies that privilege model users (Woolgar, 1991) who enjoy ubiquitous
access to the internet, operate multiple devices, and accrue the benefits to digital fluency
of regular opportunities for practice. An executive approach to technology design can
therefore perpetuate digital inequality, because the resulting technologies may not be
useable or meaningful for those who are not model users.
Buchmüller et al (2011) further argue that the design of technologies is a social
process rather than a technical one. Participatory design processes (or co-design, as the
literature uses the terms interchangeably) attend to the quality of people’s experiences at
the computer interface (i.e., what people actually do) and locate these experiences in the
broader ecosystems and social contexts for digital in/equalities; there is an expressed
interest in how marginalized users interact with technologies, rather than assuming they do
not, or cannot. Forlano and Mathews (2014) found that including low-income citizens in
the development of an online community information directory—one with similar aims to
that of LinkVan—led not only to a more intuitive design but also to capacity building,
through which supported community members could envision desired, more equal futures.
LinkVan’s Process: Improvisation and Experimentation
It was the desire to build community capacity for digital technology use, and to
envision more equal digital and social futures, that led to the creation of LinkVan. LinkVan
is a project of the Downtown Eastside Literacy Roundtable, an interagency collaboration
among literacy and education organizations in the DTES that meets monthly to share
information, support access to their programs, and respond to community literacy needs.
Its members include representatives from community colleges and universities that offer
adult literacy and adult basic education programs as well as local libraries, employment
training groups, literacy drop-in programs, women’s centres, and indigenous language
circles. In 2015, these members expressed concern over the rapid shift to online
government services underway in the community and the effect this was having on people’s
access to services—particularly for those who are homeless or precariously housed
(Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now [ACORN], 2016; British
Columbia Public Interest Advocacy Centre [BCPIAC], 2015). Roundtable members were
also concerned about the capacity of their volunteer-run agencies to meet this growing
demand for digital access and digital literacy skills. They asked the roundtable coordinator,
William Booth, to take the lead in organizing a community technology forum to discuss
these issues and develop possible actions. This led to the birth of LinkVan. In the following
sections, we describe the subsequent evolution of the project—first in community
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technology fora, then in user experience interviews, observations of technologies-in-use in
drop-in digital literacy classes, and in outreach and advocacy activities.

The First Community Technology Forum
At the first community technology forum, hosted by the University of British
Columbia (UBC) Learning Exchange and the Downtown Eastside Literacy Roundtable in
the fall of 2015, 60 community members and representatives of local agencies discussed
the digital disparities in the community. Just as services upon which residents relied were
moving online, the internet was becoming more expensive and out of reach for low-income
citizens. Adult education programs that once offered digital education and internet access
had closed due to provincial and federal cuts (Smythe, 2015; Smythe & Butterwick, 2014).
Some online service directories were on offer, but they were difficult for people to navigate,
information was hard to read, and government forms in particular required access to Adobe
Reader DC software, a telephone, and a printer (BCPIAC, 2015). 1 At the crux of the
problem was a prevailing perception among government agencies and policy makers that
the digital divide had been eradicated with the introduction of Wi-Fi hot spots and internet
in libraries (Moll, 2012), and that homeless and low-income residents either did not
experience significant barriers to accessing online services or that digital access was the
least of their worries. These discussions resonated with reports of digital inequalities
among low-income and homeless citizens in other jurisdictions. In their study of public
computing in a homeless shelter for mothers in the United States, Le Dantec et al (2011)
observed:
Someone who is homeless may not have extensive access to digital technologies
but is nonetheless deeply affected by the pervasiveness of such technologies in
everyday life. In everything from maintaining social connections to friends and
family, to online registration and verification for social services, to finding and
applying for employment and housing, the presence and necessity of interacting
with technology has real consequences—and opportunity—for the urban homeless.
(p. 1)
If people accepted the view that digital technologies were pervasive in the lives of
DTES community members, then ensuring their usability would become a matter of
urgency.
Making the LinkVan Directory
During discussions about next steps and actions at the first community technology
forum, participants identified the urgent need to create an open-source, literacy-friendly
directory of services that responded to the particular needs of the DTES community. The
1
Problems of access to government services, including income assistance, disability benefits, and
employment insurance, are well documented in the B.C. Public Interest and Advocacy Centre’s 2015 report
to the B.C. ombudsperson, Access denied: Shut out of BC’s welfare system http://bcpiac.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/09/BCPIAC-Ombuds-Complaint_Final_May-12-2015.pdf, and in the 2016 report by
the anti-poverty group, Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), Internet for
all: Internet use and accessibility for low-income Canadians, http://www.acorncanada.org/resource/internetall.
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rationale was that such a resource might afford more privacy and discretion for those
looking for services. This was important for newcomers to the community, who may be in
crisis but who do not want to tell their story to one community agency after another until
they are directed to the appropriate service. Another rationale for a literacy-friendly
directory was that other online service directories on offer were difficult to navigate for
people with reading difficulties and were not enabled to provide local information, making
them unreliable. For example, in one directory, a map that was linked to the UBC Learning
Exchange (UBCLE) directed people to the UBC campus—15 kilometres away—rather
than to the UBCLE storefront in the core of the DTES.
Kevin Tanyag, a UBC computer engineering student who volunteered at the
UBCLE, was asked to find or develop a model for a more intuitive platform. He identified
Link-SF, a tool created by San Francisco’s Zen Desk (2016) and described as “San
Francisco’s first mobile-optimized website that connects homeless and low-income
residents with critical and life-saving resources nearby” (Link-SF, 2018, para 1). With
support from a small innovation grant, Kevin began working on a Link-Vancouver version,
tailored to the Vancouver context. A LinkVan project team, formed to guide and advise
this process, included representatives of the Downtown Eastside Literacy Roundtable, the
UBC Learning Exchange, volunteer computer science and software engineers, and
community members, called community ambassadors, who were delegated by community
groups to inform the project from the perspective of people without regular access to the
internet, devices, or digital education.
Designing the LinkVan with Community Service Providers
The participation of service providers in the design of LinkVan was crucial, because
the accuracy and usefulness of information was dependent upon the information agencies
shared. In a second forum in early 2016, community service providers were asked to
envision how the LinkVan directory could be used, and by whom. They imagined potential
outcomes and uses for the directory that led not only to better access to services, but also
to more equitable distribution of digital resources skills. The participants identified both
community service agencies and community members who use their services as the
directory’s principal audiences. They brainstormed categories of services to feature in the
directory, and noted the importance of an offline directions and map feature so that people
with phones could follow directions without needing cell phone data. The limited
availability of free, public Wi-Fi in Vancouver streets and parks in 2016 made this a vital
usability feature. 2 These suggestions were included in the first iteration of the LinkVan
directory (see Figure 1).
2

The City of Vancouver has since partnered with Shaw Communications to increase free Wi-Fi access
throughout the city (City of Vancouver, 2018). However, these are still spotty and many are located in private
businesses where homeless citizens do not feel welcome. See Stanley Q. Woodvine’s (2018) audit of free
Wi-Fi in Vancouver from the perspective of a homeless citizen.
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Figure 1. The first iteration of LinkVan, June 2016.
Usability Testing: Folding Local Knowledge into Design
With this first iteration of LinkVan ready, and with the benefit of a SSHRC small
grant, community ambassadors Wilson Liang and Diane Campbell worked with Sherry and
Suzanne to gage its usability among community members. We were interested in learning
how people engaged with the directory, but also how they experienced the digital
ecosystem in which it might be used; for example, the extent to which people experienced
safe and reliable access to devices, the internet, and learning opportunities (see Appendix
A for the interview protocol). We took a laptop with screen capture software into a
women’s centre, a shelter, and two community centres in the downtown area, interviewing
58 people over 6 months. Among these respondents, 55% identified as women and 45% as
men; 82% were from racialized groups, respondents were between the ages of 23 and 80,
with most between 28 and 60; and 54% had lived in the community for over 10 years, with
15% between 5 and 10 years, and 30% for less than five years, with most of these being
quite recent arrivals. These figures attest to dynamics of housing instability in the
community; even long timers in the community experience homelessness and insecure
housing. Thirty-two percent (19) of respondents were homeless at the time of the interview,
which included relying upon shelters, sleeping outdoors, and/or couch surfing. Two
percent, or 6 respondents, were living in transitional housing, and 66% of the participants
(36) lived in local SROs or senior residents’ or subsidized housing. Awareness of these
diverse housing experiences enriched our understanding of digital access and the usability
of LinkVan; however, we did not approach people for interviews based on their housing
status, and we do not claim that these housing experiences are representative of the
situation in the DTES. Regardless of living arrangements or time in the community, 80%
of the participants had no home internet or cell data, because these were unaffordable or
unavailable in SRO hotels or residences.
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During the interviews, we sat next to participants with a laptop facing us on a table.
We first asked people to use the directory to find various services, and as they did so, to
share with us their experiences of the search functions and the relevance of the information
they found. We soon noticed that asking people to use a new or unfamiliar device to find a
service with which they may have little knowledge or experience is not an authentic literacy
practice (Campbell, 2003; Lesgold & Welch-Ross, 2012). Principles of adult literacy
education have taught us that “purposeful and meaningful learning builds upon and
expands on learner’s prior knowledge” (Duckworth & Brzeski, 2015, p. 2). The same is
true for digital texts and app and website navigation. When people make their way to a
website or app, it is because they are already looking for information, and so they are more
able to find and evaluate this information in the context of their background knowledge
and their goals for searching. For this reason, we soon dropped the testing component and
adopted an approach oriented to “conversations at the interface” (Attar, 2005; Barbatsis,
Comacho, & Jackson, 2004, p. 43)—collaborative explorations of the search functions,
literacy features, and information generated by the site. For example, rather than waiting
to see if people could correctly locate the service we asked them to search for, we
encouraged people to freely explore the site—clicking on different features, moving the
cursor here and there, viewing and commenting on icons such as those for medical services,
showers, or those that denote women-only services. When necessary, we guided people to
use the mouse and track pad, or type into a search field. If a participant seemed lost, we
would prompt, “can you find the nearest shelter?” or “what makes it hard to find women’s
only shelters?” Often participants offered commentary when they landed on a familiar
place. “I would never go there, or there, or there,” mused one participant as she scrolled
the mouse over the names of shelters (Participant 14, June 9, 2016). “I have a place there
tonight,” commented another (Participant 18, June 9, 2016).
After Wilson, Diane, Sherry, and Suzanne shared summaries of participant
responses in LinkVan team meetings, changes to the app were rolled into the next
iterations. For example, the “home” icon was adjusted to be clearer to find in the second
iteration. Several community respondents told us that the icon for medical services (see
Figure 1) triggered an uncomfortable response for them, having had difficult histories and
interactions with health care institutions and providers. By the third iteration, a new icon—
that of a stethoscope—enjoyed a more favourable reception, and Learning was added as
another service category. However, not all suggestions from participants were adopted.
The software developers wanted to limit frequent changes to the site that could diminish
familiarity and user engagement. Some popular suggestions, such as creating a live feature
to book shelter beds in real time, could not be implemented because LinkVan, a volunteer
run and supported project, did not have the capacity to maintain this information, and
because some service providers were reluctant to provide it. We return to this issue in the
discussion, as we consider the constraints of participatory design processes.
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Figure 2. The third iteration of the LinkVan homepage.
Digital Literacy Education Outreach
During our conversations with community members, it became clear that there was
a strong demand for digital literacy education in the community. We also observed a wide
range of fluency and proficiency with devices, from the younger, college-educated
homeless youth who deftly negotiated the LinkVan site to those who were unfamiliar with
using keyboards and a mouse or tracker. The Vancouver Public Library has a mandate from
the City of Vancouver to provide digital literacy education to Vancouverites—usually in
the form of workshops and drop-in tech support, for which there is high demand. Yet it is
difficult for librarians to meet these complex needs on their own (Jaeger & Bertot, 2011),
and given the history of residential schooling noted above as well as reasons of trauma and
mental health, many people in the community are not comfortable to learn in unfamiliar or
anonymous group settings. To become more digitally fluent, people need time to practice
new skills in familiar settings, with frontline workers and educators with whom they have
trusted relationships. Many respondents also expressed that the day-to-day work of survival
made it more difficult for them to learn in scheduled or traditional ways.
The LinkVan project responded to these dynamics by creating pop-up tech cafés in
shelters, drop-in centres, and other settings where people already gathered and felt
comfortable. This affirms the findings of user-engagement studies cited above—that place
matters in technology engagement. Locating tech cafés in community settings also built
the capacity of stretched agencies to embed digital access and literacy into their community
work. The format was simple: A few times a week in different community settings, the
LinkVan team set up a table with a sign that read, “need help with digital technology?” and
included images of a cellphone, laptop, tablet, and logos of well-known social media and
web sites. A Vancouver public librarian brought along a mobile hotspot and, with
community ambassadors Wilson and Diane, as well as with Dionne, William, and others,
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helped those who visited the table. The team focused on relationship building and timely,
one-to-one digital literacy mentorship based on what people wanted to learn, stretching this
into explorations of new digital terrains and skills. It was in these tech cafés that team
members noticed persistent digital literacy trouble spots (such as passwords, accounts, and
government forms) and gained further insight into how people used and responded to the
LinkVan interface.

Figure 3. Tech café drop-in at Oppenheimer Park, Downtown Vancouver.
In the following section, we elaborate on the findings of these “conversations at the
interface” (Barbatsis, Comacho, & Jackson, 2004, p. 43) and observations of technologiesin-use in the tech cafés. It was within these interactions that more complex configurations
of digital equity arose, challenging the assumptions and goals of the LinkVan project and
provoking interesting new problems to pursue.
Learning from the LinkVan Project
Improvisations and Workarounds Enact More Equitable Digital Landscapes
Paying attention to how marginalized technology users negotiate digital landscapes
offers insights into how these landscapes might be transformed. As noted above, prevailing
digital policy in Canada conceives of low-income and homeless citizens as those who
struggle with digital literacy and who may be unable or unwilling to use new technologies.
But all the participants in our study said they use technologies daily. Although our study
may have attracted people who already had an interest in technologies, the popularity of
the tech café drop-ins and the high demand for digital literacy in the public libraries suggest
that low-income and homeless citizens, just like their more affluent fellow citizens, desire
and are compelled to use technologies—only they must work much harder to do so. Our
conversations with community members attuned us to how people improvise and work
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around barriers to access. One interview participant, Nicole, declared that internet was free
in the community. “It’s free?” Suzanne was surprised but Nicole continued: “You just have
to stand outside for a long time. I can see people standing there all night using the internet.
[…] A lot of places leave it on.” When Nicole had a phone, she too would tap into these
available connections, and is familiar with several “secret” outdoor electrical outlets within
the area (Participant 18, June 9, 2016). We also learned that people share skills, devices,
and information with others—in ways that disrupt the hyper-individualized design of
personalized devices oriented to consumer markets (Elliot & Urry, 2010; Gubrium, Harper,
& Otañez, 2015).
Digital Inequalities: Scarcity in a Sea of Plenty
Thirty-two percent, or 19 of the interview participants, 9 of whom were homeless
at the time of the interview, said they had a mobile phone—although they often had older
operating systems, without cell data. Phones provide invaluable access to Whatsapp,
Facebook Messenger, and other internet-enabled messaging and voice calling platforms.
Participants who were sleeping outside or in shelters said that one of their greatest fears
was having their phone stolen while they slept, and several said their phone had been
recently lost or stolen—a devastating experience because they also then lost contact
numbers of family, friends and other connections. “When people are ready to make a
change in their life, to ask for help, the first thing they need is a cell phone,” noted one
participant (Participant 33, November 3, 2016). Going without a phone when homeless can
make one feel especially lonely and vulnerable. One young woman told us that she puts
her laptop and cell phone in lock up at a local community agency at night. “So, after 8pm,
I have no technology on me… I don’t want them to get stolen when I am sleeping out. It’s
like I am off the grid” (Participant 12, June 8, 2016). For these reasons, several people who
had experienced having their phone stolen planned to use their social assistance cheque to
replace it, even if this meant they would have no money left for food. In this way, access
to cell phones are not a luxury but a necessity for social and digital inclusion.
Digital Literacy and the Digital Landscape
In line with research cited above on the important role of place in technology
usability (O’Brien, 2016), the aesthetic and material conditions of public computing spaces
such as shelters, residence lobbies, and drop-in centres seemed important to the quality of
people’s digital learning experiences. Community members reported that they feel anxious
and pressured to work faster when they use computers in public spaces because of the high
demand for very few computers. Overstretched staff and volunteers may be unable to help
those who have difficulties using the computers and many reported that computers in these
drop-in settings are not working properly or have old operating systems. Women
respondents said some public computing spaces were male-dominated and they felt unsafe
there: “What we need are women-only computer labs” (Participant 13, June 8, 2016). Some
respondents expressed concern with a lack of privacy in public computing settings, as when
people forget to log out of their email or Facebook page, or private information is
inadvertently shared in an open room when someone is getting help with a government
form.
By offering digital literacy learning opportunities to visitors of the tech cafés,
LinkVan strived to create a digital landscape in which people saw themselves as included
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members of a digital society. We noticed that these outreach activities formed a bridge to
more formal learning opportunities. For example, participants made personal connections
with people running the tech cafés and began to visit their literacy programs. Jane 3 is one
such person. She was a regular visitor to the tech cafés in the local park and lived nearby
at a local women’s shelter. She met Dionne at one of these tech cafés and began to visit her
at the UBC Learning Exchange’s drop-in computer lab. One day, a volunteer tutor was
helping Jane to learn how to export photographs from her cell phone. Jane was anxious;
her daughter was missing and the Vancouver Police Department required a current photo.
While Marie, one of the volunteer tutors, was showing her how to download and share
pictures on Facebook, Jane’s daughter contacted her for the first time in over a month and
Jane was able to respond to her daughter in that moment. Spurred by this breakthrough,
she became much more proficient at using her phone and has since reconnected with her
sister, who now also attends the café regularly. This suggests, once again, the entangled
social, temporal, and spatial relations that surround technology use.
Service Directories Are Not Actual Services
In the multimodal flow of scrolling, scanning, and clicking during the interviews,
we were also introduced to the limits of services, and of technologies, to address unequal
social and political systems. An insightful interview participant scanned LinkVan’s menu
of services and asked: “Where is your category for housing? We don’t need more shelters,
we need housing” (Participant 19, June 9, 2016). As another man, following our prompt,
scrolled to find a shelter, he hovered over one and explained, “[This] is a low barrier shelter,
which means there are people there who, you know, have a lot of issues. I can’t relax there,
I don’t feel safe, so I sleep on a chair in the entrance area. I wish they had high barrier
shelters or no shelters at all” (Participant 45, February 28, 2017). Another was disdainful
of the LinkVan initiative: “Why have a directory of services when there are no services?”
(Participant 43, February 28, 2017). Still others emphasized that the LinkVan directory
would only be useful if the information it provided was accurate and reliable: “It is better
to have no information than inaccurate information” (Participant 46, February 28, 2017).
This aligns with observations from studies of user experience and usability cited above (Le
Dantec & DiSalvo, 2013; O’Brien, 2016)—namely, that people assess the validity and
trustworthiness of the content of online information against their local knowledge and
experience. When content conflicts with these, the integrity and usability of the site erodes.
Moreover, when services are listed in a directory, their presence may offer the impression
that such services exist and are plentiful, when this is may not be so; shelters turn away
people on a regular basis, there are few detox programs in the community or the city, and
few supports are in place for people experiencing mental health difficulties.
Discussion and Conclusions
As the LinkVan project continues to evolve, so too does the thinking and problemsolving oriented to the design and use of LinkVan within the DTES digital ecosystem. The
improvisations and workarounds in which citizens engage suggest actions that might
disrupt digital inequalities, such as widening public access to affordable internet and WiFi, day and night; scaling up existing initiatives to distribute refurbished cell phones and
laptops (for example, in projects run by Free Geek and Computers for Schools); and
3

Nicole and Jane are pseudonyms
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offering more timely and appropriate digital literacy education. Yet the LinkVan project
not only generates solutions; it also raises provocative and productive new problems, as
well as “wicked” and entangled issues that get at the heart of colonialism, racism,
neoliberal housing policies (Hutchings, 2016), and the commodification of digital
landscapes. None of these have easy solutions, but if we “stay with the troubles” (Haraway,
2016, p. 1) that inevitably erupt in participatory processes such as LinkVan, we may, as
Jen Ross (2017) proposes, “produce valuable insights and contribute to a flourishing
ecosystem of knowledge practices” (p. 215). In other words, rather than as a rush to
solutions, we might think of participatory design as “inventive problem-making” (Michael,
2012, p. 536)—an engagement with imaginative resources, such as those demonstrated by
community members in this study, “aimed at envisioning or crafting futures or conditions
which may not yet currently exist, to provoke new ways of thinking and to bring particular
ideas or issues into focus” (Ross, 2017, p. 215). Among the new ways of thinking and ideas
that proliferated in the LinkVan project, we signal three that called out to us as potentially
productive to track as the project continues to unfold.
The first is the problem of scarcity. Despite the best efforts of community service
agencies, there is a scarcity of cell phones and affordable internet, homes and healthcare,
digital literacy education and employment for low-income and homeless citizens in the
DTES digital landscape. This scarcity, amidst the abundance of resources mere blocks
away in any direction—or even inside some of the new luxury condos or swanky coffee
shops sprouting alongside shelters and tent cities in the neighbourhood—drives home the
extent of visible, palpable, in-your-face digital and social inequalities. What if digital
inequalities were not a problem of scarce resources, but rather a more “wicked” problem
of powerful discourses that normalize scarcity as a necessity, lest people get access to
things they ‘don’t deserve’? To counter these discourses, projects of digital inclusion might
relinquish a so-called if only approach to technology (Kim, 2014); that is, if only people
had higher digital literacy skills, poverty would disappear, or if only internet connections
were everywhere, people would be able to find a place to live. Even the most intuitive and
functional service directory cannot provide access to actual resources if society has decided
people don’t really deserve them.
This highlights another productive tension in the LinkVan project. While the
project addresses the need for literacy-friendly and accessible information about services
and resources, its digital inclusion mandate is also to create a more equitable social and
digital landscape so that people need not rely upon scarce services to live their everyday
lives. Thus, in addition to being a pragmatic response to an ongoing crisis, LinkVan may
also be a force in undoing that crisis.
The desires of different users of LinkVan open up another interesting problem of
power relations in technology co-design. Participants in our study wanted accurate, justin-time information about services, as well as the capacity to claim them in real-time (for
example, a shelter bed or a shower). But many community service providers are reluctant
to provide this option; they want the discretion to screen and triage access to their services,
and to maintain opportunities for human interaction that are central to trust building. This
creates a tension between the potential for anonymity in online services, and the deeply
relational work of community outreach, opening up important questions about the role of
humans in human services that are moving online. Perhaps the value of participatory design
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is not only to enact desired futures—or even meet needs—but to create new relationships
and possibilities for grappling with “wicked” problems.
Ross (2017) calls upon digital literacy educators and designers to embrace the “not
yet-ness” (p. 214), or imperfect and unfinished nature of technologies, and to maintain a
creatively critical stance towards digital futures for education—one that involves
“navigating multiple and often competing visions without succumbing to cynicism, a
narrowing of perspective” (Ross, 2017, p. 218). With this in mind, next steps for LinkVan
might be to reach beyond the technological; to “experiment with possible futures” (Gunn,
Otto, & Smith, 2013, p. 18)—such as one in which homes replace shelters, or abundance
supplants scarcity—in thinking about how resources essential for living are shared.
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Social Class and The Unequal Digital Literacies of Youth
RON DARVIN
University of British Columbia
Abstract
Recognizing the importance of technology to achieve agentive participation in the
knowledge economy, this paper examines to what extent social class differences between
youth shape their digital literacies. Drawing on a case study of adolescents of contrasting
social positions, it discusses how the material and relational differences of home
environments, manifested by spatial configurations, parental involvement and peer
networks, can help develop diverse practices and dispositions towards technology. By
demonstrating how the inequities of digital use can lead to the unequal accumulation of
cultural and social capital, this paper concludes with the educational implications of the
third digital divide.
Keywords
digital literacy, equity, social class, identity, knowledge economy, capital

Introduction
Technology in the 21 century has become the fulcrum of the knowledge economy.
Not only has it accelerated the transnational flow of ideas, it has also enabled new means
of acquiring and transmitting economic, cultural, and social capital. By constructing new
forms of labour and modes of productivity, technology has reshaped industries, business
processes, and work environments, and increased the demand for knowledge work
involving information processing and knowledge creation and distribution (Castells, 2010;
Jones & Hafner, 2012; van Dijk, 2012). To participate in this knowledge economy, learners
need to develop digital literacies that will enable them not only to consume and produce
knowledge purposefully, but also to curate their identities strategically and maintain
meaningful social networks (Norton, 2013). In this context, “knowing” is an intellectual
and economic process that relies on language and literacy practices, a capacity for abstract
thought, and technological advancement (Farrell, 2009). How learners develop these
relevant competencies to navigate the digital landscape has become crucial to achieving
social mobility in the new world order.
As a critical factor in generating and accessing power, technology can also lead to
“one of the most damaging forms of exclusion” (Castells, 1999, p. 3). While some learners
are able to participate fully in technological networks, there are those who remain
disconnected or limited to the periphery of participatory cultures (Jenkins, Ito, & boyd,
2016). To understand this digital divide, scholars have examined issues of access and
connectivity (Stevenson, 2009; Vehovar, Sicherl, Hüsing, Dolnicar, 2006) and have more
recently expanded to analyses of differences in digital use (Epstein, Nisbet, & Gillespie,
2011; Smythe & Breshears, 2017; van Deursen & van Dijk, 2010). In this broader
understanding, fully harnessing the power of technology requires not only access to
devices, but also the skills to locate, evaluate, and activate resources available online. As
st
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schools continue to integrate technology into curricula and pedagogy and recognize the
internet as a significant source of knowledge, how learners acquire different digital
literacies at home has significant implications in terms of educational equity. Technology
use, if unmediated, can result in greater social fragmentation (Darvin, 2016; Facer, 2011;
Stromquist, 2002; Warschauer & Matuchniak, 2010).
To understand how mechanisms of digital inequity can shape the social trajectories
of today’s learners, this article draws on data from a case study investigating the digital
practices of two adolescents from contrasting social positions. Challenging the notion of
the “digital native” (Prensky, 2001) that ascribes digital fluency to a generation of users
born into technology, it illustrates how young people of different backgrounds can develop
diverse sets of digital literacies. By using social class as a lens to examine the material
differences of these backgrounds, it dissects how learners possessing varying levels of
economic, cultural, and social capital can be socialized into various digital practices. It
seeks to answer two questions: (1) How might learners of different social class positions
develop diverse digital literacies at home, and (2) How can the material conditions of the
lived existence of these learners shape their digital literacies? The contention is that
parental involvement, access to digital resources, and peer networks shape the dispositions
of learners towards technology as well as their homegrown digital practices. Constructed
through and with resources and discourses on hand, these out-of-school digital literacies
may or may not align with school expectations and the demands of the knowledge
economy—producing outcomes that can privilege some learners while marginalizing
others.
Digital Literacies and the “Digital Native”
As schools experiment with blended and flipped classrooms and continue to
incorporate technology in classroom practices, designing an inclusive digital curriculum
remains a challenging task. Digital frameworks articulated in educational policies involve
ideological assumptions of what constitutes digital literacy, and the ways it can be learned.
Within these frameworks, students are often imagined as “roaming autodidacts” (McMillan
Cottom, 2017) who are self-motivated, able learners “embedded in technocratic futures and
disembedded from place, culture, history, and markets” (p. 214). This essentialized notion
of a generation of learners persists despite the fact that Prensky’s (2001) construct of
“digital natives” has been greatly challenged (Bennett, Maton & Kervin, 2008; Helsper &
Eynon, 2010; Margaryan & Littlejohn, & Vojt, 2011, to name a few). Referring to the
generation that grew up with digital technology, Prensky (2001) coined the term “digital
natives” to refer to “‘native speakers’ of the digital language of computers, video games,
and the internet” (p. 1). It was a term that achieved currency in both academic and
journalistic discourse, constructing the notion that young users are naturally adept in
operating digital tools. The idea however that there is one “digital language” out there that
users need to master to encode and decode meaning is greatly limited. It essentializes age
as the single and most important determinant of “digital fluency” (Hsi, 2007; Miller &
Bartlett, 2012), even though there is scant evidence to support the existence of a
homogenous generation with technical expertise and a distinctive learning style (Bennett
et al., 2008).
While the construct of the digital native has been challenged, schools and ministries
often view digital literacy as a uniform set of skills, with clear stages of development that
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apply to all students. The Ministry of Education in British Columbia (BC Ministry of
Education, 2017), for instance, defines digital literacy as “the interest, attitude, and ability
of individuals to appropriately use digital technology and communication tools to access,
manage, integrate, analyze, and evaluate information, construct new knowledge, create and
communicate with others” (p. 1). Although this definition points out that performing digital
tasks does involve “interest” and “attitude,” it asserts digital literacy as a singular “ability.”
In the same vein, the British Columbia Digital Literacy Framework, based on the National
Educations Technology Standards for Students (NETSS) developed by the International
Society for Technology in Education (ISTE), breaks down this ability into six components:
(1) research and information literacy; (2) critical thinking, problem solving and decision
making; (3) creativity and innovation; (4) digital citizenship; (5) communication and
collaboration; and (6) technology operations and concepts. Reflected in this
conceptualization is an autonomous view of digital literacy (Heath & Street, 2008) that
regards it as a neutral or technical skill operating in a general manner regardless of local
configurations. School district digital policies often adopt this autonomous model, ignoring
social class differences that impinge on the access of learners to various resources.
Recognizing how digital engagement involves diverse contexts and practices, this
paper uses the plural “digital literacies” to refer to the fact that specific circumstances and
material conditions require users to adapt the affordances and constraints of digital tools in
multiple ways. In this sense, users assemble various technical possibilities available to
them in order to achieve specific purposes. Jones and Hafner (2012) argue that when one
engages with the digital, one is establishing relationships and enacting multiple identities,
and thus there are different practices of thinking, communicating, and relating through
digital media. Ito and others (2010) have categorized the digital practices of youth by
examining their different motivations, and identifying genres of participation with new
media that reflect youth culture, social network structure, and modes of learning.
Friendship-driven practices are dominant and mainstream practices that involve everyday
negotiations with friends and peers in one’s local social worlds. Instant messaging, social
network sites, and mobile phones become ways to negotiate these friendships. Youth look
to their peers for affiliation and competition, and digital practices become a form of
socialization—the equivalent of hanging out. Interest-driven practices, on the other hand,
are those where learners engage with a different network of peers, participating in
specialized activities that revolve around particular interests. By focusing on topics of
interest, hobbies, and career aspirations, these practices involve communicating, exploring,
and extending understanding that allows participants to collaborate with people of diverse
ages and backgrounds.
Social Class and Inequities of Digital Access and Use
In contrast to an autonomous model, an ideological model of digital literacy (Heath
& Street, 2008; Warschauer, 2009) recognizes the “differentiated, situated, and
enculturated ways in which digital practices happen” (Snyder & Prinsloo, 2007, p. 173).
Technology use is always positioned not just in a particular classroom, school, or
pedagogy, but also within the social and cultural conditions of out-of-school contexts
(North, Snyder, & Bulfin, 2008; Prinsloo & Rowsell, 2012; Snyder & Prinsloo, 2007). The
differences of digital access and use in these multiple spaces construct two levels of the
digital divide (Selwyn, 2004); for Ragnedda (2017), how online experiences influence
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people’s social trajectories in the offline world constitutes a third. Users who are able to
navigate the Internet with greater flexibility and versatility stand to gain socially valuable
resources, overtaking those who are not able to develop this strategic competence. In the
knowledge economy, it is the speed at which one is able to gain information that constructs
the gap between the “information rich” and the “information poor.” This knowledge gap,
first theorized by Tichenor, Donohue, and Olien (1970), suggests that as media information
in a social system increases, those with higher socioeconomic status tend to acquire
information at a faster rate than their lower status counterparts.
To understand further the processes of these digital inequities, this paper uses social
class as a construct to understand the contrasting social positions of digital learners. An
under-researched construct in language and literacy studies (Block, 2012), social class has
often been employed as a corollary inscription of identity with subjects identified as “White
middle-class male” or “Black working-class woman” to reflect positions of privilege or
marginalization. Studies that do examine class more purposefully often rely on
geographical locations, neighbourhoods, immigration categories, or ethnolinguistic
identities to identify socioeconomic status (SES) (Garnett, Adamuti-Trache, &
Ungerleider, 2008; Toohey & Derwing, 2008; Valdes, 1998)—a measure based on income,
education, and occupation. This paper asserts however that understanding the unequal
positions of learners through this primarily economic indicator is limited. While traditional
models of social stratification by Marx, Weber, and Goldthorpe fail to reflect the new world
order, current theorization of social class recognizes that it is also a cultural process,
marked by consumption patterns, identity formations, and bodily performance (Block,
2012, 2014; Kelly, 2012; Savage et al., 2013). Social class reflects relationships between
economic and cultural inputs, which are best integrated by Bourdieu’s conceptualization
of social class built on the constructs of habitus, field, and capital.
For Bourdieu (1990), habitus is “a system of durable, transposable dispositions…
principles which generate and organize practices and representations” (p. 53). As a
disposition, habitus is both structured and structuring; it is an organized system of what is
deemed reasonable or possible, shaped by one’s history and social position; and it is a
tendency to perceive and perform things in ways that correspond to these structures. What
people judge and internalize as reasonable comes from habitus, acquired by real structures
of social advantage and disadvantage, and constituted by combinations of capital. Capital
is power in its different forms: economic capital refers to wealth, property, and income;
cultural capital is knowledge, educational credentials, and appreciation of specific cultural
forms; and social capital is connections to networks of power (Bourdieu, 1986). These
forms of capital are circulated and competed for in arenas of struggle or structured spaces
called fields. As people struggle for position within fields and enact different social
practices, commonalities surface, and people unconsciously align themselves with those
with whom they share similar dispositions and tastes. A dominant class determines what is
valued in a field and transforms it into symbolic capital (Bourdieu, 1987).
The knowledge and skills that allow learners to operate with a degree of
competence become symbolic capital when they are recognized and valued within a
specific field. Hence, if digital practices learned at home mirror those valued in school,
learners are able to acquire symbolic capital in the field of education (Bourdieu & Passeron,
1990). Drawing on Bourdieu’s theoretical toolkit, Selwyn (2004) identifies how different
forms of capital can be transformed into technological capital. Economic capital enables
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the purchase of hardware and software, and other material exchanges and resourcing.
Cultural capital involves both participation in digital learning contexts and socialization
into technology use. Social capital involves family, peers, tutors, and others who comprise
their technological network. Studies have shown (Warschauer, 2007; Warschauer &
Matuchniak, 2010) that computer mastery usually depends on support from peers and
family members, and that low-income or immigrant youth tend to have fewer friends or
relatives who are sophisticated users of digital media, while more privileged learners are
more likely to have mentors at home to guide them. Employing a Bourdieusian framework,
North, Snyder and Bulfin (2008) have put forward the idea of “digital tastes” which they
define as preferences for technology use. They assert that the home socializes learners into
understanding, accepting or rejecting digital practices, and this socialization involves the
appropriation of technology to fit existing family norms, values, and lifestyles. The level
of education, occupation, and geographic location of parents shape their dispositions
regarding digital practices (North, Snyder, & Bulfin, 2008). Whereas some families value
technology for consumption of information, those who are not directed towards traditional
academic success may view new media and technologies as entertainment tools. As young
people make technologies their own, their different life circumstances shape beliefs and
expectations regarding technology (Kvasny, 2006).
In an earlier study of social media usage in the U.S., Boyd (2009) observed that
teenagers from different class backgrounds were engaging with social media in
fundamentally different ways. Middle-class users, she noted, were more likely to choose
Facebook over MySpace because of design and functionality, while more working-class
users remained in the latter, which began to develop a reputation for being sexualized and
“ghetto.” She pointed out that teenagers from wealthier, more educated backgrounds would
choose to participate in online environments popular with adults rather than those preferred
by youth of less privileged backgrounds. In this case, the contrasting digital tastes of users
ushered them into separate online environments, and patterns of social media adoption
reflected existing social stratification.
Undertaking an ethnographic study of the digital practices of children from
contrasting social positions in South Africa, Lemphane and Prinsloo (2014) demonstrate
how differences in digital access and use of the participants not only afforded different
means of representation, but also enabled different imagined identities, investments, and
ambitions. With access to a desktop and a PlayStation and unlimited broadband
connectivity, the middle-class children were able to gain access to more English-language
resources, allowing them to develop topic-specific vocabulary and meta-awareness of
language. By adapting avatars, they were able to experiment with different accents and
become familiar with global middle-class cultural references, while developing classspecific dispositions. The working-class children, on the other hand, had only mobile phone
access, and the games they were able to play on these devices provided no language
development opportunities. They spoke mostly a colloquial version of the local language,
indexical of their working-class status and not valued in school. In this context, the
contrasting digital practices led to different resources, tacit knowledge, and habits that may
or may not be bridged to school literacies and classroom practices.
These studies demonstrate how class positions can shape digital practices and
tastes, which in turn can determine opportunities for language use. How these studies
operationalize the construct of class range from finding patterns of use within class
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groupings (i.e., middle class versus working class) to demonstrating how class-inscribed
conditions (i.e., access to different resources) can shape practices. Employing a
Bourdieusian conception of class, this paper aligns with the latter by examining how
different levels of economic, cultural, and social capital, manifested in the material
conditions of learners’ lifeworlds and their social relations, can shape diverse digital
practices and dispositions towards technology. It recognizes that while habitus may
predispose learners into certain attitudes or actions, it does not singlehandedly determine
them. Learners of different social positions have the capacity to imagine agentive
possibilities that can transgress the predispositions of their habitus. At the same time,
understanding how different forms of capital operate can help them strategize how
resources on hand can be used to gain new capital.
Ayrton and John: A Case Study
The data used in this article is derived from a pilot case study conducted by the
author in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada in 2013 to compare the language and
literacy practices of two 16-year-old Filipino immigrants of contrasting social class
positions. By examining the class-inscribed worlds of two adolescents, this study responds
to Selwyn’s (2012) call “to develop socially-grounded understandings of the realities of
education and technology ‘as it happens’” (p. 219) and to illumine how the integration of
technology into education necessitates a greater understanding of these class differences.
Gaining access to the homes of these participants allowed the researcher to observe
firsthand the material conditions of their lived existence, their relationships and interactions
with family members, and the natural habitat in which they engage with their own devices.
Through an approach that combines interviews and observations, the researcher was able
to gain access to the participants’ own perception and understanding of their digital
practices, while comparing them with the actual enactment of these practices. While the
study is limited because it did not involve observations in school, the analysis of how the
participants’ digital practices are shaped by their material interactions with humans and
devices provides insight into the class-inscribed experiences of other immigrant youth.
An under-examined group in educational research, Filipinos are the third largest
visible minority in Vancouver after Chinese and South Asians. What makes Filipinos a
particularly interesting case for an examination of social class is that while they have the
highest educational attainment and employment rate in Canada (Ysaad, 2012), they are also
the most proletarianized—that is, they are among the largest percentage of working class,
at 70%, and among the smallest percentage of petty bourgeoisie and employers, at 4%
(Satzewich & Liodakis, 2013). That Filipinos are easily absorbed into the Canadian
workforce has been attributed to the fact that English is the medium of instruction in the
Philippines, a former colony of the United States (Yssaad, 2012). Despite this linguistic
and cultural affinity, studies of Generation 1.5 students in Canada have shown that Filipino
youth have lower grade point averages than youth in other groups, and have a lower
likelihood of graduating from high school (Farrales, 2011; Gunderson, 2007; Toohey &
Derwing, 2008). A study of Filipino secondary school students in east Vancouver describe
them as “quietly drift[ing] off,” as a third of them appear to be dropping out of high school
(Farrales & Pratt, 2012). By focusing on Filipino immigrant learners, this study sought to
understand how relationships with technology might contribute to this trend. At the same
time, by choosing Filipinos of contrasting class positions, the study tried to demonstrate
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how, within ethnicities, there is a class hierarchy, and that ultimately class differences are
what shape digital inequities.
The two focal participants were personally invited by the researcher to be part of
this study. Ayrton is the youngest son of the researcher’s family friend, while John was
recommended by a colleague. Home visits were conducted when there were other adults
(a parent or older sibling) present. The initial interview was designed to help participants
familiarize themselves with the interview process, and to collect data regarding their class
backgrounds. The succeeding interview focused on investigating their digital practices,
which the participants demonstrated with their own devices. After the second interview,
the researcher reflected on what other aspects of their digital practices needed further
elaboration. These gaps were addressed in the final home visit, where participants were
asked to perform whatever digital tasks they had scheduled that afternoon. Through this
series of interviews, the researcher collected photos of literacy artifacts (such as books and
screenshots of digital texts consumed and produced by the participants, including social
media) and eight hours of interview recordings. The semi-structured interviews were
initiated in English, although participants were given the option to respond and pursue the
interview in Filipino, English, or a combination of both. Both participants however chose
to speak only in English throughout the research process. Transcripts of the interviews were
represented for general readability and do not include silences, false starts, intonational
contours, or similar interactional features, nor do they indicate subtle distinctions between
sounds. Ayrton and John are pseudonyms chosen by the participants themselves. While
most of the data here are presented for the first time, some have been published in earlier
work examining social class and migrant students (Darvin & Norton, 2014) and English as
a lingua franca (Darvin, 2017).
Findings
Class Differences of Home
Ayrton.16-year old Filipino Ayrton is a tenth-grade student at a private high school.
His family immigrated three years before through the Investor class, which is a Canadian
immigration category designed to attract experienced business people who have a net worth
of at least C$1.6M and which requires an investment of C$800,000 in the country
(Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 2012). Ayrton’s father continues to own multiple
businesses in Manila and makes frequent trips to the Philippines to manage them, while his
mother is a homemaker. An older sister is a university graduate who edits films and videos
on her computer while an older brother studies mechanical engineering at a prominent
university. The family owns an SUV and a Rolls Royce and lives in a three-bedroom unit
in a high-rise condominium downtown, a privileged asset in Vancouver’s expensive real
estate market. Ayrton shares a room with his brother and his shelves are filled with issues
of car magazines and the Harvard Business Review that he subscribes to. The language
they speak at home is primarily English, which was also the case when they were living in
a two-storey house with a swimming pool in a gated community in the Philippines.
Before relocating to Canada, Ayrton’s mother actively researched online to find the
ideal private school for him, and he was accepted after a Skype interview with the school’s
admissions committee. At this school (where students of privileged backgrounds are
enrolled), Ayrton takes a business elective and is also part of an outdoor program where
selected students pay an extra fee to engage in a yearlong set of activities. (These activities
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include traveling to different parts of Canada, as well as camping, hiking, and learning how
to ski and snowboard.) Because of his interest in currency trading, Ayrton (with the support
of his parents) also registered for Infinite Prosperity, an e-learning course, which provides
him with the information and analytical tools necessary to become a trader in the future.
To manage his businesses effectively, Ayrton’s father keeps up-to-date with current events
and business trends by reading the news online or listening to the radio. A university
graduate who studied Spanish and an avid reader, Ayrton’s mother taught herself French
to be able to tutor him in the language. When it comes to Math or questions about the
computer, Ayrton relies on his brother. Everyone in the family has their own laptop, with
the exception of Ayrton’s mother, who uses a desktop in a study room shared by the family.
Ayrton owns a laptop, an iPad, and a Samsung phone. The computers are networked to a
printer and a scanner, and all family members have their own computer-dedicated spaces.
John. Like Ayrton, John is also 16 but is a Grade 11 student at a public school in
East Vancouver. He moved to Canada when he was ten, after six years of being separated
from his mother who started working in the country as a caregiver under temporary migrant
worker arrangements. After years of negotiating the immigration requirements, she was
finally able to bring John and his older sister to Canada through the Family immigration
class, which allows migrant workers to become landed immigrants with their immediate
family members. John’s father, who is legally separated from his mother, continues to live
in the Philippines. John, his mother, sister and 6-year old brother rent a one-bedroom
apartment in a three-story building. They speak primarily Filipino at home. John shared
that, at first, he was not happy about living in Canada. In the Philippines he had more
freedom, playing with his cousins and neighborhood friends out in the streets after school.
Because they had household helpers, he did not need to do any chores. In Canada, he says
the possibilities for hanging out with friends are limited. He has to babysit his brother, help
clean the house, and take out the garbage. John’s sister is studying to be a licensed practical
nurse in a community college and supports her education by working part-time. John’s
mother who studied midwifery in the Philippines continues to work as a caregiver in a
senior care facility. Her shifts include weekends, and she usually gets home from work
sometime past eleven in the evening. Because his mother and sister are always at work or
at school, John is usually expected to fetch his younger brother from school and take care
of him at home.
At school, John is enrolled in a computer-programming elective, which he believes
will prepare him for studying computer science in college. He enjoys Math and Science,
but finds English particularly challenging, and attends ESL classes. John loves anime and
recently learned to sketch anime characters. He joined the manga club in school and also
taught himself to speak a bit of Japanese. At home, the entire household shares one desktop,
which is positioned between the dining room and the living room, right beside the TV.
They have two iPads, one of which is used solely by John, who also has his own mobile
phone. When his sister needs to use the computer, John walks five blocks to the public
library and uses the computer there. Because the apartment is relatively small, there is
hardly any private space. In one particular interview session when all family members were
at home, I interviewed John by the computer, while the others occupied the dining area and
the living room. Because everyone was within earshot, in some instances the mother and
the sister would respond to the questions I directed to John.
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Contrasting Dispositions Towards Technology
Both John and Ayrton are visibly very adept with technology, and multitask with
great ease. They can jump from one application to another as they talk about their interests
and digital practices. Ayrton clicks swiftly on hyperlinks to get to a desired page and lists
URLs from memory. John types swiftly without even looking once at the keyboard, which
rests on an unmovable compartment under a tabletop and remains hidden from his view.
Both say there have been occasions where their teachers ask them for help with operating
the digital projectors or navigating through PowerPoint. When I asked John how he feels
about his teachers asking for his assistance, John replied, “it’s just usual” because “our
generation is more into technology,” reproducing discourses of the digital native. Both
John and Ayrton demonstrate confidence in their abilities to use technology, and view this
ability as natural and undifferentiated. From the observations and interviews, what emerges
though are striking differences when it comes to their views of what technology is for, and
how they use it at home.
For Ayrton, whose university-schooled family members use technology for
researching, managing businesses, and editing films, technology is a source of knowledge
and a tool for social mobility. “With how the world is just connected and how information
is at your fingertips, you can be anyone or anything you want to be and it’s just right there
(Interview with Ayrton, October 2013, quoted in Darvin & Norton, 2015, p. 115).
Reflecting the lived reality to which he has been socialized, his class habitus allows him to
recognize the immediacy of knowledge (“how information is at your fingertips”) and grants
him a powerful sense of agency. Social futures and identities (“you can be anyone or
anything you want to be) are imagined and realized through the access and use of
information. He recognizes the significance of technology (“the world of computers
today”) and connectivity (“how the world is just connected”) in the contemporary
landscape, and recognizes how its significance in both school and non-school contexts.
Because of how school and everything is just structured nowadays, it’s as if you
need to spend that much time in front of the screen or else or you’re gonna be left
behind or you’re gonna miss out on something important. (Interview with Ayrton,
October 2013)
For Ayrton, technology is an integral part of education, one that “structures” school and
other domains of life, and therefore requires urgent participation (“or you’re gonna miss
out on something important”). The computer screen is seen as the material gateway to
global flows of information that enable greater social mobility (“or you’re gonna be left
behind”).
While Ayrton values technology as a source of knowledge, John views the
computer as a tool primarily for games. Any question about how he uses his devices
immediately defaults into an excited discussion of Minecraft or League of Legends. “After
school I go home and sometimes they ask me to do my work but it’s hard for me because
I always pay attention to the computer” (Interview with John, October, 2013). From his
perspective, the computer is a distraction, one that takes him away from rather helps him
with his schoolwork. When steered towards discussing its educational uses, he provides a
brief answer.
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Ron: How about stuff for school? What do you use the computer for?
John: Basically for printing (Interview with John, November, 2013)
He talks about how he occasionally writes reports and notes from school then prints it out,
but does not mention anything about using the computer for research. This limited function
is consistent with his observation of how computers are used in his school, which he says
are for “printing and attendance.” When asked about how his sister uses their shared
desktop, he says, “she only goes to the computer to print something or look at something.”
While Ayrton recognizes the infinite virtual spaces he can connect to through the computer,
John appears to focus on the fixed, physical output that it can provide, that is, through
printing.
This disposition towards technology reflects the early digital practices he was
accustomed to when he was a young boy studying in the Philippines. In his old school,
computer class only involved learning how to use the keyboard. Because his family didn’t
own a computer then, he would go to the arcade or Internet cafes to play games. Although
they now own multiple devices in Canada, home usage still appears to be more geared
towards entertainment. As a busy caregiver, John’s mother hardly has any time to use the
computer, and if she does, she says she uses it to do Facebook, and to watch her soap
operas. Her preference to use technology for entertainment purposes indexes the material
conditions of her social position—as a caregiver whose work does not require the use of
technology, as the sole breadwinner whose busy schedule limits opportunities to use
technology and expand her digital repertoires, and as an immigrant who seeks to maintain
social and cultural ties with family and friends in her home country. Focused on
entertainment and relational purposes, this mode of use is reflected in John’s own
preferences.
Digital Practices and the Reproduction of Capital
Shaped by the digital practices they observe at home, the contrasting dispositions
towards technology of Ayrton and John structure their own engagement with technology.
On a school night, Ayrton spends around four to five hours at the computer, and more than
half of that time is spent on schoolwork. The rest of the time is to monitor currency trends,
fill out his currency trading journal, read up about cars, and scroll through his Facebook
newsfeed. Because he gets busy with schoolwork, he rarely gets a chance to play games,
sometimes going without games for several weeks. He and his family have dinner together,
and this shared family time provides a break from being in front of the computer the whole
evening. He also shares the bedroom with his older brother, and so the length of time he
spends with the desktop is shaped by negotiated bedtimes. In contrast, John gets home at
3:30 PM to a usually empty house and goes straight to the computer, while his younger
brother tinkers with the iPad. With his mother at work the entire evening, John has to
microwave dinner for his brother and himself, and he usually eats it in front of the
computer.
Ron: When you get home… what do you do?
John: Games.
….
Ron: So games until around… what?
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John: 9. 10.
Sister: Until he gets tired…
Mother: Sometimes I come home from work, he’s still there. 11:30. (Interview with
John, November, 2013)
Because his mother, sister, and brother occupy the one bedroom of the apartment,
John sleeps on the couch, right beside the computer, allowing him access to it even when
everyone else is asleep. Most of John’s evening is spent playing two of his favorite games.
Minecraft is a game where a player gathers resources like wood and stone to craft tools,
weapons and buildings. In League of Legends, a team of players or “champions” work
together to destroy the opposing teams’ “nexus” or base. John describes it as a “game of
strategy” where teams plan together which role each member would take, depending on
the powers of the enemy team. John plays this with his school friends who are online at the
same time, and they plan and execute their mode of attack by communicating via Skype.
Because these friends are also Filipino immigrants, they speak in Filipino. The champion
or avatar can be purchased either with real money or “in-game”—that is, by earning credits
by winning games. A champion bought with real money is more powerful and better
animated, but John shares that “one champion is like ten bucks, which is really expensive”
(Interview with John, November 2013). Because he would like to acquire new champions,
John then has to spend more time playing so that he could win and earn credits.
John is obviously very passionate about gaming, and demonstrates greater fluency
in English when he talks about his favorite games, an indication of his total immersion in
this form of entertainment. His Facebook activity, on the other hand, reflects his passion
for anime. On his profile, he has written his name in Japanese and his cover photo is from
Death Note, a popular anime TV series from Japan (See Figure 1).

Figure 1. John’s Facebook cover photo.
This image is a wallpaper jpeg that can be downloaded for free, and indexes his youth.
Most of the pictures he has uploaded are his anime sketches of girls in very provocative
poses, not unlike the girl in this photo. He has “liked” a great number of anime pages,
which means he gets multiple updates about anime on his newsfeed, and these updates are
mostly images with a brief caption. Other pages he has liked (there are more than a
thousand) are pages of celebrities or sports teams.
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Reflecting his passion for cars, Ayrton’s cover photo on Facebook is the engine of
a Pagani Huayra, a sports car (See Figure 2) at an auto show in Vancouver that he attended.

Figure 2. Ayrton’s Facebook cover photo.
He has liked a number of car pages and because of this he gets a lot of updates on his news
feed that lead him to feature articles about new models of cars. While John’s cover photo
indexes his youth, Ayrton’s positions him as a car enthusiast who has the economic
resources to participate in activities like car shows and the cultural capital to participate in
these discourses. He also is part of the Infinite Prosperity Trading group on Facebook,
which serves as a forum for those who are registered in Ayrton’s e-learning course. On this
page, they exchange tips, pose questions, and share relevant articles. For Ayrton, Facebook
is not just a platform to interact with friends, but also a way to gain knowledge and expand
his social network. It becomes an aggregate of information on topics he is interested in.
This valuing of information is also reflected in the way he uses his phone. Apart from using
his mobile phone to text and check email, Ayrton uses it to read the news in between
classes. It contains a BBC app that he has installed “to have a general idea of what’s going
on.” He also downloaded a CNN app “to see different perspectives of how the news is
being reported”—an indication of how he has adopted critical media literacy skills.
Ayrton demonstrates not only fluency in English in whatever topic he is discussing,
but also remarkable literacy skills, having published a 150,000-word story in a fan fiction
site. Comprised of 18 chapters, his serialized novel is a crossover of Eric Nyulund’s Hero
novels and the animated TV series My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic. Although targeting
a demographic of young girls, My Little Pony has also attracted a large fan base of adult
males who call themselves “bronies” and Ayrton is part of several “brony” groups on
Facebook. Published in installments for almost two years, Ayrton’s novel received more
than 1,100 likes and more than one thousand comments, many of which complimented his
writing skills. Some even mentioned that it was one of the best stories they’ve read in a
long time. When Ayrton decided to write for the fan fiction page, he submitted a sample
of his work to an online board of editors. Someone took interest and agreed to be his
informal mentor, offering him feedback on his work before he published each chapter.
Ayrton’s interest in My Little Pony is also reflected in his Facebook page. His profile
picture is a plushy of Vinyl Scratch, a DJ from the My Little Pony, to which he has attached
headphones (See Figure 3). He says he chose this image to represent himself because he
shares an interest in electronic music with the character.
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Figure 3. Ayrton’s Facebook profile photo.
Unlike John, who uses a candid picture of himself for his profile photo, Ayrton
chooses to assemble objects together and imbue them with symbolic meaning. By using a
profile photo that does not reveal his age, Ayrton is also able to interact with professionals
in the Infinite Prosperity Facebook forum without them knowing that he is in high school.
Because John is preoccupied with playing games, he is not particularly active in producing
digital texts. His hobby is sketching anime images, which he either copies from comic
books or draws from his imagination. He uploads pictures of these creations on Facebook
(See Figure 4), but he receives only one or two likes at a time.

Figure 4. John’s anime sketches on Facebook.
Unlike Ayrton’s digital production of an online fan fiction novel read by hundreds
of people, John’s sketches are viewed only by his limited number of friends on Facebook.
While they are uploaded onto an online platform, they are digital copies of print texts that
to not enable him to develop digital design skills. He has attempted using Paint to draw
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manga images, but finds it difficult to control the mouse. Paid animation applications, he
says, “have more colors, more different kinds of tools where you can change the animation”
(Interview with John, November 2013) but he is only able to download free versions, which
have limited functionality.
The Construction of Identities and Networks Online
As these two learners navigate the digital world with contrasting habitus and forms
of capital, they not only develop diverse digital practices, but also construct their identities
and networks in different ways. Because Ayrton interacts with interest groups like currency
traders or bronies, and produces digital texts that are shared with a broad fan base, he is
able to engage in productive discussion with editors, fellow fans, and professionals from a
global network. He is able to develop his writing skills, gain greater knowledge about
economic trends and transactions, and receive affirmation for his work and insights. Not
surprisingly, the skills that Ayrton acquires align with practices valued in the knowledge
economy—creating and circulating information, expanding social networks, and curating
online identities (Castells, 2010; Jones & Hafner, 2012; van Dijk, 2012).
“Technology has been that bridge… that connects me to people as far as Orlando
in the United States or people back in the Philippines” (Interview with Ayrton, October,
2013). In this statement, Ayrton expresses how the digital enables him to maintain
transnational ties with people, and build relationships in a more global context. He links
this affordance to his own migration experience by explaining how, living in a privileged
and very protected environment in the Philippines, his life revolved around home, school,
and neighborhood. “Moving [to Canada], I had to get out of that isolated world,” he says.
As part of his private school’s outdoor activity program, he is able to discover new places
in Canada and forge stronger friendships with a multicultural set of similarly privileged
friends. The combination of migration and technology allows Ayrton to cross real and
virtual borders and experience new worlds.
While Ayrton’s migration involved expanding his world with his family intact,
John’s migration unfolded under different class conditions and appears to have led to
greater isolation. Separated from his mother for more than six years, John grew up with his
father, grandmother, and cousins. Migrating to Canada meant giving up that family, the
freedom to wander in spaces he was familiar with, and the comfort of having others do
household chores. “Before, I always went outside and play. Here, kind of less.” In the
Philippines, he would go to the arcade with his friends, but now that he has a computer, he
plays these games at home. Motivated by his own social needs, his participation in games
is largely friendship driven, and because of responsibilities at home and the costs of
hanging out elsewhere, the screen has replaced the playground. By interacting online with
people he already knows, he maintains a network that is limited to friends from school. He
develops skills in strategizing game plans, but does not gain information that is considered
cultural capital in school settings, nor is he able gain opportunities to speak English and
gain linguistic capital in his country of settlement. Playing League of Legends and using
Skype with his predominantly Filipino friends, he is able to build social ties in Canada,
although with a network that is more limited than Ayrton’s.
Not only are Ayrton’s and John’s digital practices different, but because of their
contrasting dispositions towards technology, how they use the same platform can lead them
to different content. Because John views technology as primarily a source of entertainment,
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his digital engagement reflects this view. When asked about what he watches on YouTube,
John says, “Funny videos.”
Ron: Usually what kind of funny videos do you like?
John: Prank call.
Ron: Prank call? Okay. What is it? Can you tell me?
John: Mmm. A person like, ah, takes a video and calls on the phone—for example,
he calls on McDonald’s and, like, afterwards he says, “Oh is this the hospital?”
(Interview with John, November 2013)
In contrast, when Ayrton talks about YouTube, he expresses how it allows him to
gain knowledge and motivation to do different things. He describes a video featuring a
young currency trader who earned a huge profit, and was able to buy one of his favorite
sports cars. Watching this story, he says, motivated him to imagine a future for himself.
I just got to learn how they do this. I want to be like them. So I enrolled in the
course during the summer, learned how to become a currency trader, and I have to
say it was one of the greatest investments of my life. And it was all—now that I
think of it—all because I came by one video of a 22-year-old girl buy a
Lamborghini and an Audi. (Interview with Ayrton, October, 2013)
Because his digital practices are driven by an interest to gain knowledge, Ayrton was able
to imbue a YouTube video with symbolic meaning that one might less likely be able to do
with a “Prank Call” video. People who share his interest in cars become role models who
allow him to discover a new interest—currency trading. His paradigm of what purpose the
digital serves leads him to digital practices and interpretations of digital texts that prepare
him for greater social mobility. That he describes enrolling in the e-learning course as “one
of the greatest investments of my life” already reflects an entrepreneurial spirit
undoubtedly role modeled by his father. Consistent with this outlook, Ayrton’s favorite
quotation posted on his Facebook is: “Why wait for something to happen when you can
make it happen?” Indeed, his digital world allows him to gain a greater sense of agency by
claiming ownership of a future that he is able to imagine for himself.
Discussion and Conclusion
This paper began by asking how learners of different social class positions might
develop diverse digital literacies at home, and how the material conditions of their lived
existence can shape these digital literacies. What emerged from the findings is that a
dynamic interplay of class-inscribed factors shaped the out-of-school literacies of these
adolescents. The configuration of physical space, the combination of digital and non-digital
resources, and modes of parental engagement constructed home environments that
socialized them into specific digital dispositions and practices. In terms of digital resources,
the findings highlighted how access to software is as critical as hardware and connectivity.
While both Ayrton and John had their own phones and computers, their capacity to buy
programs or make in-app purchases also determined their digital practices. Ayrton was able
to register for an online course, while John could not afford to purchase animation
programs or in-game features. This limitation presented a constraint to his production of
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creative digital work, and not having the economic capital to buy “skins” for League of
Legends required him to invest more time in the game so that he could acquire this feature
for free.
The findings also demonstrated how parents’ engagement with technology was not
just a product of educational achievement, but was shaped by the circumstances of their
own occupations and life trajectories. How John’s mother used technology more as a
source of entertainment, for instance, can be attributed to the nature of her work, her limited
leisure time, and her desire to maintain transnational ties. Because of her busy schedule as
a sole breadwinner, there was not much opportunity to supervise John’s digital practices
and study habits. Ayrton’s parents on the other hand were always available. Managing
businesses remotely from a dedicated workspace, his father was able to role model the
entrepreneurial and informational affordances of technology. Apart from the material
conditions of home, the class habitus of Ayrton and John structured their tastes, interests
and sense of agency, which in turn shaped their digital practices. The entrepreneurial spirit
imbibed by Ayrton’s father motivated the young man to participate in an online currency
trading course, allowing him to gain new cultural and social capital. Having traveled and
connected with people in distant places, Ayrton was able to position himself as a global
citizen who could connect with distant others through technology. John, on the other hand,
having migrated through different circumstances, maintained a more localized network.
His interest in anime and games did not translate into cultural productions and social
interactions that could increase his capital. The contrasting dispositions towards
technology of Ayrton and John shaped not only their view of computers (distraction vs.
tool; medium of entertainment vs. source of knowledge), but also their ideas of what
different platforms are for (YouTube as a source of funny videos versus YouTube as
educational or motivational medium).
Corresponding to ideas of the third digital divide, the findings demonstrated how
users who are able to navigate the internet with greater flexibility and versatility stand to
gain socially valuable resources. How the adolescents negotiated their economic, cultural
and social capital helped determine their access to different spaces online, which in turn
could generate new capital. By publishing a fan fiction novel online, Ayrton was able to
grow his own fan base and meet a semi-professional writer who mentored him. By joining
an online course and curating his social media identity, he was able to gain both cultural
and social capital that could potentially provide him with economic capital from trade
transactions. John, on the other hand, was limited to his Facebook network, and posting
pictures of his anime sketches or playing League of Legends for hours every day did not
provide him with cultural or social capital that enabled greater social mobility.
The diverse digital practices of Ayrton and John confirm vividly how one cannot
ascribe a single, neutral digital competence to these “digital natives.” However both Ayrton
and John themselves reproduce this discourse of ‘native-ness’ by referring to themselves
as part of a generation that is naturally adept in technology. By accepting this essentialized
notion, they may assume that their existing digital literacies already encompass the full
extent of technological potential or that these digital literacies are acquired effortlessly.
What this paper asserts however is that social class differences manifested in material and
symbolic ways shape unequal digital literacies. The material conditions of one’s lived
existence, one’s history and ongoing experiences shape dispositions towards technology
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and digital practices that can reproduce the unequal distribution of economic, cultural, and
social capital.
If we look at the components of digital literacy that are valued in the BC
curriculum—managing and evaluating information, constructing new knowledge, and
thinking critically—Ayrton is already clearly ahead of John, and has access to the resources
that these standards require. Because Ayrton’s digital practices enable him to gain valued
knowledge and expand his social network, he is able to gain greater cultural and social
capital that maintains and even strengthens his class position. What does this mean when
Ayrton and John go to school and teachers have certain assumptions of what these “digital
natives” already know? How do we ensure that learners of different social positions are
given equal opportunities to develop valued digital literacies? Identifying which digital
literacies matter and understanding how this valuation affects differently resourced learners
are critical steps to achieving more equitable learning (Darvin, 2018).
To mitigate Castells’ warning that technology can lead to the most damaging forms
of exclusion, schools need to gain a better understanding of the class differences of their
students and to make sure the design of digital policies and classroom strategies considers
these differences. Leveraging the potential of technology in education requires more
school-wide planning to determine how to scaffold more systematically the learning of
digital literacies across grade levels. In the BC curriculum, the integration of digital
competencies into classroom practices is left to the discretion of teachers, and the lack of
coordination and accountability processes can leave significant gaps in the learning of these
literacies. To avoid such gaps, teachers need more opportunities to collaborate with each
other and design cross-curricular tasks that involve researching online. By providing them
with the tools to find legitimate sources and discover information more autonomously,
students can cultivate a disposition that recognizes technology as a rich source of
knowledge. Teachers need more training not just to learn new apps or educational
platforms, but to ensure that their own digitally-mediated teaching strategies are
transformative rather than substitutive and that they incorporate a broader spectrum of
literacies that affirm the diverse digital repertoires of their students.
Recognizing that class differences can shape diverse out-of-school digital literacies,
more efforts to bridge home and school literacies also need to be undertaken. Schools may
consider programs that develop the digital literacies of parents and mentors through
intergenerational learning experiences. Workshops at informal learning spaces like public
libraries or community centres can provide students with opportunities to engage with
digital applications that they may not have access to at home. By systematically expanding
the scope and spaces of digital literacy instruction, the hope is that not only students but
also families of different social class backgrounds can develop valued digital literacies.
This expanded approach can cultivate dispositions and practices that enable purposeful
consumption and production of knowledge, strategic curation of identities, and meaningful
construction of social networks—the necessary components of agentive participation in the
knowledge economy.
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Abstract
This paper reports on a collaborative digital arts project conducted with LGBT youth and
seniors in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, funded by the B.C. Council to Reduce
Elder Abuse and conducted by faculty members and a doctoral student from Simon Fraser
University. In the project, youth and seniors worked together to produce the first Canadian
materials on LGBT elder abuse—three digital videos and five informational posters. We
report on the methods used to produce and disseminate the materials, and as we reflect on
the project’s outcomes, we consider both the challenges and potential of digital literacies
in this context.
Keywords
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Project Overview
This article reports on an intergenerational, community-based participatory digital
arts project, Raising Awareness and Addressing Elder Abuse in the LGBT Community,
conducted in British Columbia, Canada and funded by the B.C. Council to Reduce Elder
Abuse. In the project, youth and elder participants created videos and poster/fact sheets
designed to raise awareness of the issue of elder abuse in the LGBT community.
These digital materials were the first of their kind to be produced in Canada, and
were premiered at town hall meetings held in the five regional health authorities of British
Columbia. Though we will argue that the production of digital media was appropriate in
terms of our pedagogical and social/activist agenda for the project, we will also consider
the ethical, educational, and practical challenges we encountered. Links to the videos are
provided as part of this report, and the poster/fact sheets are also included, as Figures 1-6,
below.
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Project Rationale
Elder Abuse in the LGBT Community
Harrison (2006) has suggested that one of the most urgent issues in the LGBT
community is gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgendered, and intersex (GLBTI) elder abuse—a
situation created by complex and interrelated factors. Firstly, insufficient attention is paid
to LGBT older adults generally. They are often described as an invisible population both
outside and within the LGBT community (Brotman, Ryan, & Cormier, 2003; de Vries &
Blando, 2004). This invisibility is multiply determined, and based in stigma and prejudice
(LGBT Movement Advancement Project & SAGE, 2010) as well as concealment
(Brotman, Ryan, & Meyer, 2006; Kochman, 1997; National Senior Citizen’s Law Center,
2011). At the same time, LGBT individuals are at increased risk for elder abuse, neglect,
and exploitation, since research shows that they are more likely to live alone, less likely to
be partnered, and far less likely to have children (or if they do, to find them supportive).
These are all risk factors for elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation (LGBT Movement
Advance Project & SAGE, 2010). In addition, LGBT individuals are more likely to have
experienced various forms of trauma and to have abused drugs and alcohol—also known
risk factors for elder abuse.
When LGBT individuals do experience abuse, shame and a desire to be seen as
normal may make them reluctant to report it, while fear of disclosure and/or homophobia
are thought to keep many abused LGBT older adults from seeking help and services. The
problem is exacerbated by the fact that elder abuse, along with most aspects of aging, is
insufficiently discussed in LGBT public forums or media (Harrison & Riggs, 2006).
Project Aims
Our aims were twofold:
1) To raise awareness of elder abuse as it exists in the LGBT community and to
address gaps and silences in the public discourse about this topic.
2) To build capacity, agency, and understanding in the LGBT youth and elders who
took part in the project and learned and applied skills of script writing, filming,
acting, composition, directing, and editing as they worked together to produce the
materials.
Digital Imagery: Rationale
Robson and Blair’s ongoing arts practices with the two groups we drew on for this
project (both of which are described more fully below) have included art making in many
genres, including the written and spoken word, physical performance, three-dimensional
art, installations, graphics, and digital video and imagery. Though this range of genres and
media was available for the elder abuse project, the choice of digital imagery seemed to be
most appropriate.
Appropriateness for Participants
Digital imagery is generally considered by youth to be an attractive means of
communication (Trifonas, 2010, p. 180; Giroux, 2005)—and one that can be
counterhegemonic (Williams, 2010, p. 230). Most, if not all, members of Youth for A
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Change (YfAC) communicate with friends and allies regularly via social media platforms
such as Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, and Instagram. For their part, the elders—most of
who came of age before computers—have sometimes felt like outsiders in the digital world.
They thus welcomed this opportunity to learn and apply new skills in a supportive
environment. Davis (2011) has described this kind of work as a productive
intergenerational intersection that exploits “a genre of vernacular creativity familiar to
younger participants and [provides] the opportunity for an older generation to contribute
expertise” (p. 528).
Affinity Spaces
Queer youth and elders are often seen purely in terms of being frail and at risk (of
such things as depression, suicide, isolation, and homelessness). Our project positioned
them as producers of social goods, rather than passive consumers (Hayes & Gee, 2010). In
their examination of popular digital culture, Hayes and Gee (2010, p. 186) have argued that
important informal learning can occur in virtual “affinity spaces,” in which participants
work together on problems in order to construct situated understandings as they negotiate
meaningful challenges together. This problem-based learning in alternative, nonpedagogical spaces can be viewed as particularly important to our youth and elder
participants, many of whom were bullied or otherwise marginalized in their previous
learning situations or spent periods of time out of school. Fletcher and Mullett (2016),
among others (Koh, 2013), have spoken to the particular effectiveness of digital art making
in supporting the engagement and health of youth. As was the case with other digital
projects—such as The Framing Safety Project, in which women who have been abused
educated others through public displays of photo narratives (Frohmann, 2010)—we hoped
to offer an alternative to more traditional notions of language and literacy education. Rather
than being about examinable learning through individually generated written text (Hayes
& Gee, 2010, p. 191), this project aimed for the collaborative production of image, video,
and text with a significant critical agenda. Instead of being graded or examined, participants
traveled across the province to present the materials in real time to health care practitioners
and members of the public. Many of them commented on how valuable it was to think on
their feet, field questions, and be regarded as teachers and experts.
Ease of Dissemination
The posters/fact sheets and the videos are free and instantly downloadable from the
Simon Fraser University (SFU) Gerontology Research Centre’s website. In addition to
these digital forms, the printed posters have been distributed as physical artifacts in various
communities. These digitally available materials have enjoyed an extended afterlife in
terms of their continued online presence and availability—unlike, say, a live theatrical
performance, which is by nature ephemeral.
Accessibility and Impact of Materials
The digital technologies used to make the posters allowed us to create materials
that were appropriate for distribution both on and offline. Elder abuse almost always occurs
in secret, and (as already noted) is typically underreported. As with many social ills, we
tend to distance ourselves from such unpleasant topics—reassuring ourselves that such
evils happen to other people and not to us. As the posters are displayed at community
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centres and other public buildings, they have become accessible to people who might never
have opened a book or leaflet on the topic, or entered a gallery or theatre to attend a lecture
or a play. Even those who might be reluctant to think about the topic can be drawn to take
a look at the posters, which are highly visible on the outside windows of local community
centres and other public locations.
This kind of narrative and visual representation can be an effective way to convey
the nuances and complexity of lived experience (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). For
instance, in the video made about physical abuse, one partner reminds the other that if she
demonstrates her affection publically, it may result in her being denied access to her
grandchildren—a neat and effective portrayal of the ways that homophobia can affect
intimate relationships.
Approaches to the Project
Collaborative, Critical Arts Practices for Social Change
Raising Awareness and Addressing Elder Abuse in the LGBT Community can best
be understood as an example of collaborative, critical arts practices for social change
(Conrad & Skinner, 2015; Robson, 2012). This kind of participatory, community based
activity seeks to produce social innovation through knowledge translation and knowledge
mobilization (Conrad & Skinner, 2015, p. xv), an intention that is reflected in the project’s
second aim. The authors argue, with others, that making art with others can also be (though
it is not always) a form of critical research (Davies & Gannon, 2006; Haug, 1992). In this
project, for instance, our participants learned about elder abuse in general—including its
types, signs and symptoms, and systemic causes—as well as identifying unique ways it
might manifest in the lives of LGBT individuals and be fostered by external and
internalized homophobia. These understandings and insights have been widely
communicated to others through the materials produced.
Theorists in arts engaged research for social change (Butt & Raymond, 1989;
Davies & Gannon, 2006; Haug, 1992) have argued that critical arts engagements are
conducted most effectively in collective collaborations, in which participants can offer
each other insights and challenge assumptions in order to arrive at more nuanced
understandings. In particular, we hoped that as youth and elders worked together, discussed
the issues raised, and negotiated the creative decisions that needed to be made, they might
co-create better understandings of how such things as age, frailty, and familial, social, and
institutional normativity might impact LGBT relationships.
Intergenerational Focus
LGBT youth are less likely than other youth to have contact with their parents and
grandparents, and LGBT seniors are less likely than other seniors to be supported by their
children or grandchildren, if they even have them (LGBT Movement Advance Project &
SAGE, 2010). LGBT youth are also less likely than their heterosexual age peers to meet
and interact with older, non-kin LGBT individuals, because of a paucity of LGBT
intergenerational meeting places or other events. Though much of what we learn about
healthy relationships is communicated through the wisdom, examples, and stories of our
elders, LGBT youth are often denied access to these, both in terms of formal and informal
education (Boulay, Yeung, Leung, & Burns, 2014; Cherry-Reid, 2015). Narratives of
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pedophilia continue to imbue intergenerational relationships with fears of perceived
impropriety and the risks associated with this—such as perceived or actual accusations and
complaints by parents and others. For these reasons, the authors believed that an
intergenerational project could have much to offer both youth and elder participants, and
that educating the youth about LGBT elder abuse might constitute a small step toward not
just raising awareness but also supporting prevention in the younger LGBT population.
Project Design
The project was designed, managed, and conducted by the four authors of this
article, who are all located at SFU. Robson is an adjunct professor in the Department of
Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies, and founder and co-facilitator of the Queer
Imaging & Riting Kollective for Elders (Quirk-e). Gutman is professor emerita in the
Department of Gerontology and an internationally acknowledged expert in the study of
elder abuse. Marchbank is a full professor in the Department of Gender, Sexuality, and
Women’s Studies, and co-facilitator of Youth for A Change (YfAC). Blair is a doctoral
student in the Department of English, and co-facilitator of Quirk-e. The digital arts project
was facilitated on the ground by Blair and managed by Gutman, who served as principal
investigator. Participants in the project were drawn from Quirk-e and YfAC. The project
built upon previous artistic collaborations between the LGBT youth and LGBT elders in
the two groups.
Participants
The Queer Imaging & Riting Kollective for Elders (Quirk-e) is an ongoing, artsengaged collective in the city of Vancouver, British Columbia—composed, at the time of
the project, of 20 individuals, all of whom self-identified as old and all but one of whom
identified as LGBT and/or queer (one identified as asexual and queer). They were between
60 and 84 years of age. The group meets weekly for two hours during SFU academic
semesters, under the direction of Blair and Robson. For the past eleven years, members of
the group have made and showcased art in several forms, critiqued each other’s work, and
shared ideas and resources about topics under investigation. Their work has included public
presentations and readings, print anthologies, and videos and visual images—offerings that
have regularly drawn the attention of the local community and media. Two members of the
group were directly involved in the project—a 77-year-old woman who defines as lesbian
and queer, and a 76-year-old woman who defines as trans.
Youth for A Change (YfAC) is an activist/advocacy group in the adjacent city of
Surrey, British Columbia, composed of around 12 individuals who meet weekly throughout
the calendar year. All members identify as queer, questioning, or ally. At the time of the
project, their ages ranged from 13 to 24. The group’s activities include the close monitoring
of local government agencies (such as the council and school boards) with regard to LGBT
rights; education of local organizations such as schools, health care providers, and RCMP;
visible presence at queer events, such as gay pride; and, more recently, arts activism—
including theatre, digital imagery, and spoken word. The group is facilitated by Marchbank
and her partner, Sylvie Traphan, a trained crisis counselor. Five youth of this group were
involved throughout the project. Two identify as queer women; one as a queer youth of
colour activist; one as trans; and one as a bisexual activist. Their ages were 16, 18, 19, 19,
and 23.
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Community Partners
Given the first goal of this project (to raise awareness of elder abuse in the LGBT
community), its success or failure depended in large part upon the team’s ability to
disseminate the videos and poster/fact sheets created, and to do so beyond academic circles
in order to generate systemic change. We thus created a robust network of local and
provincial community partners that would serve to support and promote the project and
disseminate its eventual outcomes. These community partners were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

QMUNITY (a nonprofit LGBTQ/2S organization based in B.C.)
West End Seniors’ Network (a seniors’ group)
Haro Park Centre (a long-term care facility located in the heart of Davie
Village—Vancouver’s gay enclave)
Alzheimer’s Society of B.C.
Health Initiative for Men
Gay and Grey Men’s Group at Vancouver’s Roundhouse Community Arts and
Recreation Centre
Quirk-e
Youth for A Change
Britannia Community Services Centre (a community centre in GrandviewWoodland, another gay enclave in Vancouver)
British Columbia’s five health authorities: Fraser Health, Interior Health,
Northern Health, Vancouver Coastal Health, and Island Health
Project Timeline

Literature Review and In-Project Education
In June 2015, the project team conducted a review of current literature about elder
abuse in the LGBT community. The team found that little had been written on the topic to
that date, and almost no research had been conducted in Canada. This confirmed our
hypothesis that the problem of elder abuse in the LGBT community is both underreported
and under researched.
In early July 2015, Gutman and Marchbank conducted a half-day training session
for the youth and elders in the project and the project’s arts facilitator, Kelsey Blair. This
training focused primarily on describing and discussing key definitions of elder abuse, the
distinction between elder abuse and more generic forms of oppression that occur in the
LGBT community, and the distinctions between the various forms of elder abuse as defined
in the literature and in professional practice (such as physical, financial,
emotional/psychological, sexual, and neglect). This was by no means the end of the
education provided to the youth and elders, as conversations continued to occur on a regular
basis throughout the development of the materials. Nor was this education entirely onesided, as the youth participants challenged the perceptions of gender and sexuality held by
the elders (including members of the research team).
Digital Arts Workshops and Process
After this initial workshop, Blair conducted a series of arts workshops from July to
September, 2015, at Britannia Community Services Centre in Vancouver (where the elders
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meet) and at Newton Youth Resource Centre in Surrey (where the youth meet). In terms of
pedagogy and practice, these workshops placed a strong emphasis on empowering
participants as well as building collaborative skills and structures, which included
brainstorming ideas, negotiating consensus, and offering and responding to peer critique.
As mentioned earlier, this work built upon existing collaborations between members of the
two groups and methods of arts collaboration developed during two earlier projects—
namely, a writing project and a spoken word/theatrical show, developed from the
consequent writing and performed in 2016 in several locations (Blair & Robson, 2016).
Under Blair’s facilitation, the youth and elders co-constructed ideas and scenarios
for videos and poster/fact sheets on the topic of elder abuse in the LGBT community. As
they discussed these various possibilities, they became aware of the various artistic options
and choices—and some of their sociopolitical implications. For instance, lesbian
experience is often marginalized in research, as the experience of women is either ignored
completely or conflated within research conducted with gay men (Lee & Crawford, 2012).
Though violence does exist within lesbian relationships, it is rarely discussed or
acknowledged (ristock, 2002). As choices were made about the kinds of images to use in
the posters and videos, the participants considered it important to use the videos to draw
attention to less well-known situations, such as elder abuse in lesbian relationships, trans
experiences in residential care, and intergenerational financial abuse.
Capacity Building Workshops
As these larger considerations were addressed, Blair also used workshop time and
hands-on training and practice to build capacity in the participants with regard to filming,
design, editing, acting, and composition. As the project unfolded, more practical elements
such as scheduling, budget issues, and complex negotiations of content among community
partners and project team members became more challenging, as did the fine balance
between the project process and the realities of professional outcomes. The terms of the
grant left Blair with a tight timeframe in which to complete this part of the somewhat
ambitious project. This time crunch is noted as a project limitation due to some instances
of Blair making decisions and completing tasks that she would have preferred to leave to
participants. That said, participants did often rise to the challenges they encountered in
order to meet and even exceed our expectations; they also learnt something about the
stresses involved in social activist projects and how these might be managed, or not.
Review of Materials by Community Partners
After the videos and poster/fact sheets were designed and constructed, they were
sent out to all community partners for feedback and suggestions. The feedback received
was reviewed and considered by the elder and youth participants, and much of it was
incorporated into the final product. This provided quality control by stakeholders in the
field of healthcare and elder care, as well as those in the LGBT population. It also furthered
the second aim of the project—that of educating participants about the issue. As questions
and objections were raised, the participants were often required to go back to the drawing
board and think more deeply about the issues. While this feedback was frustrating for the
participants at times, it also challenged and deepened their understandings. For instance,
an early suggestion made by one participant to stage and film a lesbian couple being abused
on the street by passersby was rejected, as the team leaders reminded them about the
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difference between generic homophobic oppression and elder abuse, which occurs, by
definition, within a relationship where there is an expectation of trust.
Project Outcomes
Materials Produced
The three digital videos produced by the youth and elders during their arts
workshops depicted 1) a female to male (F-M) trans individual in residential care being
upbraided for demanding a pap smear, 2) a lesbian couple, one of whom physically and
psychologically abuses the other, and 3) a gay male couple where the younger partner
makes withdrawals from the older partner’s bank account without his knowledge or
permission. These digital videos are freely downloadable (https://www.sfu.ca/lgbteol/lgbtelder-abuse-2.html).
Five posters were produced and are included here as Figures 1 through 5. Three of
the posters (Figures 1, 3, & 4) use images of members of Quirk-e. The poster depicted in
Figure 2 uses a community member who was a friend of one of the participants. The poster
depicted in Figure 5 uses a stock image. The reasons for these choices are taken up later in
this report. Each poster also included (on its reverse side) a definition of the type of abuse
highlighted as well as resources available, shown here in Figure 6. They are also
downloadable at the link shown above.
Each video offers a contained, stand-alone narrative. They are short (around 3
minutes each) and compelling—thus suitable for both the casual viewer and busy
professional. They are also dramatic, as they attach human faces to the more typical
analytic, factual, and so-called objective reportage about health or elder issues. (That said,
the reverse side of each poster does communicate essential factual information.)
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Figure 1. Poster production: Raising Awareness and Addressing Elder Abuse in the
LGBT Community project
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Figure 2. Poster production: Raising Awareness and Addressing Elder Abuse in the
LGBT Community project
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Figure 3. Poster production: Raising Awareness and Addressing Elder Abuse in the
LGBT Community project
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Figure 4. Poster production: Raising Awareness and Addressing Elder Abuse in the
LGBT Community project
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Figure 5. Poster production: Raising Awareness and Addressing Elder Abuse in the
LGBT Community project
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Figure 6. The reverse side of each poster.
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Capacity Building
As noted earlier, both youth and elders had opportunities to learn some of the basics
of script writing, editing, concept design, direction, film editing, public speaking, and
project management. They learned skills that might serve them in future employment or
projects, whether creative, activist, or both. These skills were not confined to making the
materials. Participants traveled across B.C. with the research team, spoke to disparate
audiences, and answered questions from professionals working in various organizations.
For some of the youth, an activity as simple as making small talk at a post-screening
reception with the director of a nonprofit or a university academic was a new and unusual
opportunity. It also served as an important experience for the health care professionals,
many of whom had had no previous opportunities to consider this topic.
Educators suggest that when students teach others, they learn more quickly and
more deeply (Gansemer-Topf, 2005). This proved to be the case in this project, as
participants thought through some thorny and complicated questions. These questions
included the following: What are the key take home messages to be communicated to the
general public about elder abuse in the LGBT community? Given the fact that only three
videos and five posters/fact sheets will be designed, which of the many populations in the
LGBT community should be represented (i.e., lesbian, gay, trans, bisexual, male, female,
two-spirited), and in what combinations? How might intersectionality be taken into
account, to show the various ways in which LGBT individuals identify other than gender
and sexuality—for instance, as grandparents, people with disability, and people of colour?
How might the materials properly represent ethnic and racial diversity? And how might the
posters and videos avoid portraying those who suffer from abuse purely as victims (thus
reinscribing victim narratives)? The thought given to these questions is reflected in the
range of images selected in the videos and posters, the nature of these images, and the
multiple identifications attached to them (such as quilter, grandmother, diabetic).
Dissemination and Evaluation
As the materials were being designed, the project team began planning for their
dissemination throughout the province of British Columbia. The initial dissemination
phase was organized around six town hall meetings, held between February and March,
2016. Vancouver Coastal Health, Fraser Health, Island Health, and Northern Health each
hosted one meeting, while two were in Interior Health. Informational flyers about the town
halls were also produced and sent to local community partners for distribution. The project
budget included sufficient funding for transporting one elder, one youth, and the project
team leader to each of the town halls. A page dedicated to the project was also established
on the SFU Gerontology Research Centre’s website (https://www.sfu.ca/lgbteol/lgbt-elderabuse-2.html).
Exit surveys were conducted at all the town hall meetings, records were kept of
attendance at town hall and other meetings, and website traffic is monitored and recorded
on an ongoing basis.
At the time of writing, we have recorded the following with regard to uptake of the
materials:
•

Over 1,400 people have seen the materials at town halls and other presentations.
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•
•

•
•

•

Almost all 2,500 posters have been distributed.
The “LGBT Elder Abuse” page on the SFU Gerontology Research Centre’s LGBT Endof-Life Conversations website has been visited over 900 times, and is the most popular
page (after the home page). While a video of one of the town hall meetings has been
viewed by 64 people, the Neglect video has been viewed by 262, the Financial Abuse
video by 176, and the Emotional & Physical Abuse video by 201.
Materials are being routinely used in service provider trainings (e.g., in the City of
Surrey, City of Richmond, and at Kwantlen Polytechnic University).
We have received numerous requests for public screenings and presentations of the
materials, such as presentations at gay pride festivals and presentations for many
professional groups. These have included presenting to groups working with Chinese
speaking communities (held jointly with MOSAIC, an organization serving immigrants
and refugees) and with South Asians in Surrey (held jointly with Sher Vancouver, a
support group for LGBTQ South Asians). A presentation at the Violence Against
Women forum in South West Scotland included staff from the Office of the B.C. Public
Guardian and Trustee, the Dumfries and Galloway Council in Scotland, the National
Sexual Violence Prevention Project in South West England, the Dumfries and
Galloway Police, Scotland’s Rural College, and South West England’s Rape Crisis and
Sexual Abuse Centre, as well as doctors from the Plymouth Institute for Health (UK).
Presentations were also made at the Roundhouse Community Arts and Recreation
Centre (held jointly with the Vancouver Park Board) and the Égale summit on aging in
Toronto.
All four authors have presented at various academic conferences and will present at the
International Federation on Ageing (IFA) Global Conference on Ageing in August,
2018. Though this scholarly work is clearly important, we focus the attention in this
report on public presentations that reach diverse populations with little previous
knowledge or understanding of the topic.

We would argue that for a relatively short and small project, Raising Awareness and
Addressing Elder Abuse in the LGBT Community surpassed our expectations in terms of
dissemination.
Other Outcomes
The tangible outcomes of the project are demonstrated through the strong uptakes
recorded in the data offered above. Other outcomes are more difficult to quantify, but this
does not make them any less significant (Robson, 2015).
Impact on Participants
Increased agency and visibility. Both youth and elders are often seen in our North
American culture to be at risk, and in need of being done for rather than as capable of
doing. As youth and elder participants travelled together to various speaking engagements,
they were positioned differently—as leaders, advocates, spokespeople, and even experts.
Improved skills. Participants learned important skills and felt proud of both the
materials they produced and in their ability to speak in public about the topic of elder
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abuse in the LGBT community. This was demonstrated at a public presentation of the
project in a Vancouver community centre (November, 2016), which featured a panel
presentation of both youth and elders speaking fluently and at length. Many members of
the audience commented to the project team that they were impressed with how articulate
and well informed the participants were; notably, participants had in-depth knowledge of
the issues, and were able to answer follow-up questions or position the specifics of the
discussion in broad cultural terms. For example, a question about how participants chose
the scenarios addressed in the three videos was answered by one of the youth, who spoke
about the importance of recognizing the intersectionality of gender, age, and sexuality.
Increased knowledge and understanding. During this project, participants learned
about elder abuse; about internal, external, and institutional homophobia and transphobia;
and about processes of ageing. The youth, in particular, knew very little going into the
project about elder abuse in their communities, and their involvement in this project can
be seen as an important investment in the future. All participants also practiced what
Berglin (2017) has called the “twenty-first century skills” of purposeful play and creative
ideation, in both individual and collective contexts.
Intergenerational opportunities. Youth and elders said that they enjoyed working
together and learned a great deal from each other. Though most people would say that it
is important for youth to have role models, there are few opportunities for youth and elders
to meet in the LGBT community, and even then they are hampered by their expectations
and assumptions about each other. A case in point is offered by Gayle, one of the elder
participants, and Candy, one of the youth, who play the resident and the caregiver
(respectively) in the video about residential care. Gayle presents somewhat conservatively
and Candy looks very countercultural. The two would have been unlikely to meet or spend
time together under normal circumstances, but developed a close working relationship
during this project. This led to more informal conversations about their negotiations of
gender identity (Gayle is transsexual and Candy is a gender fluid drag queen).
Impact on the community. It is impossible for us to track the impact of the materials
that have been downloaded or distributed. We can only assume that it continues to ripple
through the province of B.C., as the videos and posters have been displayed in community
centres and other public buildings and passed along by email and other forms of social
media. As project leader, Gutman continues to receive queries about the project on a
regular basis.
Project Challenges
Choice of Medium: Digital Imagery
Though we believe that our choice of digital imagery was sound because of the
positive outcomes achieved in the project, it did lead to some challenges. The posters were
fairly easy to design, construct, and export, but the videos were more difficult. The
common perception is that new technologies such as the iPhone have made artistic
practices almost universally accessible. This is true to a large extent, as participants in a
broad range of projects have voiced their thoughts and concerns using methods such as
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Photovoice (Wang & Burris, 1997). In this project, however, the digital outcomes were
intended for public screenings and ongoing use by health care and elder care professionals.
It was necessary to make them as professional as possible in both look and quality, in terms
of production values, content, acting, filming, and editing. A tension in the project
developed between process (which our theoretical position and consequent methodology
required to be collaborative) and product (which our dissemination plan required to be
professional). This challenge was compounded by the limitations of our equipment and our
participants’ experience. We only had one camera, which meant that we could not cut easily
to other angles in the editing process. Our microphone was not professional, and we had
no lights or other professional filming equipment. Our participants had little or no training
or experience in screenwriting, filming, film editing, or acting.
Though we are proud of our participants’ achievements and the materials they
made, working with an unskilled team of participants put great demands on Blair’s skills
as a facilitator and also necessitated some compromises. Our original aim was to have
participants complete as much of the work as possible; however, as the project evolved, it
became necessary to hire one professional actor and a professional photographer, and also
for Blair to complete more of the film editing than she would have liked. In hindsight, we
might have allowed more time for building capacity in digital technology and for the design
and production of the videos especially. We probably could not have reconfigured our
budget, since the cost of upgrading our equipment from amateur to semi-professional
would have been prohibitive.
Issues of Representation, Race, and Diversity
It was difficult to find victims who were willing to speak openly and in public about
their experience of abuse, probably because of the shame and fear it produces. One of the
striking absences or gaps in the project was the fact that over its entire course, no one ever
revealed or reported firsthand accounts of such experiences—something we have found
typical in our work with other marginalized populations. Though we used fictional images
and videos to humanize the topic, we regret the absence of firsthand accounts.
In choosing the images, we were concerned with not showing victimization (for
instance, images of bruised and traumatized people). Following the example set by the
public education campaign, Zero Tolerance of Violence against Women and Girls (Hart,
1997), we elected to use images of people who looked either neutral or happy. Unlike the
Zero Tolerance campaign, which chose not to show any women of colour until the launch
of the fifth poster (to avoid the racist allocation of domestic and sexual violence onto
communities of colour), we wanted to integrate them from the beginning, to show that
abuse transcends communities. That said, we found this difficult in practice. Though
Vancouver and Surrey are ethnically diverse cities and the two participant groups do
include South Asian members (as well as Jewish and First Nations), we failed despite
considerable efforts to find any South Asian elders willing to model for the posters. This
may be due to the reluctance to publicly identify as being both LGBT and abused, in the
belief that this represents a double stigma—a hypothesis that would merit further research.
The Chinese male depicted in Figure 2 was a friend of one of the participants, and we paid
for and used a stock image for Figure 5, which depicts a South Asian woman. Despite this
limitation, the poster/factsheets have been translated into Chinese and Punjabi and, as a
later part of the project, discussion sessions were held with individuals who provide service
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to elders in these communities (the two largest ethnic subgroups in each city and in the
province). We also note our failure to fully represent First Nations or Two-Spirited
perspectives.
Conclusion
Assessing the value of any research can be difficult. This can be particularly true
of arts-based research, where the attribution of value or worth to artistic productions is
largely subjective, and other outcomes, such as social change or participant agency, are
difficult to quantify. These caveats aside, and bearing in mind the limitations noted above,
we do believe that the project was successful in many regards. On the first score (the artistic
merit of the materials), the materials exceeded our expectations and were well received by
the professionals who viewed them. As the first materials of their kind in Canada, they fill
a gap in the field, and we were pleased with the uptake in terms of video downloads and
requests for posters (which continues at the time of writing).
On the second score—that is, social change and participants’ agency—we turn to
the three questions asked by McDermott (2010, p. 7) regarding research validity. She
suggests that arts researchers might ask themselves: “What purpose does the research
serve?” “Whom does it serve?” And, most importantly, “How does it effect change?” Our
research and the materials produced reached a wide audience of key stakeholders; in so
doing, they have raised awareness of elder abuse in the LGBT community. They also
helped change perceptions of LGBT youth and elders, as our participants became highly
visible at town halls and other meetings and presentations. The participants said that they
enjoyed being involved in the project and were proud of the results; furthermore, they felt
that they learned a great deal about the topic, themselves, and each other, as well as some
of the basics of writing, composition, filming, directing, and design. By crossing
boundaries and building sustainable bridges between academia and the community, the
sciences and the arts, and youth and elders, Raising Awareness and Addressing Elder Abuse
in the LGBT Community offers a useful and transferable model of arts-based research with
a clear critical agenda.
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Equity and Digital Literacies:
Issues of Access, Ethics and Engagement in a Youth Community Setting
COLIN ANDREW FORD
Media Programs Facilitator of Directions Youth Services Centre
Abstract
This article reports on the issue of confidentiality faced by a community youth agency that
provides access to digital technology for homeless or street-involved youth. Social media
is the prevalent form of communication in displaced communities and presents certain
ethical challenges as a result of creating and sharing media with potential unintended
audiences. Ensuring ethical practices is a key aspect of the ongoing process of developing
digital literacy that changes as technology evolves. It requires the facilitator’s focused
attention to guide the youth in their ability to consider their digital footprint and potential
unintended consequences of their practices.
Keywords
digital literacy, homeless youth, digital ethics, confidentiality, technology, social media,
digital footprint

Two Guitars and Two Red Plastic Chairs: The Evolution of the “Media Program”
Sometimes a guitar becomes more than a guitar in the relationship between the
teacher and a student. Like a bar between a patron and bartender, it becomes a conduit of
anonymous communication, without judgment or consequence. I used to work as a sales
manager for a large Canadian musical instrument retailer. I oversaw guitar, drum, recording
and keyboard sales with a staff of four people. The store was located on Richards and
Hastings Street in Vancouver. As a result, we had a lot of clientele from the Downtown
Eastside, which is a catchment area for homeless and poorly housed people dealing with
addiction, the sex trade, and mental health issues.
One hot, July afternoon I noticed a young customer looking a little worse for wear
in his tattered, black leather jacket sitting on a stool beside the guitar wall. He appeared to
be having the time of his life playing away on an electric guitar. His musical ability seemed
pretty rudimentary, but it didn’t appear to faze him. He was just having fun. I then noticed
one of my staff members staring at him with disgust. She turned to me and asked: “Should
I ask him to put the guitar back?”
“Why?” I replied, “He seems to be enjoying himself.”
“Well… Obviously, he can’t afford it.”
“That’s a $3000 Gibson Les Paul,” I told my misguided employee. “Not many
people can afford that guitar.”
She muttered something under her breath, turned around, and retreated to her duties
as the waft of discordancy continued from the expensive tobacco-coloured Gibson Les Paul
guitar.
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At this point, I started to listen more intently to the young man in the black leather
jacket as he struggled through one chord to the next. I went over and asked if I could teach
him a chord or two. He excitedly handed me the guitar and said: “Yes! Yes please! I can’t
afford guitar lessons. I’m homeless, and I’m on income assistance. The music books are
too hard to understand.” I showed him a couple of chords and he eagerly absorbed them.
He happily went back to playing with his new-found knowledge and confidence. This
experience was life-changing as I saw a great potential to make a difference in the
community using my knowledge of the guitar. I thought to myself: “I work in a large store
with plenty of offices and guitars that I can use, and I taught guitar most of my adult life.
Why not reach out to the community, use those resources and teach for free on my lunch
hour? Why not? There is obviously a need.”
I started by contacting a number of youth agencies with my offer. Initially, it
seemed like I banged my head against a wall of indifference. Although I felt frustrated, I
persisted, and it eventually paid off. One day, I received a phone call from a youth agency.
They had heard about my offer through another agency and were eager to bring along as
many street youth as I could handle for guitar lessons.
Fast forward to six weeks later. I found myself surrounded by 15 youth and the
program’s youth facilitator learning to play guitar. That day, everyone left equipped with
a couple of chords and a little proud smirk. I felt fantastic! I made a bunch of youth happy,
and all it took was the desire to make a difference and the time to do so.
Several months later I started volunteering at Directions Youth Services (DYS), a
division of Family Services of Greater Vancouver that provides Vancouver’s homeless
youth and youth at-risk from thirteen to twenty-four years of age with a single-entry point
to access the tools, support, and guidance they need to go about making healthy, positive
changes in their lives. I taught in a large, abandoned, sterile community room with two red
plastic chairs and two guitars that I had donated. Initially, I spent long hours sitting in the
middle of the community room on one of the plastic chairs, staring at the open door and
shouting out to the youth as they passed by the room: “Hey! Do you want to learn how to
play guitar?” Sometimes, they ignored me; other times they were curious and came in.
Eventually, the room started to fill up, and I needed more equipment. I raised money to
buy more gear by using my connections through the music industry and corporate
partnerships. With increased attendance, I decided to move into a larger room with more
possibilities to accommodate future expansion. By developing corporate capital donations
and partnering with video game giant, Electronic Arts (EA) and their Outreach & Corporate
Giving Manager, Wendell Harlow, I was able to expand my program even further. EA
helped propel access to technology in the media room to a new level. Our partnership
continues to this day.
Now, 12 years later as the “Media Program” Coordinator for DYS, I run a 1,000square foot facility that proudly promotes arts engagement, inclusion and esteem building.
The “Media Program” is constantly evolving and the media room is currently equipped
with a fully functional recording studio, iMac workstations, state-of-the-art gaming
consoles, large flat-screen TVs, guitars, basses, drums, mandolins, DJ tables and pianos.
The program provides theatre, music, computer and film training. Over the years, through
trial and error, I have boiled down the “Media Program” to the following philosophy: “Arts
& technology engage self-expression. Expression is a vehicle to confidence. Confidence is
key for making positive choices in life moving forward.”
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An important component of the “Media Program” is the “Another Slice” website
(http://anotherslice.ca). The concept for “Another Slice” was inspired by a street magazine
called “The Slice”. The ‘zine was originally conceived in the 90’s by youth worker, Wendy
Wood while she worked at The Gathering Place Community Centre, which is run by the
City of Vancouver and offers programs and services to vulnerable populations in
Downtown South community. The title of the ‘zine “The Slice” came from Wendy’s
ingenious method of bribing prospective homeless clients with slices of pizza to encourage
them to contribute their art and poetry to the publication. It has been read all over the world.
In the late 90’s, Leonard Cohen read a passage from it on stage during one of his
performances at the Orpheum Theatre. I began facilitating “The Slice” in 2006 and
eventually converted it into a website - anotherslice.ca. “Another Slice” became the
foundation for every project that we do in the media room to this day. The website
documents all of the activities and creative projects that evolve from the Media Program
and serves as a way to empower youth’s voices through weekly blogging, art, sharing their
music recordings and poetry.
A few years ago, I invited the youth at DYS to participate in “Another Slice
University” (ASU) project (Ford, 2012). The launch of iTunes University (iTunes U) in
2007 offering free educational content on iTunes’ store, served as an inspiration for ASU.
I decided to approach Dr. Theresa Rogers, Professor at the University of British Columbia
(UBC), who had worked with the ‘zine group a few years prior, and ask her to support a
youth-led educational initiative that would provide accessible, entertaining, short, online
video episodes for the general public about the challenges of youth homelessness. As a
result of this partnership, six educational videos on topics like street resources for the
homeless and the history of methamphetamines were released on iTunes U (Ford, 2012).
With our support, the youth wrote, directed and edited their own short films as they learned
about digital literacy and the art of filmmaking. All the videos were screened at Pacific
Cinematheque theatre in Vancouver to a very receptive audience (see also Rogers,
Schroeter, Wager, & Hague, 2014).
Digital Literacy and Access Among the Youth
Based on my observations, there seems to be a general perception that streetinvolved, at-risk and homeless youth aren’t technology savvy and don’t have access to
technology. If they do, it’s seen as a needless opulence (McInnes, Li, & Hogan, 2013).
During my daily interactions with youth, I noticed that they possess a high level of
technology literacy. They have access to and use the Internet, and mobile technologies and
social media is a big part of their lives (McInnes et al., 2013). For youth, technology is an
organic means of keeping in touch with friends and family. Often, their survival depends
on access to technology for connecting to outside resources such as housing, income
assistance, health care, medical emergencies, personal supports and counselling. In their
study about homeless drug users and technology, Neale and Stevenson (2014) noted that it
is vital for homeless individuals to have access to information technologies: “A number of
individuals described panicking at the thought of technology failing as this would cut them
off from others and leave them feeling isolated” (p. 1469). Sometimes, clients will use their
mobile phones as a status symbol to conceal their homelessness and appear like someone
who has a stable lifestyle (McInnes et al., 2013).
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Ethical Implications of Digital Evolution
As the “Media Program” coordinator, I struggle with the ethical implications of
digital evolution and rapid technological development over the last decade, such as our
clients’ digital footprint – the permanent digital footprint of all their web practices that can
have a negative impact in their future. When the program started in 2005, social media as
we know it did not exist. Facebook had just been launched about a year earlier and issues
of real-time privacy and surveillance were yet to expand into practically every area of our
lives.
Our clientele has a youth confidentiality agreement with DYS. The centre provides
respite from the challenges and politics of street life for clients that access DYS. It is a
place where a youth can be a youth. No judgment. It is a place of healing and support.
However, when I am met with the challenges of youth’s access to modern technology, the
potential for breach of confidentiality is ever increasing. It’s a battle I fight on a daily basis.
Do I allow youth to access unsavoury websites? Where is that line drawn? YouTube?
Craigslist? Think about it. Think about all the potential breaches of confidentiality and
general safety concerns. There are a few questions that I always adhere to in case of
indecision: Where are our clients going to be five years from now? 10? Will their digital
footprint hinder them, if and when they become, say, the CEO of a multinational
corporation? What is the best way to inform clients about the perils, potential risks, and the
consequences of poor social media decisions?
As a facilitator, I must always be aware of how technology is used and if it is being
applied in safe practice. One afternoon in the media room I noticed one of our volunteers,
Henry, chatting with a new client. Henry had been working with me for about a month and
had an infectious enthusiasm for volunteering that made him popular. The client wanted to
take a picture of herself on one of the computers in the media room to update her profile
photo on Facebook and show off her new purple-highlighted hair to her online friends. The
purple-highlighted youth asked Henry to help her take the best photo of herself on the
computer. He eagerly explained that all iMac computers in the media room have the
capacity to take photos with an application called “Photobooth.” Then, he demonstrated to
this youth how to use the application and set the photo timer to go off in three seconds. She
posed, highlighting her new highlights. One. Two. Three. In that moment, another youth
walked into frame behind our purple-highlighted fashionista. Unbeknownst to this youth
in the background, they now appeared in a photo that could be potentially shared with
hundreds of other online users. As a result, the youth who now found themselves in the
background of a selfie can now be recognized by many of their mutual “friends” that have
accounts on Facebook. I observed what had transpired and asked the first young woman to
take another photo because of the breach of confidentiality in the previous photo. To this
day all computers in the media room have their cameras deactivated to avoid the possibility
of misuse.
When working with any demographic that relies on your judgment for their own
safety, you must always ask yourself: “What is the worst possible result that can happen
from anything you say yes to?” By agreeing to help a youth take a photo in the media room,
Henry should be aware that he might create a situation where one or several youth’s
confidentiality is breached. As one of the supervisors at DYS often says: “What is the
intended and what is the unintended?” Here is how the situation described above could
have played out in the worst case, unintended scenario. When the youth who unwittingly
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stepped into the background of the photo is recognized by some of their “friends,” they are
surprised because this youth has an outstanding debt to a gang-affiliated friend and is not
supposed to be in Vancouver. This youth, who did not intend to be in a photo, is now in a
great deal of danger when they leave the centre. As program coordinator, it is my obligation
to educate the youth about privacy and confidentiality. I encouraged the youth to be aware
of who appears in their photos and to make sure that the people who appear in those photos
have expressed their consent.
The Struggle Between Access and Ethics
When it comes to digital literacy, sometimes there isn’t a clear-cut answer to
balancing ethics and access. A simple YouTube video can have grave consequences. Youth
frequently watch videos on one of the 21.5” iMac computers in the media room. One
afternoon I noticed that the youth were watching a popular hip-hop video. In that video,
the famous artist sat back in a very large, metal chair and “spat rhymes” about friends, cars,
and money. While the video played, one of my coworkers dropped by the media room and
proceeded to talk to one of our other clients about their upcoming housing appointment.
After their discussion, she came over to my desk, leaned over and quietly asked: “Colin,
do you think that the video he is watching is appropriate for the Media Program?” A bit
baffled, I glanced back at the video on the 21.5” iMac screen and saw a young woman in a
very skimpy, short black dress, provocatively gyrating to the beat of the popular hip-hop
tune. Pretty tame stuff by hip-hop culture standards, but what are the unintended
consequences? That video could unintentionally trigger post-traumatic stress for another
youth in the room who had been sexually abused or involved in the sex trade. Do we ask
the youth to shut it off? Do we ban hip-hop videos from the Media Program forever? Are
we being overly vigilant? Where is the line drawn?
As technology evolves, so must the facilitator. It is no longer viable to be anywhere
other than ahead of the technological curve and at the forefront of social media evolution.
Technology evolves faster and faster each year and the lines between personal privacy and
public domain, as well as digital and real life become blurred or even invisible. Technology
is no longer a neutral means of delivering information (Buckingham, 2015). In the words
of Umberto Eco: “If you want to use television to teach somebody, you must first teach
them how to use television” (as cited in Buckingham, 2015, p. 263). It is important to equip
the user with an understanding of how technology works, its applications and possible
repercussions. I am working with a pronounced, marginalized community that relies on
good judgment from the staff at DYS to keep them educated and aware of unintended
technological consequences of their actions. As any other youth, marginalized youth search
for acceptance, a sense of self and understanding about the world around them and the
online world becomes an important platform where they can communicate, participate and
feel accepted. The complexities of being homeless, at-risk or street-involved compound the
potential unintended negative outcomes of uninformed social media interactions which
become a critical ethical challenge for any resource that provides digital access as part of
their community engagement.
We live in an era of unparalleled technological growth and wonderment. The future
of technological advancement is difficult to predict because of the current rate of its
exponential expansion. It has the potential to transcend every single aspect of human life.
Based on my experience, educating youth about the ramifications of poor social media
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habits is not always enough, because they often have the perception that virtual reality is
indeed virtual and it doesn’t have any real-world consequences. For example, for some of
my clients Global Positioning Systems or GPS, is just an acronym for being somewhere on
a map that Snapchat, Facebook, Instagram and Twitter can find and not their real-time
location. There is also a bravado that exists behind the digital word. When someone
questions a person who exhibits cyber bullying and other negative tendencies in their
behaviour, one the most common responses is that they were just joking; to them, words in
a digital message do not have the same weight as in the real-time verbal expression.
The technology facilitator has to be aware that the concept of privacy changes as
each new generation goes online. In my opinion, technological advances are not born out
of necessity, but out of the desire for convenience. Convenience chips away at privacy until
the concept of privacy mutates to match the convenience. As an example, facial recognition
and thumb imprint technology that have been used for decades by law enforcement to
privately imprint and identify our uniqueness are now the mainstream identification
methods for us to unlock our phones.
The future of youth work facilitation should empower clients with digital literacy,
so that they are better prepared to use technology wisely. Youth who grasp the basics of
digital literacy, social media, and online educational resources will have a better
opportunity to control many aspects of their lives that are influenced by technology as well
as their digital footprint in this brave new world.
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Abstract
This paper conducts a critical discourse analysis of a recent Canadian adolescent digital
literacy resource to show that selfies are treated primarily as discursive objects. This paper
suggests that by rethinking selfies as both discursive and important material and affective
entanglements—a frequent proposal in recent scholarship on this phenomenon—and by
redesigning learning resources accordingly, teachers could encourage students to think in
a material, affective, embodied, and more complex way about the experiences of sharing
images of bodies online.
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Introduction
Learning outcomes
Students will: (…)
-create a media product (my emphasis)
(MediaSmarts, 2016)
I aim adult content towards Fetlife and a particular Tumblr account, so sexually
explicit selfies go there. Twitter and my non-porn Tumblr are both general purpose
connection points for me, with a mix of meatspace friends and online relationships.
At any given point, it’s just a different circle of friends one place or another. So I
may post a selfie to both, or just to these friends or those friends.
(Participant, transgender, age 24)
These quotes are paired purposefully to show the gap between Canadian adolescent digital
literacy resources and the emerging empirical data on young people’s sharing of images of
their bodies on social media. The first quote, pulled from a lesson plan called Put Your Best
Face Forward by MediaSmarts Canada, aims to teach young people about selfies, or digital
self-portraits, often shared via social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, or
Snapchat. MediaSmarts is a Canadian “not-for-profit charitable organization for digital and
media literacy. [Their] vision is that children and youth have the critical thinking skills to
engage with media as active and informed digital citizens” (MediaSmarts, 2016). I italicize
the word product to highlight the treatment of selfies by this teaching resource as a media
product—that is, a manufactured object or entity distinct and separahte from the subject,
and embodied subjectivity, of the image producer. The second quote above is from some
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of my own empirical work conducted two years ago, with a specific transgender participant
discussing their sharing of images of their body on the social media platform Tumblr. They
detail the entangled acumen, and situated networked reasoning, involved in handling a
selfie that considers platform-based codes of sharing (e.g., “sexually explicit” versus “nonporn”), the importance of space (for expressing sexuality or making connections), and the
importance of different online and offline audiences. On the one hand, selfies are discursive
objects; on the other hand, they are also materially influenced and affectively laden.
It is my contention that a critical discourse analysis of Put Your Best Face Forward
can reveal the treatment of digital images of bodies shared via social media as
predominantly representational and presentational. In other words, online images are seen
as either products or representations, akin to older representational and mediated images
of bodies (such as photos in glossy magazine ads and images of dancers in music videos).
Alternatively, they are considered presentational—treated as playful (not serious)
performances. In this sense, online self-images are not the real self, but variations of the
self—sometimes idealized with the help of editing software and apps and thus deemed
possibly problematic in relation to one’s body image.
It is not my aim to argue that selfies are not these things. It is, however, my aim to
argue that selfies are not only these things. Attending to the composite, layered, and
multimodal nature of the technology used to capture selfies—namely, the cellphone—as
well as to the networked affect that recent scholars of selfies have detailed as spilling from
and through selfie production and sharing (Tiidenberg, 2017; Warfield, 2016a). I suggest
that the phenomenon of the selfie be discussed in classrooms as at once representation (a
photo), presentation (a performance), and, importantly, materially and affectively
entangled.
I begin this paper with reference to recent legal developments and new educational
curricula in Canada that point to the importance of understanding, or at minimum of
listening to, the material and affective forces at play in the sharing of images of the body
on social media. I follow this with a literature review of recent work by selfie scholars that
add affect and materiality to existing representational and presentational paradigms. I then
use critical discourse analysis (Fairclough, 1989; 2010; Gee, 1999; van Dijk, 2008) to
examine the following questions: How are selfies conceived of in Canadian teaching
resources concerning digital self-imaging practices? How does a teaching resource
construct young people’s use of selfies? What genealogically embedded discourses about
photography and digital images frame the newer phenomenon of the selfie? These
questions are important to ask, since teaching documents perpetuate dominant discourses
and ideologies. Returning to recent scholarship on selfies and digital images of the body
shared on social media, I then rethink the teaching resource—adding activities that inquire
into the material and affective forces at play in selfie production and sharing. I close the
paper by reflecting on the essential importance and possible implications of analyzing the
material and affective forces that shape classroom discussions about sharing images of the
body on social media.
Digital Images of Bodies in Canada: Some Context
The discourse on selfies, or digital self-imaging—often shared via social media—
is fairly well known and permeates mass media, governmental policy and, most recently,
educational curricula and resources. This discourse considers selfies to be evidence of vain,
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narcissistic, and often gendered practices of young women (Senft & Baym, 2015; Warfield,
2015); furthermore, it frequently links to discourses around moral panic, threats of
violence, and online bullying (Burns, 2015).
Despite its tendency to be both reductionist and scandalous, there is some material
significance to this discourse within the Canadian context. For instance, the much
publicized suicides of young Canadians Rehtaeh Parsons (age 17) and Amanda Todd (age
15) came at the end of extended periods of online and offline emotional, psychological,
and physical bullying, violence, and sexual humiliation, entangled with the non-consensual
distribution of their intimate images. The deaths of these young women led directly to the
creation of, and are cited in the preamble to, Bill C-13: “An Act to amend the Criminal
Code, the Canada Evidence Act, the Competition Act and the Mutual Legal Assistance in
Criminal Matters Act” (Bill C-13, 2014. Colloquially known as an anti-cyberbullying act,
this act directly addresses the non-consensual distribution of intimate images online.
In the wake of these events, provincial ministries of education and educational
nonprofit media organizations have addressed the complex issues surrounding the online
digital imaging of bodies in Canada. Ontario’s most recent health and physical education
curriculum made national news when it chose to directly address the practice of sexting as
well as identity and privacy in relation to online images of bodies. Concurrent with these
shifts, MediaSmarts developed a number of learning resources on topics such as online
bullying. It is one of these resources, Put Your Best Face Forward—a resource designed
to teach young people about selfies—that I address in this paper.
Put Your Best Face Forward Document
MediaSmarts produced the resource, Put Your Best Face Forward, in 2016,
intending it for use by students in grades 7 through 9. The stated learning outcomes of the
resource were fourfold:
1.
2.
3.
4.

“to reflect on attitudes towards body image and gender
[to] understand the constructed nature of media images
[to] learn strategies for managing body image concerns
[to] create a media product” (MediaSmarts, 2015)

The learning resource is divided into several sections. The Overview section describes all
the stages of the lesson. The Learning Outcomes section states the outcomes just listed
above. The Preparation and Materials section lists the equipment needed for the exercises,
as well as the videos students are to watch as part of the lesson. The Procedure section
describes how the teacher becomes the model for taking a series of selfies while the
students help the teacher determine what visual qualities make for the best image. The
Selfie-Representation section asks students to ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ with a series of
statements, gathered from teens and young adults interviewed by MediaSmarts, “about
their experiences with social networking and the Internet” (MediaSmarts, 2015). The
Selfie-Representation section also asks a series of reflective questions about what makes
good selfies and how selfies may relate to body image. The Filters and Photoshop section
asks students about the use of filters in self-imaging practices. The final section,
Assessment and Evaluation: Selfie de Milo, asks students to choose a self-portrait from art
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history that is at least 50 years old and, using contemporary filtering programs or apps, edit
it to “selfie standards” (MediaSmarts, 2015).
Literature Review
Selfie Scholarship
The aforementioned moral panic around selfies meant that early work by selfie
academics became a project of critiquing the criticism. Perhaps the best critique of
dominant discourse around selfies is found in Theresa Senft and Nancy Baym’s
introduction to the special section on selfies in the International Journal of
Communication. Senft and Baym slate both the unfounded claims of mass media sources
and the overall narrow and gendered framing of the popular phenomenon (2015). In that
same issue, Anne Burns (2015) addresses the moral panic associated with self-reflection
and new technologies. Various articles throughout this publication aim to challenge the
negative media coverage and arrest the discursive moral panic surrounding selfies (Miltner
& Baym, 2015). Since then, researchers have looked at selfies in a multitude of ways,
defining them as a product and a process (Senft & Baym, 2015), discursive but also more
than discursive. Theorists argue that there are important political implications of
proclaiming a clear and fixed definition of selfies, since “when we take a position on
research regarding socially mediated bodies, we are both taking a position on social media
and we are taking a position on bodies” (Warfield, Cambre, & Abidin, 2016). Any
definition of selfies is also a definition of bodies and how and what they are when they are
mediated via social media.
Affect and Materiality in Digital Media and Social Media Studies
Kindberg, Spasojevic, Fleck, and Sellen (2005) were some of the first to discuss
the affective nature of mobile photography when, nearly 15 years ago, they proposed that
we were increasingly taking digital images not only for functional purposes but also for
affective purposes and outcomes. Affective visuality is not a novel notion; theorists of
analogue photography discuss this with regard to the rhetorical impact of photojournalism
on the everyday lives of Americans (Sontag, 2008) as well as Roland Barthes’s concept of
the punctum—those invisible elements of the image that grab us, jar us, and “pierce” the
viewing audience (Barthes, 1988). The contemporary use of affect refers to “those registers
of experience which cannot be easily seen and which might variously be described as noncognitive, transsubjective, non-conscious, non-representational, intercorporeal, and
immaterial” (Blackman, 2013 p. 4). Brian Massumi describes affect as “hope,” or “the
margin of maneuverability [that determines] where we may be able to go and what we may
be able to do” (2015, p. 3). In short, affect is the felt sense of possibility and impossibility
that brings the body to move toward or recede from action. Networked Affect, a recent book
edited by Ken Hillis, Susanna Paasonen, and Michael Petit (2015), provides a series of case
studies in which authors address the issue of affect via social media. As the editors suggest,
working with affect is naturally “messy;” however, this messiness is also described by
authors as true to the lived experience and thus embraced in their descriptions of the
gripping, grabbing, emotional jolts, and bodily pushes and pulls that ensue from encounters
with Tumblr (Cho, 2015); GIFs (Ash, 2015); steam punk (Sundén, 2015); avatars (Hillis et
al, 2015); and online porn (Maddison, 2015). Jessica Ringrose (2015) draws on Deleuzian
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concepts to describe digital phallic touch, a concept which suggests that images of bodies
non-consensually shared online are not simply representations but are also as affectively
powerful as a physical touch. Adopting the work of Karen Barad, my own work (Warfield
2016) describes how affect flows deeply through the production of selfies—where selfietakers embody audience reactions, adopt and play with normative tropes of gendered selfpresentation, and cringe at bad selfies while celebrating good ones. Affect and the
emotional impact of online activities is an increasingly popular angle for studying the
sharing of images of bodies online.
Alongside affect, materiality is gaining increasing importance in studies of online
self-imaging. The recently coined term digital materialism (Reichert & Richterich, 2015)
encapsulates the work of theorists interested in pushing beyond representation in digital
media studies—that is, beyond screen essentialism (Kirschenbaum, 2008), or the idea that
research should focus exclusively on the screen and what happens on it. Instead, digital
materialism looks at what happens “behind the screen and the dynamics which happen
before and after media’s representative societal function” (Reichert & Richterich, 2015, p.
8). Often drawing on the work of new materialist and posthuman theorists (Barad, 2007;
Braidotti, 2013; Deleuze & Guattari, 1980; Latour, 1979), theorists of digital materialism
look at the agency of nonhuman forces in technological encounters, such as the impact of
technological elements including interface design (Duguay, 2016) and affordances
(McVeigh-Shultz & Baym, 2015). Dylan Wittkower (2016) also examines the
entanglement of materiality and discourses of power in his analysis of discriminatory
design, noting the inclusion of dominant social groups and unfair exclusion of others (e.g.,
the lack of sexuality options beyond binary, hetero, or homosexual on many hookup apps).
Similarly, Jill Walker Rettberg (2014) discusses the manner in which technologies of selfimaging historically have been very much entangled with race (e.g., camera color-adjusting
cards designed for shades of white skin) and gendered (e.g., self-tracking apps, marketed
to mothers, for monitoring babies). In short, while selfies are discursive phenomena, they
are also importantly influenced by the agency of nonhuman forces—including technologies
of self-imaging and the nonhuman social media platforms on which images are
subsequently shared.
A Discourse Analysis of the MediaSmarts Educational Materials
Discourses are often defined as language in use (Foucault, 1972), wherein power,
via language, shapes our sense of what is and what ought to be as a mode of social control
and domination. In short, language privileges certain values and peoples over others. As
such, critical discourse analysis works well in examining texts that claim to exert an
imperative or action over society (e.g., laws, policy, or medical diagnostic texts). For this
reason, critical discourse analysis is a fitting methodology for analyzing a teaching
resource—in this case, one that was prepared by a large, non-profit media literacy
organization for use in Canadian classrooms and family homes. As MediaSmarts notes,
their resource intends to “support adults with information and tools so they can help
children and teens develop the critical thinking skills they need for interacting with the
media they love” (MediaSmarts, 2016). Through this intended shaping of critical thinking
skills, MediaSmarts invariably teaches young people how they ought to think about
different forms of media, including social media.
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A Discourse Analysis of the MediaSmarts Educational Materials
I focused on the documents prepared for and referenced in the resource, Put Your
Best Face Forward, since this resource directly speaks to sharing images of one’s body
online. I chose to examine the entire document, which comprised all the sections detailed
above. The lesson plan also had external web links, directing students to an exercise called
Selfie de Milo as well as an assessment rubric for the Selfie de Milo task. I included all of
this material, which comprised ten pages, eight external links, and one video.
I combined detailed methods and query questions from Fairclough (1989) and Gee
(1999) to conduct the critical discourse analysis. I drew from Fairclough’s Language and
Power (1989) to divide the analysis into three stages: 1) systematically describe the text;
2) interpret the relationship between the text and the interaction; and 3) explain the
relationship between the interaction and the social context to reveal the dominant
discourses that shaped the articulation of the learning resource and the way it was
published.
Organization of Findings
I found Gee’s seven building tasks (or, loosely, aspects of the world that discourses
build) useful at the macro discursive level of analysis to organize my findings. Gee suggests
that discourses first build significance by making certain things significant and, by default,
other things insignificant. Discourses also build activities and, subsequently, the normative
rules and parameters of those activities. Discourses build identities, or the social roles for
people in a given situation. Discourses also built relationships by signalling what sorts of
affiliations people are to have with one another in a given context. Discourses further build
politics, “or our perspective on social good” (p. 12), and they conceptually build
connections by linking certain ideas (or not) to others. Although this analysis revealed
discourses affecting identities and relationships, in this paper I focus on the two building
tasks, significance and connections, from my findings. There are several thematic
subsections under each of these categories.
Finally, I assembled other methods to write up the findings that were common in
other critical discourse analysis literature, such as coupling direct quotes from the text of
Put Your Best face Forward with my claims (van Dijk, 2008) and linking the various levels
of analysis with the earlier literature review and other academic sources.
Building Task #1: Significance
Language is used to make things significant and give them meaning and value (Gee,
1999). Language highlights certain aspects of the world, brings them into strategic focus,
and shapes how we come to understand them. In the following sections I show how
excerpts from Put Your Best Face Forward encourage an understanding of selfies as
representations (like photos) and presentations (like an enacted performance).
a) Selfies are representations
Within the Put your Best Face Forward lesson plan, students are encouraged to make
meaning and significance of some of the central concepts of digital self-imaging in specific
ways. Students are asked to define the word selfie. As a prompt, the lesson provides a
variation of the Oxford English Dictionary definition: A selfie is “a photograph of yourself
posted online, usually to a social network such as Instagram or a messaging app such as
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Snapchat.” This meaning defines a selfie as primarily a “photograph,” and thus
representational.
Representationalism has a strong pedigree within studies of photos shared online (Gye,
2009; Kindberg et al., 2005; Okabe & Ito, 2006; Scifo, 2009; Urry, 2002). The definition
by MediaSmarts, however, is limited to defining selfies as a static product—a photo. This
meaning is also reinforced, as mentioned in the learning outcomes, when students are asked
to produce a “media product.”
The definition of selfies as representations continues with the title of the assessment
project—a section entitled “Selfie de Milo.” This is a playful reference to the many artistic
renderings of Venus de Milo—the Roman goddess of beauty, love, desire, and sex. Calling
to mind Botticelli’s iconic painting of the goddess in an open clamshell, it thereby aligns
selfies with the characteristically flat, representational visual media of European
Renaissance paintings. The assessment task then asks students to modify a 50-year-old
image to “meet selfie standards.” The term “standard” fortifies the representational
framework, suggesting that the primary purpose of selfie production and distribution is
aesthetic—meant to align the aesthetics of one’s selfie with the aesthetic standards of other
visual media. This assumption is also bolstered one line earlier in the lesson plan, which
encourages students to consider “gendered beauty standards” in the production of a selfie.
In an earlier exercise, wherein the teacher is to volunteer to be the subject of a classproduced selfie, the lesson instructions provide prompts for educators that again focus on
creating an image that conforms or contemplates discursive visual tropes from other
representational media, such as magazine ads and commercial photography. These prompts
include: “Have a bright light on your face for the ‘overexposed’ look (washes out lines,
blemishes, etc.)” (Mediasmarts, 2016, p.3). Teachers may also deliver the prompts: “Don’t
take the photo straight on, turn to the left and right to highlight cheekbones;” “Hold the
camera above your face, so that you are looking up at it (…) this makes you look thinner.”
These prompts structure the significance of the selfie as similar to other visual and
mediated representations of the body and then use this definition to encourage discussions
of gendered representations of bodies.
The alignment between selfie self-representation and gendered tropes via other
representational media is further reinforced in the answer period after this initial exercise.
Teachers are directed to ask students: “When you see models in a magazine, do you think
about how they might have been Photoshopped?” followed by, “when you see friends’
photos, do you think about how they might have been Photoshopped or otherwise
manipulated? Does it change how you feel about your own photos?” As mentioned, this
line of questioning—focusing attention on filtering and editing photos—encourages
students to think about the relationship between mass-mediated images of bodies in relation
to visual and discursive similarities within social media self-imaging.
b) Selfies are presentations
The second meaning of selfies built into Put your Best Face Forward is that they
should also be thought of as presentations or performances of the self Reichert &
Richterich, 2015 online.
Within social media studies, theories of performance (Goffman, 1959/2007) and
performativity (Butler, 1993) abound. Schwartz and Halegoua (2014), for instance, discuss
the concept of the spatial self: “A theoretical framework encapsulating the process of
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online self-presentation based on the display of offline physical activities (p. 1). However,
their literature review and the focus of their paper reinforce the concept that identity is real
offline and predominantly performed online. Erving Goffman and Judith Butler have
emerged as key theorists in understanding the idea of the networked self (Papacharissi,
2010). Although the networked self encourages more imaginative performances of identity
online, it is presented often as “idealized performances of who a user is” in real life
(Schwartz & Halegoua, 2014, p. 5).
This discursive, binaried cleaving of the online curated or performed self and the
offline real self is evident in the Put you Best Face Forward lesson plan. In the section
entitled “Selfies and Self-Representation,” students are given a list of statements (from
interviews conducted by MediaSmarts with young people) on the topic of social
networking and the Internet. Students are asked to state if they agree or disagree with the
statements. These statements include: “Kids try to seem better online and happier, and just
post everything like that. Some kids try to make them look like everyone’s their friend or
that their boyfriend’s the greatest but in reality they’re not.” Here again we see the
dichotomization of online and offline selves, as well as the alignment of offline experiences
with authenticity and those online with idealized performances. Other statements in this
section are framed the same way: “There’s some people that have different personalities
online. They create accounts and they’re just on YouTube and they become this character
which they are not.” Thus, online platforms are where people cannot be who they really
are offline.
An exercise prior to this section discusses the social capital (Bourdieu & Wacquant,
1992) that flows through perfect (representation) and idealized (presentation) images,
suggesting that selfies are primarily products of socioeconomic networked forces. A series
of discussion questions after the “Selfies and Self-representation” section includes the
following: “How are you ‘rewarded’ for a good photo online? Are the rewards the same
for boys as for girls?” Another asks the flip side: “How are you ‘punished’ for a bad one?
Is it the same for boys and girls?” The terms reward and punishment relate to the
entanglement of social capital, identity, and gender policing (Bornstein, 1995). Selfies are
not seen so much as communication but rather as a flow and exchange of social capital
(Bourdieu, 1979), in which value is awarded when a selfie conforms with aesthetic and
gender norms, codes, and scripts. Those images that are not liked, according to this
document, are presumed to face hostile or malicious punishment, which also speaks to the
document’s assumptions about peer relations online. The wording presumes that peers
seem to have two default states of emotional response—that is, kind support or malicious
penalization. This very much simplifies the complexity of affective experiences and
relations online (Boyd, 2014; Livingstone, 2009).
Finally, the wording of awards and punishments disregards the push and pull of
power and agency in postmodern theories of subject formation (Althusser, 1970; Foucault
1972). The subtext in Put Your Best Face Forward is that input from peers is undesirable
and that feedback relating to subjectivity development is unhelpful, because it either
provides a quantified but false sense of support (reward) or it can damage one’s sense of
self-worth (punishment). In a tacit way, this wording supports either the idea that peers in
online spaces are untrustworthy or that subjectivity formation should follow more a
humanist tradition—wherein the subject cultivates their sense of self internally and
independently, and not in an intersubjective manner with others.
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Building Task #2: Connections
Gee (1999) says that we use language to “render certain things connected or
relevant (or not) to other things” (p. 12). In other words, we use language to construct both
affiliation and relevance as well as disaffiliation and disconnection. Here I am most
interested in the connections and disaffiliations that are subtly created through the
construction of selfies as representations and presentations in the prior section. These
connections and disconnections include the connections of the concepts of curation and
inauthenticity, and the separation of those concepts from the real, authentic, and unedited;
the disassociation of the concepts and spaces of online and offline; and, lastly, the
association of curation and inauthenticity with the online space as well as the association
of the real and authentic with that which is offline.
a) Inauthenticity and curation disconnected from authenticity and the real offline
The lesson plan clearly underscores the idea that selfies are predominantly curated,
edited, and altered from the original image snapped. However, the wording does not say
that it is the image that is altered, but instead associates editing with that of the self or the
body. Under the section of the lesson entitled “Filters and Photoshop,” educators are asked
to have students consider the act of Photoshopping, or editing images. The questions ask
students to reflect on the connection between editing images and their own feelings about
the person who edited the image. Similar to the “Selfie de Milo” section, one question
reads, “when you see models in magazines, do you think about how they might have been
Photoshopped? Why or why not?” Another asks, “does it change how you see them if you
know they’ve been Photoshopped?” Here we see the linking of representationalism with
presentationalism, wherein the selfie as an edited photo is linked to personal opinions about
editing oneself before presenting oneself publicly. This whole section—one of five in the
lesson—emphasizes the importance of editing the self as a key component of the selfie
phenomenon, whereas research shows that a large number of selfie-takers attempt to
minimize editing (Warfield, 2016b) or, in the case of celebrity Instagram influencers, edit
images so that the final visual impact of the editing is nearly invisible (Abidin, 2016). All
this is to say that, although editing and curating images is often a component of selfies, the
effect of the language in this text simplifies the reasons for editing—focusing on the
audience’s impressions of editing rather than exploring the image-taker’s personal reasons
for editing.
b) Online disconnected to offline
Once selfies are established via the language of the text as primarily
representational and presentational, the next discursive step is to articulate selfies as either
copies of bodies and/or representations that are inauthentic, or different from the real.
Working in tandem, the discourse of representationalism severs the image from the body
of the producer, and presentationalism reinforces the idea that the embodied self—the
offline self—is more authentic than the inauthentic performance of the body online. What
we are left with, conceptually and discursively, are the following connections and
disconnections:
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Table 1
Discursive connections and disconnections reinforced in Put Your Best Face Forward
Digital Literacy Resource
________________________________________________
Online
Inauthentic
Curated, Photoshopped, edited
Photographed, textual, an image, a
performance

Offline
Authentic
“Real”
In the flesh

________________________________________________
The discursive links and disconnections, as well as the significance and meaning making,
align with the concept of digital dualism (Jurgenson, 2011)—the idea that the online self
is different and inauthentic from the offline, in the flesh self.
New Materialist Analysis and Learning Resource Suggestions
The goal here is not to argue that selfies are not representations or presentations,
but rather to argue that this is an incomplete picture of selfies. Left incomplete, this
resource reinforces dualistic discourses regarding young people’s experiences with both
digital self-imaging and social media use. As such, I now move to suggest how new
materialism might inject an important dimension in this learning resource and address the
gap with regard to empirical work that connects embodiment and affect to mediated images
online.
As mentioned, selfies are a multimodal digital literacy phenomenon. They are
images produced via camera (representations); they are also often curated for different real
and imagined audiences (Hogan, 2010; Abidin, 2016) (presentations); and, as reviewed in
the literature review section and importantly for this next section, they are also a) materially
influenced (Duguay, 2016; Rettberg, 2014; Wittkower, 2016) and b) affectively connected
to the image makers (Coleman & Ringrose, 2013; Raun, 2014; Warfield, 2016). How then
do we incorporate the affective materiality of the image-maker as important components
of a teaching resource? I’ve drafted out two pedagogical addenda to the lesson plan, based
on my own empirical work and the work of material and affect theorists mentioned in the
literature review. The first section is a series of question to be added onto one of the existing
sections of the paper. The second is a stand-alone exercise.
Amendment #1 to Selfie-Awareness Section
In the original section of the lesson plan, the teacher is guided to ask students to
produce an image that is “selfie quality.” The teacher is asked to publicly display an image
of themselves, but this is an image to which the individual students lack an affective
connection; moreover, they lack experiential knowledge of the process of the image’s
production. In alignment with contemporary research mentioned in the literature review, I
suggest the inclusion of an activity that would encourage students to contemplate the
material and affective dimensions of digital self-imaging. These might include reflecting
on the space of image production, the body of the image producer, the technology used to
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produce the image, and the differences between the different cultures on the different social
media platforms used for dissemination. For example:
Instructions: Ask students to take a picture they think is selfie-worthy. Give them time to
do this on their own. They might go outside the class, find a place to take the image, and
come back in 10 minutes. Ask them to consider the following questions:
Place and Selfie-Awareness
• In what location did you take an image?
• How did you feel in the places you chose to take an image?
• Where did you NOT take an image? Why not?
• How did you feel in the spaces you did not want to take an image?
• How do space and place affect your sense of privacy?
• On which social media platforms would you post your photos? Why those specific
platforms?
• What sense of privacy and sense of security do you have on those platforms?
• On which social media platforms would you NOT post this image? Why not?
In this addendum section, I place an emphasis on emplacement (Hjorth & Hendry,
2015; Hjorth & Pink, 2012). I encourage students to think about how the materiality of
spaces and places (both online and offline) encourages or discourages certain acts. In this
discussion, we extend the critical thinking of agency to nonhuman actors instead of
exclusively human or discursive actors—as proposed by theorists interested in materiality
or new materialism. I push beyond representational frameworks that might reinforce digital
dualism and the cleaving of online and offline spaces and experiences (Russell, 2012;
Warfield, 2016b). I want to encourage students to think about offline spaces as working
similarly to online spaces and notice how different audiences exist in both these spaces
who may enable and disable expressions of self (Burgess, 2006).
In short, this series of questions both includes the empirical findings of
contemporary research on selfies and encourages students to think about multimodal
agency, the embodied experience of social media use, and the connections and similarities
between online and offline spaces. Online and social media spaces thereby present
experientially to many students not as flat walls on which flat, bodily, disconnected images
are posted, but as spaces similar to physical rooms and places (Markham, 1998), in which
images have an affective connection and are linked to and affect the experiences of other
bodies (Warfield, 2016b). I suggest that this push toward embodiment and emplacement is
the first step in rethinking Put Your Best Face Forward—or any digital literacy resource—
to include contemporary empirical research on socially mediated self-imaging.
Addendum #2 Material-discursive genealogy of the Technology
In this next section, I encourage students to expand their critical thinking to include the
agency of other nonhuman actors, particularly that of the cellphone. I propose the following
as discussion questions:
•
•

When you look for a good angle, do you adopt poses from magazines?
What is a cellphone in this moment of use? Is it a camera, or a stage, or a mirror?
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•
•

What do cameras ask men/women/trans people to be in front of them? How do we
negotiate our gender identity and expression with the cameraphone as imaging
technology?
What do filters do to your face to make it look good?

As mentioned in the literature review, I draw on the work of Huhtamo and Parikka
(2011), Don Ihde (2012), and other media archaeology and postphenomenological scholars
to suggest that students think about the genealogies of technologies since contemporary
technologies, like the cellphone, are often compilations older technologies like a phone,
tablet or gaming console. Our habitual use of those old technologies influence how we
interact with new ones. Furthermore, I ask students to think about new technologies not as
passive entities and media, but rather as agentic, discursively-laden, and involved elements
that shape how we present ourselves online (Latour, 1979). This line of questions
encourages an at once discursive and material approach to literacy—as well as a modality
that articulates social media use and digital literacy as complex, multi-faceted, and
entangled among human and nonhuman agents.
Discussion and Implications
This paper began by revealing the gap between Canadian digital literacy resources
and contemporary empirical work on digital self-imaging practices by youth on social
media. An overview of this literature reveals that selfies, and, broadly, digital images of
the body shared on social media, are at once representations and presentations as well as
materially and affectively entangled phenomena. Through a discourse analysis of the
digital literacy resource, Put Your Best Face Forward, I illustrate that although empirical
work by selfie scholars expose selfies to be materially and affectively embodied, Canadian
digital literacy resources continue to present selfies often as representations (that is, photos
distinct from the image-maker) or curated and theatrical performances (that are, in effect,
separate from inauthentic versions of a more “real,” authentic offline self).
Given these limitations, I suggest drawing on various theorists from the emerging
tradition of new materialism and affect theory to imbue the lesson with more critical insight
into materiality, the impact of nonhuman agency, and the important role of the body and
affect in the production and sharing of images of the body online. The series of addenda I
affix to the teaching resource produced by MediaSmarts encourage students to develop a
more complex understanding of images of the body shared on social media—an
understanding that could in turn offer an approach to social media self-images that
recognizes the connection between images and living, affective, and feeling bodies.
This paper does not suggest that selfies are not representational or presentational,
but rather that selfies are these and more. Importantly, digital self-imaging also has
affective, embodied, and material dimensions, which I argue are necessary considerations
for lesson plans and of particular importance to the Canadian context, where emerging laws
and educational curricula address the sharing of intimate images online. Situating this work
within the affective and material traditions of social media theory, I hope to contribute to
these fields in ways similar to the work of scholars Jessica Ringrose, Hilevi Lenz Taguchi
and other feminist new materialist scholars in education (PheMaterialists).
I argue for educational resources that are derived from the actual lived experiences
of young people; for educational resources that move beyond representationalism and
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discursive traditions embedded in the self-imaging practices of the analogue age. I support
the production of literacy resources that encourage young people to think about the material
dimensions of taking and sharing images online; specifically, the entangled ways online
and offline spaces work with dispersed networks of audiences, technologies and social
media platforms, and the affective body. I also argue for the validation of young people’s
affective and bodily connection to images in the digital imaging process.
Much work has been done on the experiences of sharing personal images of the
body on social media, but more needs to be done on the sharing of other people’s images
of the body on social media. Learning resources that acknowledge the affective dimensions
of self-imaging practices could influence student attitudes toward the sharing and
redistribution of images of others on social media (e.g., in the case of sexting and/or
cyberbullying). Through an embodied and affective conceptualization of social media selfimaging—as opposed to a body-shaming approach—the felt body and the material forces
of the technologies of image sharing are seen as agents in the production of the body online.
In this moment, as material theorist Karen Barad would argue, affect and matter come to
matter. An approach that defines selfies at once as representation, presentation, and as
embodied encourages young people and educators to discuss the complex, entangled forces
involved in the quotidian production and distribution of mediated selves on social media.
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Power, Politics, Possibilities
Thoughts Toward Creating a Black Digital Oral History Archive
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Abstract
Great dissonances and inequities can be created by power relationships and cultural
misunderstandings. In this essay, in an attempt to preempt problems that stem from a lack
of attention to questions of equity, I consider the possible pitfalls of a partnership with a
Black community organization in anticipation of a project: The co-creation of a digital
Black oral history archive. Political, cultural, and ethical issues that undergird equity are
raised, such as researcher-insider positionality, trust, custodianship of others’ materials,
representation of participants’ language varieties and voice, the use of technology, and the
politics of housing a Black community archive at the University of British Columbia.
Keywords
digital archives, oral history, race, representation, community collaboration

Introduction
Do we really want a social history of society which is empty of its people and which
does not reflect real lives and experiences because that is the sort of history the use
of formal archives often produces? (Flinn, 2007, p. 160)
In Canada we are witnessing a burgeoning of innovative textual forms produced
by, and that focus on, historically marginalized groups. These texts give a fuller view of
what it means to be Canadian, and in many cases, a member of a diaspora, as well as what
it means to live, work, and be educated in this country. Black authors, artists, and activists
in British Columbia, such as David Chariandy, Wayde Compton, Afuwa Granger, Juliane
Okot Bitek, and Cecily Nicholson, to name a few, are contributing to this exciting, growing
corpus of works that address experiences and histories ignored in the mainstream.
Vancouver grassroots activist project The Hogan’s Alley Memorial Project (Compton,
2002), along with performances such as James Douglas: An opera (Jones-Darrell, 2017),
exemplify projects that highlight ignored B.C. histories. These efforts and others
throughout the province are contributing to a larger river of grassroots and institutional
Black historical and archival materials, found online and in cultural centres and informal
spaces throughout the country (e.g., the Ontario Black History Society and the Black
Loyalist Heritage Centre in Nova Scotia). These works can offer alternative resources for
activist educators and researchers ever-seeking artifacts and curricula that are oppositional
to the current institutional, Eurocentric knowledge system. I hope to contribute to this
creative and intellectual textual production in British Columbia through creating a digital
oral history archive that stems from a Black community initiative.
The project is in its beginning stages. (I shall discuss the research process later, but
mention briefly here that these initial tasks have involved digitizing interviews and some
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transcriptions.) New findings and insights, then, are not possible at this time—so why
discuss the project at this embryonic stage? I believe these beginning moments and musings
are precisely the times to consider the ways in which we envision our work and
relationships in communities. These considerations are ever-relevant to university
researchers who espouse goals of equitable, respectful, and socially just projects. These
aspirations are at the heart of how we frame our commitments and embark on projects for
social change.
In this essay, I want to raise issues and preempt problems regarding potential ethical
and procedural concerns that might arise in working towards a digital archive with the oftdisregarded Black community. My thirty years of conducting research in various Black
communities in Canada and the United States have taught me to tread softly and recognize
how easily the expectations imposed on researchers by universities and those expressed by
community groups may differ. Specifically, I focus here on “equity” issues within a
community that researchers have often portrayed negatively or erroneously. “Equity” has
become institutionalized in the neoliberal university and a substitute for “diversity,” both
of which avoid necessary discussions of race (Henry, Dua, James, Kobayshi, Smiith &
Ramos, 2017). Equity involves politics. Equity involves ethics.
I shall first briefly describe the community with whom I am working, the theoretical
lenses that frame the project, and the qualitative methods that I bring to the project. Then I
will discuss some of the thorny ethical tensions I hope to avoid in developing a digital
community archive.
Who is This Community?
The National Congress of Black Women Foundation (NCBWF) is a welcomed
oasis for many newcomers and citizens in Metro Vancouver. It is a nonprofit organization
located in Burnaby. It launches programs and activities that foster the development of
healthy youth and families in B.C. The executive director, Nalda Callendar, has loaned me
90 audiotapes, including 59 oral history interviews conducted between 2006 and 2007. The
interviewees range in age from 28 to 85. They come from a variety of professions—such
as teachers, professors, singers, actors, lawyers, doctors, writers, postal workers, and
entrepreneurs. Some participants were born in Vancouver; others migrated from other parts
of Canada or abroad. Consider the following ways they name themselves: “Black,”
“Jamaican, “Chinese Jamaican,” “Black man,” “African,” “Biracial, “ “Caribbean,
European,
Aboriginal,”
“Afro-Canadian,”
“Descendant
of
enslavement,
Jamaican/English/Scottish/unknown west African,” “Human Race,” and “Belizean
Creole.” These identifications reflect the global and transnational tapestry of peoples and
places in British Columbia. They also reflect the politics of naming and un-naming, and
the variegations of Blackness. We are not a homogeneous group.
I hope that the project will open up new ways of thinking about Canadian Blackness
amid this particular demographic 1 and in this geographic location that has been called the
1

The Black population of Metro Vancouver is indeed small, reflecting the national average of about 2%—
unlike Canada’s two other major cities, Toronto and Montreal, with Black populations of 8% and 9%,
respectively. The region is projected to be a city with more racialized people than whites by 2031 (Statistics
Canada, 2010) and the influx of Black populations is rapidly changing the demographic and linguistic
landscape (Creese, 2015; The Environics Institute, 2017).
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Black Pacific (e.g., Smyth, 2014) 2. Vancouver writer Wayde Compton calls this unique
corner of the world “the diaspora’s upper left hand margin” (Compton, 2007, p. 493). Also,
as one of the interviewees, Compton explained in 2006: “This is the riddle I’ve been trying
to solve in all my writing. How racism is unique in this place. How Black identity is unique
here. And if that’s true, how all the strategies we’ve inherited from other places aren’t all
that useful” (p. 14). This excerpt beautifully encapsulates the need for—and possibilities
of—examining the specificity of the Black diaspora in British Columbia.
One condition of my collaboration with NCBWF is the production of a book for
the organization and the general public—a legacy document. With the development of a
Black oral history digital archive, I am bringing a new phase to the project. Based on the
ways that youth learn and access materials, these web-based resources and artifacts
(including curriculum materials and other digital resources) will be useful. This online
resource will have far-reaching use for schools, universities, and community organizations.
One can conceive of this project as, to quote David Scott (2008), an “archaeology of Black
memory”—more than the collection and organization of narratives, as a process of
constructing an institution of memory, or re-membering” (p. vi). This project will provide
a unique perspective on recent history; it will feature not only people who have passed
away in the 21st century but also people who are currently making contributions to British
Columbian society.
The community organization undertook the interview project, with an activist
stance, to address the misrepresentation and even erasure of Black people’s presence and
contributions in British Columbian life. This archive—a community archive—is a
counterhegemonic act against the ‘business as usual’ erasure of Blacks in most archives.
Indeed, as Flinn (2007) explains, the term “community archives” refers to “the (often)
grassroots activities of creating and collecting, processing, curating, preserving and making
accessible collections relating to a particular community or specified subject” (pp. 152–
154).
Theoretical Perspectives
I am drawing from several theoretical perspectives: Diaspora theories, critical race
feminisms, biographical studies, and sociocultural theories of language. Briefly, current
theorizations of diaspora connect the array of conditions and realities that mark relocations,
transnational migrations and movements, and globalization processes (James & Davis,
2013; Trotz & Mullings, 2013; Zeleza, 2008). This reconceptualization is important in this
study that examines entangled histories, “roots, and routes” (DeLoughrey, 2007, p. 163).
Critical race feminisms and their emphases on intersectional analyses are also especially
useful here, as these narratives highlight the multiple and intersecting dimensions of power
and marginalization (Collins, 2009; Crenshaw, 1991; Razack, Smith, & Thobani, 2010);
they are situated within racialized, classed, gendered, and other societal dynamics. Third,
I shall use a socio-biographical frame, through which forms of historical writing explore
2

“Black Pacific” is a term that has been used to explore among other relationships, Afro-Asian connections
in Hawaii (Okihiro, 2006), Oceanic-African/African diasporic connections (Shillam, 2015) as well as AfroPeruvian cultural negotiations (Feldman, 2006). In the Canadian context, Heather Smyth draws on
Compton’s engagements with Black cultures in Vancouver (e.g., Compton, 2001, 2007, 2011). The Black
Pacific denotes a remapping and rethinking of Black geographies. See McKittrick (2002) for a discussion
of Black geographies.
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both the individual and the broader social context (Hendry, 2010; Salvatore, 2004).
Histories are contested terrain (Nóvoa, 1995), most often told from the points of view of
the power elite (Okihiro, 2001)—hence the political importance of marginalized Canadians
voicing their lived embodiments of identity and difference as these dimensions impact their
everyday experiences. Such biographical studies situate racialized, classed, gendered and
geopolitical dynamics. Finally, I shall draw on sociolinguistic and sociocultural theories
that examine the language of speakers who have migrated from Anglo-Caribbean or
African countries, or grew up in households where Creoles or other vernaculars were
spoken (Creese & Kambere, 2003; Nero, 2015). How might these language identities and
vernaculars play out in a British Columbian context? The interview questions did not focus
on language; however, language was mentioned by two of five preliminary piloted
interviews. For example, a Trinidadian Canadian reflected on language as “part of one’s
Caribbean identity” and noted “giving that up” with migration.
Research Process: Building on and with a Community Vision
In this project, I will work with existing data; someone else framed and asked the
questions. I need to honour someone else’s desires and intentions while bringing my own
sensibilities to the tasks. Perhaps this reality is a metaphor for the generative nature of the
project, as archival data are meant to be used and reused (Moore, Salter, Stanley, &
Tamboukou, 2017). I shall use participants’ real names: The interview project was
originally conceptualized as a book-length document that celebrates Black contributions to
Canadian society. However, while participants signed consent forms and are aware of the
book project, new consent forms will need to be gathered, as the digital component was
not envisioned in the initial consent process (L. Ringham, October 11, 2016).
Building on Previous Questions
The 2006-2007 interview questions probed “life stories.” They focused on
participants’ backgrounds and lives in Vancouver, lessons learned, and ideas about
preparing the next generation of Black Canadians. From these responses, I developed a set
of questions based on the small preliminary study mentioned earlier; that is, I transcribed
and analyzed five participants’ audio-recordings, selected from a range of ages and
backgrounds. With advice from the Department of Language and Literacy Education’s
Digital Literacy Centre, I transcribed only a few interviews lest I destroy the cassette tape
quality before digitization (as mentioned earlier, all files are now digitized). Research
designs are not static (Ristock & Pennell, 1996). As the work progresses, more themes will
emerge. At this time, based on the small pilot study, the following themes recurred in
narratives: Migration, work, racism, education, family, community, identity, alienation,
and activism. They were used to construct the following questions.
1. What have been the everyday conflicts, contradictions, challenges, and
complexities for people living in Vancouver who identify as Black, in terms of
migration, education, work, family, relationships, and identity?
2. How have societal dimensions (e.g., race, gender, nationality, class, ethnicity,
religion, etc.) played a role in their aspirations, opportunities, and activism?
3.
How do these participants negotiate their (diasporic) identities in British
Columbia—a region that rarely acknowledges a Black presence?
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4. How does language (variation) play a role in the lives of Canadians from the
African and African Caribbean diasporas?
Interviews will be analyzed inductively, using a qualitative software program (NVIVO) to
assist in coding and theoretical sampling as well as in finding and organizing themes. The
project will also take advantage of other computer-assisted ways of analyzing and working
with oral history data, such as HTML tagging and open access tools that involve
information search and retrieval methods. After these analytical processes have been
completed, the construction of the archive will begin.
Constructing a Digital Archive
Having framed the project, let us now return to the main topic of constructing a
community archive. An archive is a repository, writ large. As noted, “community archives”
are often grassroots projects of collecting and curating materials of relevance to a
community. The important work of Black communities often “remains silent in the
professional archival literature” (Hopkins, 2008, p. 84). The very reasons communities take
on such projects are often prompted by this absence and by the lack of materials and history
made accessible for children and those not yet born.
Derrida (1996) believed that archives could be places of violence, reflecting state
power and the voices of the powerful whilst silencing the marginalized—a kind of strategic
‘forgetting.’ The aim of this digital archive is to address this very violence, silencing, and
strategic forgetting (Derrida, 1996). However, a researcher working with a community
group can easily veer off those dangerous precipices she is trying to avoid due to divergent
cultures, expectations, needs, goals, and power relationships. In what follows, political,
cultural, and ethical issues are raised. Trust, ownership, and custodianship of community
materials; representation of participants; the politics in researching one’s community, as
well as the politics of housing an archive—all are interwoven with power and equity.
The Complexities of Insiderness
I am a university researcher. I am a member of the Black community. I come to this
community with a Caribbean, British, and Canadian background. I understand how the
values and demands of the academic community may at times be dissonant with the
everyday lives of Black people outside of the university. Elsewhere, I have discussed my
commitments to this community (Henry, 1992, 2006). I have always tried to be “provalue”
(Lather, 1986), prioritizing subjectivity and politics when conducting research. As part of
my engaged scholarship and embodied practice, this digital project further allows me to be
of use to a Black organization that supports Black women and families. The pleasure of
working with this activist organization aside, I feel the responsibility of what Mari Carmen
Ramirez (1996) calls the curator as “cultural-broker.” In discussing art exhibitions,
Ramirez (1996) notes that this role is meant to “uncover and explicate how the practices of
traditionally subordinate and peripheral groups or emerging communities convey notions
of identity” (p. 22). She adds, “curators can claim to be shaping a more democratic space
where specific cultural groups can recognize themselves (p. 22).
As Black scholars who may espouse alternative cultural lenses (Collins, 2009), we
are trained in institutions of higher learning with methodologies and ways of working that
may not resonate with our communities in respectful, culturally appropriate ways (Henry,
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2006; Wiredu, 1996). As mentioned above, members of our communities may rightfully
express ambivalence about the aims of university researchers, knowing that Black lives
and communities have been misrepresented in social science and historical studies.
Although I am using my positionality as a resource, my Blackness, femaleness, and
Caribbean heritage do not guarantee a trusting relationship with this Black women’s
organization. As Twine (2000) suggests, racial insiderness “may simply create a different
set of pluses and minuses, rather than eliminate them” (p. 13). Similarly, Subreenduth and
Rhee (2010) note that “the colour of the body doesn’t guarantee innocence, resistant points
or authenticity as a voice for anti-oppression. In fact, different shades of a colour can be a
source of discrimination and oppression in one’s own community (p. 338).
The assumption of insiderness must be interrogated; there are multilayered
dimensions of power, politics, and equity in all relationships. Michael Mitchell (2003) asks,
“how does a social scientist balance the commitment to scientific detachment with the
equally important commitment to praxis and to actually participating in a process of
political change?” (p. 36). Perhaps a more fitting question for this digital project was posed
by Maria Tamboukou (2017): “How can we understand the researcher and the archive as
an entanglement rather than as separate and independent entities?” (p. 71). These are
questions to be considered throughout this digital archive project.
Trust: Erasing a History of Distrust
Creators of Black community historical materials have had reason to distrust the
intentions of outsiders (e.g., university researchers). From working in and with
organizations, I know and understand the reasons that Black organizations may be reluctant
to transfer their labour-intensive collections to people outside of their communities. As
university researchers, we might need to expand our ways of being in and working with
communities. Our collaborations should always benefit the communities in some way.
Although I have not witnessed a sense of distrust in this current project, these tensions
can exist and are well documented in the literature (Ajamu, Campbell, & Stevens, 2010;
Bookey, 2007; Martin, 2005). In counterhegemonic acts of self-definition and selfrepresentation, some Canadian minoritized communities have taken on the charge to
protect their own resources, preferring to work by themselves and bypass mainstream
misrepresentation and outside control. 3 The erroneous portrayals of Africans in the
exhibition, ‘Into the Heart of Africa,’ mounted by the Royal Ontario Museum from 1989
to 1990, was a painful example of Black misrepresentation and an imperialist, colonialist
curatorial approach (Hong, 2016). To avoid some of these pitfalls in our project, we
cultivated a relationship over time.
Ownership: “We want our name on it”
NCBWF represents a safe space in which Black women can set their own priorities,
address the needs of the community, work from a common standpoint, and maintain control
3

Groups such as the Canadian Women’s Documentary Heritage, the Canadian Women’s Movement
Archives (CWMA), and the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives (CLGA) are examples of successful
institutions established to retain community control over their own records. Although marginalized, these
groups typically have had more access, resources, and power than Black community organizations.
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over their projects. They share the same or similar life experiences and understandings.
The organization has clearly expressed its expectations: The executive director, Ms.
Callendar, asserted, “We want the credit. We want our name on it.” Rightly so; the vision
was theirs. They conducted the important first stages of the project. Moreover, the
executive director’s political statement reflects the ways in which Black people have had
little control over the longevity of their work and the ways in which their stories have been
co-opted. It is fundamental that NCBWF retain custody over, and credit for, the book and
digital archive. Similarly, they must be acknowledged in any presentations or research. Ms.
Callendar’s statement serves as a reminder that we are working together—despite the fact
that I (alongside others) will be carrying out various stages of the project at the University
of British Columbia (UBC). This organization’s community must have an equal voice in
the aesthetics, process, and final products. The transfer of materials to my temporary
custody has resulted from ongoing conversations about the importance of disseminating
this ambitious, unique, and unfinished community effort. It is axiomatic to remain faithful
to their desires throughout this process.
Technology Reality Check: The Community is not the University
Contemporary possibilities of working with data—what can be accessed, preserved,
analyzed, and disseminated, and how these tasks can be carried out— are astounding.
University researchers have access to the latest technologies in this rapidly changing digital
climate. Our institutional privilege in the Faculty of Education at UBC allows us to always
have the latest and newest hardware, in contrast to the ways in which many grassroots
organizations carry out their work. Many community groups work with tight budgets and
limited staff. They may not have the financial means to update software and hardware with
the same frequency as universities and corporations. For example, the interviews for this
project were recorded on microcassette audiotapes. Much has changed since 2006. Thus,
our work required time for this data to be digitized and rendered compatible with the
current technologies. Consider the following challenge: In order to work with the
audiotapes, I needed a microcassette recorder/transcriber. Despite a university-wide call to
the librarians and digital media departments, a microcassette transcriber was not to be
found anywhere! How could we carry out our work? Luckily, doctoral student and
coordinator of the Digital Literacy Centre, Ernesto Peña, had the foresight to confiscate an
old recorder from an e-waste bin on a hunch that it may be useful someday—months before
he or I knew we needed one! This example underscores how universities are quick to
discard equipment that may be necessary for our work in partnership with outside
organizations. We are divorced from the realities of community organizations that work
with low-budgets and have limited access to the latest technologies. This discordance in
access, funding, and human and material resources may lead to the inequitable expectations
set by researchers.
Race, Language, Voice and Digital Representation
I once had the experience of sharing the transcript of an audio-recorded interview
with a disbelieving research participant. She refuted the accuracy of the transcript. “I don’t
speak like that! These are all monosyllables,” she exclaimed. This raises issues concerning
how one perceives one’s speech and how one actually speaks, and well as how one’s speech
is represented in print. This is a particularly interesting issue with speakers of varieties of
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English, Creoles, and dialects. The 59 interviewees on these tapes come from many
geographical locations, and some speak a variety of English. From my listening and reading
of transcriptions to date, forms of “non-standard English” were found when participants
made particular points or recounted a memory from their homelands. How does one
represent these forms of language digitally and in print? How might transcripts with
language variation, code-switching, or code-mixing be presented to the general audience
or reader? To what degree might language varieties be made part of participants’ digital
stories? Transcribing language varieties thus may raise methodological and political
questions (Gaillet, 2012; Henry, 2005). Although I previously mentioned that language
was not a focus of the preliminary questions, I am nonetheless keeping alert to possible
interesting findings and questions. Politics and power are implicated in how we use
(digital) technologies in culturally sensitive ways to represent speakers’ voices, histories,
and meanings.
Where Do We Belong? The Politics of Housing an Archive
Initially, this digital archive will be housed on a server at UBC. The university will
be the site of development. After much deliberation, I have begun to ask myself several
questions regarding this setting: Does this location diminish the political significance of a
Black community archive for, by, and about Black people? What are the implications of
housing a Black community archive at an institution that has ignored—and, some might
argue, mistreated—the Black community (e.g., Henry, 2015; Marchak, 1996)? Does it
matter? It will be an online archive, after all. Accessibility will be ubiquitous. Yet these
questions do matter when considering equity; power and politics pervade these processes
and products. Questions need to be raised every step of the way when thinking of digital
equity and community empowerment.
Concluding Remarks: A ‘Living Archive of the Diaspora’
Borrowing from Stuart Hall (2008), I envision this project to be a “living archive
of the diaspora” (p. 89). Living. Archive. Diaspora. All are equally important. “Living”
denotes that the archive is ongoing, unfinished, and open-ended. The interviews constitute
the first step—the raw material—in creating the digital archive. The project is ripe for
multidimensional, intertextual cross-pollinations with various creative forms, as well as for
additional updated materials. Crucially, this digital collaboration is poised to contribute to
the historical and cultural memory of African Canadians in Vancouver and to a muchneeded cultural and racial literacy in Canada. Just as importantly, the project reminds us as
researchers that our digital community collaborations are delicate and joyous endeavours,
through which we must seriously consider our ethics, engagements, and entanglements.
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Digital Realities of Indigenous Language Revitalization:
A Look at Hawaiian Language Technology in the Modern World
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Abstract
This paper discusses some barriers, complexities, and opportunities Indigenous peoples
face when engaging in language revitalization efforts, and how those elements contribute
to the adoption, adaptation, or abandonment of digital technology. I begin with framing the
context of Indigenous languages in the United States and Canada to underscore the current
realities in comparison to world languages. The next section introduces the uptake of digital
technology for Indigenous language learning, based on the themes of equity, access, and
engagement. I conclude with a case study of the Hawaiian language community as a
potential model for Indigenous communities that choose traditional and contemporary
pathways.
Keywords
Indigenous language revitalization, Hawaiian language, digital technology

Introduction
In spite of technological advancements and the proliferation of digital technology,
many Indigenous peoples 1 do not have equal and sustained access and infrastructure to
digital technology in comparison to the global world. It is quite difficult to imagine the
survival of Indigenous languages without support from digital technologies, with their
ability to record, preserve, analyze, manipulate and transmit languages in a myriad of ways.
Furthermore, as existing technologies are reinvented and new technologies emerge,
additional contexts for language use surface in social media, apps, and virtual reality. Many
1

According to the UN (n.d.), it is more useful to “identify, rather than define indigenous peoples. This is
based on the fundamental criterion of self-identification as underlined in a number of human rights
documents”. Although there is no universal definition for “Indigenous”, the UN’s understanding is based
on the following:
• self-identification as Indigenous people at the individual level and accepted by the community as
their member.
• Historical continuity with pre-colonial and/or pre-settler societies
• Strong link to territories and surrounding natural resources
• Distinct social, economic or political systems
• Distinct language, culture and beliefs
• Form non-dominant groups of society
• Resolve to maintainand reproduce their ancestral environments and systems as distinctive peoples
and communities.
For further discussion about Indigeneity, see Corntassel (2003) and DeLugan (2010).
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barriers and considerations in relation to language and digital technology exist for
Indigenous peoples who have and continue to be exploited.
This paper discusses some of the barriers, complexities, and opportunities
Indigenous peoples face when engaging in language revitalization efforts—from the past
and into the present—and how these factors contribute to the adoption, adaptation, or
abandonment of digital technology. I begin with framing the context of Indigenous
languages in what is currently the United States and Canada to underscore their lived and
current realities in comparison to colonial and world languages. The next section introduces
the uptake of digital technology for Indigenous language learning, while touching upon the
themes of equity, access and engagement. I conclude with a case study of the adoption of
digital technology and its use in the Hawaiian language community—where I am from—
as a potential model of hope for those Indigenous communities that choose both traditional
and contemporary pathways.
Setting the Indigenous Context in a Globalized World: United States and Canada
According to the United Nations (n.d.), more than 370 million Indigenous people
live in 70 countries around the world. Of the estimated 7,000 languages spoken today, some
languages are spoken across broad geographic areas and used across a range of technology
platforms. Indigenous languages, by comparison, have much smaller language
communities, and the majority of Indigenous languages spoken today are endangered and
at risk of language dormancy or language death. Many Indigenous communities around the
world have experienced language loss as a result of genocide, colonization, assimilation,
and national policies. With a population decline, knowledge of unique cultures, languages,
histories, and worldviews are lost. However, the exponential rate of loss of Indigenous
languages has been countered by local grassroots efforts to bring sleeping and endangered
languages back to fruition.
The history of Indian boarding schools in the United States began in the seventeenth
century with mission schools—boarding schools’ predecessors, which were subsidized by
the government from 1810 to 1917 (Archuleta, Child & Lomawaima, 2000). In the 1860s,
a federal school system for Native Americans was established, and in 1879 the first offreservation Indian boarding school, Carlisle Indian School (in Carlisle, Pennsylvania), was
opened under the auspices of General Richard Henry Pratt. His well-known quote captures
his sentiment toward American Indians: “kill the Indian in him, and save the man”
(Barrows, 1892). More than 150 institutions across the United States were set up in an
effort to eliminate any sign of Native Americans’ unique cultural heritage, tradition, and
language (Adams, 1995). This resulted in more than 100,000 children being forcibly
removed from their homes—separating them from parents, siblings, and other family
members (Lajimodiere, 2014).
A parallel history was experienced in Canada with government-sponsored religious
schools—residential schools—that were established to assimilate Indigenous children into
Euro-Canadian society. Mohawk Institute, the first residential school as defined by the
Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement, opened in 1831 in Brantford, Ontario
(Legacy of Hope Foundation, n.d.). By 1876, the Indian Act granted the Canadian
government control over Indigenous peoples’ lives, lands, and their natural rights and
resources. While more than 150,000 First Nations, Inuit, and Metis children attended
residential schools across Canada, more than 3,000 children died while in the school system
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(Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada [TRC], 2015). A countless number of
children still remain unaccounted for.
These boarding and residential schools across North America and other countries
have had a detrimental impact on the health and wellbeing of survivors and their families.
Letters, testimonies, narratives, memoirs, and documentaries capture the trauma that was
endured by children—now mature adults and elders—who were reprimanded and verbally,
physically, and emotionally punished if they were caught speaking their Indigenous
language. As a consequence, the trauma has been passed on to the next generation—
intergenerational survivors—who continue to deal with the repercussions of these boarding
and residential school experiences.
Some current policies limit, and in some cases eliminate, instruction in the
Indigenous language, thereby shifting to English as the dominant language. Specifically,
national and regional language policies regulate the language use in social areas, such as
the government, schools, and workplace, and so forth. Historically, policies imposed on
Indigenous speakers prohibited the use of their Native language. For example, Act 57,
section 30 of the 1896 Laws of the Republic of Hawaiʻi banned the use of Hawaiian
language as a medium of instruction in public and private schools. Although it was not
illegal to use Hawaiian in other contexts, the ban contributed to the decline of Hawaiian
language speakers. Indigenous language communities suffered similar consequences
within the mainland United States and worldwide (Smith, A. 2009). Foreign linguistic and
cultural ideologies imposed upon Indigenous communities have contributed tremendously
to the widespread use of English, often by discouraging the use of the Native language.
However, for some Indigenous peoples, the fire within them has not extinguished and they
“continually pick at the lock” (Zepeda, 2008, p. 64) in an effort to reclaim and revitalize
their ancestral language and culture.
A renaissance movement among Native Americans in the United States surged in
the late 1960s and early 1970s, resulting in a generation who received an education
primarily outside of American Indian boarding schools and who later became the first from
their respective communities to graduate from universities with a baccalaureate, master’s,
doctorate, or professional degree (Lincoln, 1983). These Indigenous scholars cleared a path
and provided direction for future generations to continue in their footsteps and push the
boundaries of mainstream education. Decades later in 1990, the United States passed the
Native American Languages Act (NALA) Public Law 101-477 to “preserve, protect, and
promote the rights and freedom of Native Americans to use, practice, and develop Native
American languages” (US Congress, 1990, Section 104 [1]). In 1992, the NALA Public
Law 102-524 was approved “to assist Native Americans in ensuring the survival and
continuing vitality of their languages” (US Congress, 1992, Section 2/Sec 803C [a2]),
providing some funding for various language revitalization programs, initiatives, and
activities. In 2006, the Esther Martinez Native American Language Preservation Act
(Public Law 109-394) further provided “for the revitalization of Native American
languages through through Native American language immersion programs” (US
Congress, 2006, para. 1). While the aforementioned Acts have advanced and supported
Native American languages, many Indigenous languages are still under duress due to the
English-only movement, the adoption of English as the official language of states, and No
Child Left Behind (Public Law 107-110).
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Although the United States does not have an official language at the federal level,
two states have adopted local Indigenous languages as official state languages. In 1978,
Hawaiian became one of the official languages of the state of Hawaiʻi, alongside English.
More recently in 2014, the House Bill 216 designated twenty Alaska Native languages as
official languages of Alaska: Inupiaq, Siberian Yupik, Central Alaskan Yup'ik, Alutiiq,
Unangax, Dena'ina, Deg Xinag, Holikachuk, Koyukon, Upper Kuskokwim, Gwich'in,
Tanana, Upper Tanana, Tanacross, Han, Ahtna, Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian. Once
forbidden, these languages now hold the same legal recognition as English. Similarly, two
territories in Canada—Northwest Territories (NWT) and Nunavut—each passed the
Official Languages Act (OLA) to include Indigenous languages (in 1990 and 2008,
respectively). Alongside English and French, the Northwest Territories’ OLA recognizes
Chipewyan, Cree, Gwich’in, Inuinnaqtun, Inuktitut, Inuvialuktun, North Slavey, South
Slavey, and Tlicho as official languages, and the Nunavut OLA recognizes Inuktitut and
Inuinnaqtun as official languages (Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages,
2018). Although no such national act exists in Canada to date, Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau announced in 2016 that the federal government will be proposing an Indigenous
Languages Act.
On an international level, the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS)
adopted a set of principles in 2003 stipulating that particular attention be “given to the
special situation indigenous peoples, as well as to the preservation of their heritage and
their cultural legacy” (International Telecommunication Union [ITU], 2003, p. 3). The
principles indicate that information and communication technology “applications should
be user-friendly, accessible to all, affordable, adapted to local needs in language and
cultures, and support sustainable development” (ITU, 2003, p. 7) that benefits all aspects
of life. Furthermore, the principles specify that “the creation, dissemination and
preservation of content in diverse languages and formats must be accorded high priority in
building an inclusive Information Society” (ITU, 2003, p. 7), thereby contributing to local
and regional social and economic development. In 2007—a few years after the adoption of
these WSIS principles—the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP) was adopted by the General Assembly (United Nations, 2008) with a
majority of states in favor. The articles in UNDRIP state that Indigenous peoples have the
individual and collective right to revitalize, use, develop and transmit to future generations
their Indigenous languages (13.1); to establish, control and provide education in their
Indigenous languages (14.1); and to establish their own media in their Indigenous
languages and to have access to all forms of non-Indigenous media (16.1). The adoption of
UNDRIP—not originally supported by the United States, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand—has (re)empowered Indigenous peoples to (re)learn their languages amidst
dwindling human resources. The Secretary-General of the United Nations, Ban Ki-moon,
described the adoption of UNDRIP as “a historic moment when UN Member States and
indigenous peoples have reconciled with their painful histories and are resolved to move
forward together on the path of human rights, justice and development for all” (United
Nations News, 2007). All four initially opposing countries later changed their positions to
‘support’ the UNDRIP as a non-legally-binding document.
For many endangered and Indigenous languages, intergenerational language
transfer has been disrupted in the homes and communities that were once governed in and
through those languages. Schools that once stripped linguistic and cultural heritage from
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young children are now key sites of revitalization where educators actively integrate
Indigenous knowledge into the curriculum. Some Indigenous languages are now taught in
classrooms where they were once banned. Schools such as Nāwahīokalaniopuʻu, in Keaʻau
on the island of Hawaiʻi, operate and function entirely in ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi 2 from
kindergarten through grade twelve. Thus the potential impact of digital inclusion for
Indigenous peoples living on reserves, in remote and rural areas, and in urban cities is
perhaps greater than we can imagine for Indigenous language reclamation, revitalization,
and education.
Digital Technology and Indigenous Language Learning
Digital technologies have the potential to be powerful tools that connect and bring
speakers and learners together virtually from local communities, rural and urban settings,
and the rest of the world—providing opportunities to access and engage with communitybased language revitalization and education efforts. The use of digital technologies in
Indigenous communities is perceived as a double-edged sword and met with mixed
emotions of suspicion, skepticism, but also hope—raising questions about its benefits and
drawbacks. Nonetheless, Indigenous peoples, having adopted and adapted modern tools
since their first contact with foreigners, have continued the same process with digital
technologies. Digital technologies used to document, archive, and teach language have also
contributed to privacy concerns, cultural appropriation, misuse of control, and the
manipulation (Delgado, 2003) of cultural knowledge. The recognition of digitial
technology as both a barrier and enabler of language revitalization forms the basis for
discussions on how new technology can be used to support Indigenous language education
efforts while maintaining cultural integrity (Galla, 2016).
The digital revolution is recognized as a dimension of progression, development,
and globalization. However, for some Indigenous peoples, digital technology is yet another
form of colonization that reinforces the Western-based dominant modes of knowledge
systems and worldviews (Dyson, Hendricks, & Grant, 2006). Chief Isadore Day of the
Serpent River First Nation reminds us that our Indigenous cultures originate from oral
tradition, and to ensure that our languages prosper, we need to engage in face-to-face
conversations with our youth, reconnect with the land, and turn off and leave our digital
technologies behind (as cited in Scannell, 2012). Pueblo youth in the U.S. Southwest have
questioned the applicability of digital technology at a time when tribal policies are divided.
Some Pueblos prohibit writing and the distribution of their Indigenous language in any
form—visual, print or social—while other Pueblos are open to contemporary literacy
practices (Huaman, Martin, & Chosa, 2016). However, studies have highlighted the
positive aspects of technological use in Indigenous communities, including the new
opportunities to archive, preserve, document, revitalize and maintain Indigenous languages
(Carpenter et al., 2016; Dyson et al., 2007; Galla, 2009, 2016). Indigenous youth have
increasingly become active users of digital technology and producers of digital media in
an effort to archive, promote, document, and learn their Indigenous languages (see Carew,
Green, Kral, Nordlinger, & Singer, 2015; Cru, 2015; Kral, 2010, 2011, 2012; Rice, Haynes,
Royce, & Thompson, 2016; Ryan, 2016; Wyman, McCarty, & Nicholas, 2014). However,
as Featherstone (2013) notes, providing access to technology, the Internet, and
2

ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi refers to the Hawaiian language.
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opportunities to engage with new technologies will not lessen or solve the digital divide
(within communities, between communities and with the outside world) without an
understanding of how technology is adapted, adopted, developed, promoted, or abandoned.
Equity and Inclusion of Indigenous Languages in a Digital World
The lack of support and protection of Indigenous peoples against a global economy
reduces the visibility of true cultural and linguistic diversity. The diversity on the Internet
primarily reflects the major world languages that are spoken across countries or
continents—in effect exposing digital and knowledge divides, digital technology
inequities, and the differential uptake of digital technologies. Though languages with
smaller populations of speakers should have an equal chance to promote and use their
language as the medium of communication in their homes, schools, government, and on
the Internet, not all languages are treated equitably. Colonial ideologies, structures, and
language policies have limited the use of Indigenous languages in educational as well as
public domains. Meaningful linguistic policies established for the ‘real world’ must now
also take into account the ‘virtual world.’ Pimienta, Prado, and Blanco (2009) categorize
different language groups—including main languages, official languages, local languages,
languages of developing countries, languages at risk of disappearing, and so forth—
indicating how the Internet in fact affects various language communities. These
distinctions help to determine how language policies—affecting both real world and virtual
environments—can respond to languages of different status, size, and stature.
Indigenous communities have been plagued by many social and economic
conditions, some of which include disparities in technology. In the last twenty years, a
handful of reports have provided insight into technology use, access, and capacity in often
overlooked constituencies, including Indigenous language communities. Riley,
Nassersharif, and Mullen (1999) indicate that rural Native communities (with populations
of less than 2,500) in the United States are under resourced and continue to struggle with
basic utilities: 12% lack electricity and 23% lack gas. Of rural Native households, 39% are
equipped with telephone service (in comparison to 94% of rural non-Native homes), 22%
have cable television, 9% have personal computers, and 8% have Internet access (Riley et
al., 1999). The shortage of roads restricts these communities from traveling to receive the
training necessary to maintain and operate home computers. The lack of computer facilities
and Internet service providers, along with economic insufficiencies, also hamper the use of
digital resources.
In 2000, it was estimated that 276 million people worldwide were Internet users,
with a growth rate of approximately 150,000 people per day (United Nations, 2000). In
2007, 17.5% of the world population (1.15 billion) was connected to the Internet (Pimienta
et al., 2009). In 2009, 20% of the population (1.2 billion) had access to the Internet (United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization [UNESCO], 2009), and by 2013
that figure had increased to over 2.7 billion people, corresponding to 39% of the world’s
population (ITU, 2013). In developing countries, households were three times as likely to
have a TV than a computer or Internet connection, in comparison to developed countries
that were only 1.3 times as likely (ITU, 2013). By the end of 2016, 47% of the global
population (3.5 billion) were Internet users; one billion were users in developed regions, in
comparison to 2.5 billion users in the developing world (ITU, 2016). These statistics
indicate that there is still a majority of people who are not yet online and connected to the
Internet. Priority and action must be given to those that remain unconnected to improve the
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accessibility and affordability of services and to ensure an inclusive information society
for all. There is no comprehensive data that represents digital technology use among all
Indigenous peoples; however, there are reports that generally describe the situation in
relation to Native American communities in the US (Casey, Ross, & Warren, 1999; Morris
& Meinrath, 2009; United States Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, 1995).
For Indigenous languages to thrive in a contemporary society among world
languages, the currently under-resourced languages themselves must also be supported in
all domains of life. To support language growth, the language(s) needs to be used in the
home and expanded to broader areas including education, work, community, government,
media, business, and out-of-school environments—locally, regionally, and nationally
(Fishman, 1991; Hinton, 2001). However, due to historical factors and a lack of
prioritization for Indigenous languages, exposure to language has “severely restricted use
in the wider community” (Slaughter, 1997, p. 2). Digital technology has created new
domains for engagement and interaction with Indigenous languages. The online presence
of Indigenous languages raises their “social prestige in a community” (Ward & Genabith,
2003) in some way, such that these languages are worthy, relevant, and perceived as
somewhat “normal” amidst languages of wider communication (Galla, 2010, 2016). The
goal should be to work toward normalizing the language in the local community, where
the function of the Indigenous language matches or supersedes dominant and colonial
languages in conversation, in education, arts, health, government, literature, and media,
and in physical and virtual spaces. Digital technology provides the opportunity for
Indigenous language to co-exist and share ‘space’ with dominant languages.
Access to and Engagement with Indigenous Languages
Access and cultural appropriation. In addition to the colonization of Indigenous
peoples, globalization has altered how information and knowledge are accessed,
exchanged, and engaged with. New digital technologies and the Internet have created
opportunities as well as challenges for Indigenous peoples who are trying to maintain the
sacredness of their Indigenous culture, language, and traditions. Mobile technologies,
social networking platforms, and the Internet have brought knowledge from local
communities to the global stage, sometimes without consent from the Indigenous
communities. This practice of non-consent is not new.
Indigenous peoples are said to be the most researched population in the world.
Researchers—typically from outside the community—often gain knowledge and academic
qualifications with little to no benefit reciprocated back to the Indigenous community. This
practice continues today, among various disciplines in even the most prestigious
universities. This abuse of power and “pursuit of knowledge is deeply embedded in the
multiple layers of imperial and colonial practices” (Smith, L. T., 1999, p. 2).
Academic institutions have implemented ethics review boards to carefully examine
and ensure that research with Indigenous peoples, culture, language, heritage, intellectual
property and so forth follow appropriate protocols gauged by the participating
university(ies) and the Indigenous community(ies) and peoples that are involved. In
addition to knowledge mining,
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It appalls us that the West can desire, extract and claim ownership of our ways of
knowing, our imagery, the things we create and produce, and then simultaneously
reject the people who created and developed those ideas and seek to deny them
further opportunities to be creators of their own culture and own nations. It angers
us when practices linked to the last century, and the centuries before that, are still
employed to deny the validity of indigenous peoples’ claim to existence, to land
and territories, to the right of self-determination, to the survival of our languages
and forms of cultural knowledge, to our natural resources and systems for living
within our environments. (Smith, L. T., 1999, p. 1)
This regurgitation of knowledge, repackaged and camouflaged as “new knowledge,” is yet
another way that Indigenous voices have been ignored and devalued. Although digital
platforms provide venues for potential local knowledge exchange and communication, this
same technology has suppressed Indigenous alternatives and worldviews (Mander,
1991)—rendering “local knowledge invisible by declaring it non-existent or
illegitimate…destroying the reality which they attempt to represent” (Shiva, 1993, p. 12).
Furthermore, “with each new generation of technology, and with each stage of
technological expansion into pristine environments, human beings have fewer alternatives
and become more deeply immersed within technological consciousness” (Mander, 1991,
p. 32). Cultural appropriation is pervasive and continues to play out in various forms—as
evidenced, for instance, by Victoria’s Secret fashion shows adorning models in Native
American-inspired headdresses and Disney’s Moana ‘brownface’ costume of Maui. These
examples commodify Indigenous peoples and cultures, signifying that Indigenous
identities can be chosen and purchased. The pursuit for knowledge is pervasive in this
digital age; at times it may be easy to forget that “newfound” knowledge and artifacts are
sacred to individuals and communities. Not all knowledge is authorized “public”
knowledge—even if it is made “accessible” in this digital age.
Engagement of youth. Krauss (1998; see also Krauss’ testimony as cited in US
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, 2000) reported that youth in many Indigenous
communities in North America were not learning their Indigenous language. Recent studies
indicate that youth subgroups are reconnecting to their heritage and are learning their
Native languages through intergenerational language transmission, community-based
language efforts, university classes, and digital technology initiatives (Wyman, 2012;
Wyman, Galla & Jimenez-Quispe, 2016; Wyman, McCarty & Nicholas, 2014). Utilizing
digital technology has the power to influence youth in learning their language (McHenry,
2002; Ward, 2004); by providing a non-judgmental environment for learners to actively
engage in the language without the pressure of being grammatically correct, it allows them
to “[avoid] demonstrating inadequate personal capability” (Te Huia, 2013, p. 15) in front
of teachers, peers, family members, and elders (Hermes & King, 2013; Vluger, Knott,
McDonald, & Hall, 2009) who hold a variety of linguisitc and cultural expextations.
Anxiety can be devitalizing to language learners, especially to those who identify and have
ancestral ties to the language and do not want to be seen as inauthentic participants of their
culture (Te Huia, 2013). Research shows decreased anxiety in language learners who
actively engage in learning when using digital technology (Liu, Moore, Graham, & Lee,
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2003). Digital technology lowers their affective filter because there is no risk of
embarrassment or ridicule.
Digital technology provides a new medium to interact through and with the
language and has an appeal to youth (Galla, 2010, 2016). The skills that youth acquire as
presumed “digital natives” (Brown & Czerniewicz, 2010; Prensky, 2001) are prized assets
that contribute to community-based language education and revitalization efforts.
Although some language speakers, including elders, may not always be as receptive to or
comfortable with using digital technology for documentation or revitalization, the future
of Indigenous languages lies with youth and the future generations. Community-based
language revitalization efforts have the potential to bring together youth, who are more
comfortable with digital technology as users and producers, and elders, who are language
and cultural knowledge holders, to work collaboratively on language initiatives and
projects—thus allowing for an intergenerational exchange of ideas, skills and learning
opportunities (Galla, 2012). Bridging these subgroups creates a collaborative environment
in which both language and technological skills are developed (Warschauer, 1998).
Documentation and materials development. Technology has been used as a means
to document, preserve, and archive Indigenous languages—as evidenced by the use of wax
cylinders, reel to reel tapes, LP records, cassette tapes, CDs, and digital audio files. With
each language speaker that passes on to the spiritual domain, bits and pieces of discourse—
nuances, sounds, expressions, metaphor, and gestures—are lost, sometimes curtailing a
direct experience with language. The aforementioned audio resources have captured
stories, chants, songs, genealogies, ceremonies and other important activities conducted in
the language of some Native speakers who are no longer with us. Their individual voices
(along with background and environmental noises) are preserved in analog and/or digital
formats—providing opportunities for families, community members, and language
learners to hear authentic examples of speech through different media (Galla, 2016).
Digital technology has projected and carried Indigenous voices and stories across
local traditional territories and throughout foreign lands. But, not too long ago, students
and citizens were enculturated into a national ideology of homogeneity that has
miseducated, misinformed, dehumanized, overgeneralized, and romanticized Indigenous
peoples. Indigenous peoples have been repeatedly left out of the curriculum, or, at most,
highlighted on one page in a textbook—to describe, for example, the diversity of Native
Americans in the United States, which comprise of more than 500 communities and 100
languages. It is not a surprise that much of what has been published and disseminated about
these communities has historically been from the perspectives of non-Indigenous peoples
(Ingle, 2003). During the era of the printing press and publishing houses, there was a heavy
reliance on “others” or the “outside” to print literature and resource materials such as
textbooks, dictionaries, grammar guides, bibles, newspapers, and books. With digital
technology, communities are now equipped with common tools—including word
processing and desktop publishing software—that give authority and empower Indigenous
peoples to author, illustrate, print and publish their own language and culture materials
(Bernard, 1992; Galla, 2010, 2016). A significant challenge identified by language
educators of endangered and Indigenous languages is the lack of pedagogical, culturally
relevant, appropriate, and authentic materials (Warschauer & Donaghy, 1997) that depict
the people, language, and culture in a non-stereotypical way. The ability to generate
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language materials and resources “in-house”—or by, for, and within the community—
allows for control over the creation, development, production, publication, and distribution
each and every step of the way.
Due to limited human resources, digital processes and products help learners gain
access to culturally informed and authentic linguistic and cultural resources wherever they
may reside. The use of digital technology has proved to be an efficient and effective
practice to create, revise, and share print and digital materials with intended audiences
across waterways and lands. With appropriate software, the development, production,
printing, publishing, and distribution of language materials and resources can be achieved
at relatively low cost (Villa, 2002). The implementation of digital technology in language
revitalization and education efforts also requires appropriate planning to ensure that the
technology supports language learning in a manner that is appropriate to the Indigenous
community’s cultural and linguistic realities (Galla, 2016; Villa, 2002). The multimodal
ways of learning Indigenous languages should be seen as complementary to print-based
media and as an “opportunity to contribute a newly invigorated literate tradition and to
enrich our available means of signification” (Hull & Nelson, 2005, p. 226).
Expanding language domains. The needs of Indigenous language learners are
distinct from other language learners such that Indigenous languages are rooted in specific
geographic areas (Adley-SantaMaria, 1997). For example, ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi (Hawaiian) is
spoken in Hawai‘i, Te Reo Māori (Māori) in Aotearoa (New Zealand), Diné Bizaad
(Navajo) in the Southwest region of the United States in Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and
Colorado, and hən̓q̓əmin̓əm̓ (Musqueam) is spoken in Vancouver and the surrounding areas
in British Columbia, Canada. Although these languages may have intermittent speakers
scattered throughout the world, these languages are Native to their traditional homelands.
If Spanish were no longer spoken in Spain, the language would still be viable in areas such
as the U.S., the Caribbean, Mexico, Central America, South America, Rapa Nui (Easter
Island), areas of Africa, and so forth. However, until the advent of the Internet, Indigenous
peoples did not have the linguistic luxury of finding a population of speakers of their
language in other parts of the world. Now, due to digital technology and the Internet,
Indigenous languages have traversed transnational borders and extended to new domains
(geographical and digital), allowing greater accessibility to Indigenous language learners
and to the world (McHenry, 2002). Synchronous technology allows a community of
practice—who may not be situated in the same region, land, or time zone—to gather and
correspond in real time. Along with traditional domains of language use, Indigenous
languages can be experienced in digital and virtual domains that offer an immersive
experience and a reconnection to the land where the language resides. While new and
robust technologies offer exciting possibilities for language learning and expansion into
different domains, some Indigenous communities choose to keep their languages private
for their community and its members—a language choice and right that they have.
Hawaiʻi, ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi and Digital Technology
Similar to many Indigenous communities in North America, ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi—an
endangered and Indigenous language of Hawaiʻi—has declined in the number of speakers
since contact with outside world. Prior to Western contact in 1778, there were 800,000
Hawaiians that populated the islands (Warner, 1999) all of whom were native speakers of
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Hawaiian. In 1893, the U.S. government, led by American business interests, participated
in the overthrow of the Hawaiian Monarchy that led to the annexation of the islands. In
1896, HRS 298-2 was passed, prohibiting the use of Hawaiian as the medium of education.
By 1900, the number of Hawaiian speakers decreased to 37,000 mother tongue speakers.
Native Hawaiian and plantation immigrant children began to replace Hawaiian as the
lingua franca among themselves with pidginized English under the new political system.
After statehood in 1959 and under the influence of the civil rights movement,
people in Hawaiʻi began to reexamine existing inequities in local cultural and social norms
as well as the lack of attention to Hawaiʻi’s own culture and history. This awakening
contributed to a surge of renewed attention to Hawaiian ways of knowing, being, and
doing—a rediscovery of identity, as well as traditional forms of navigation, land rights,
music, hula, and language referred to as the Hawaiian Renaissance. The strength of the
Hawaiian Renaissance movement of the 1970s, as well as the influence from Māori in
Aotearoa, contributed to the revitalization of the Hawaiian language. In 1972, Ka Leo
Hawaiʻi—a radio program hosted by Larry Kimura for 16 years—broadcasted Hawaiian
language interviews and conversations with mānaleo (native speaker, ‘inherited
language’). Six years later, in 1978, Hawaiian was adopted as an official language of the
state, alongside English. Prior to the opening of Hawaiian Language Medium Education
(HLME) schools, there were 1,000 native speakers, all of whom were elders 60 years of
age or older (typically born before 1920)—or were members of a tiny remnant community
on the isolated island of Niʻihau, where approximately 200 residents of all ages were first
language speakers of Hawaiian.
In 1983, ‘Aha Pūnana Leo (ʻAPL), a non-profit organization, was established by a
small group of educators. With a handful of educators, elders, and families all committed
to the linguistic cause, they focused their efforts on nurturing a new generation of speakers
that would be able to describe the world through the lens of their language and culture, as
well as master English and other languages. Thus began the Hawaiian language
revitalization movement. At that time, Māori language educators in Aotearoa with ties to
Ka Leo Hawaiʻi had begun to provide preschool aged children with the opportunity to learn
Māori in schools called Kōhanga Leo (language nest). ‘APL adopted the idea and
established Pūnana Leo, where “just as young fledglings are fed directly from the mouths
of their mothers, Hawaiian language is fed into the ears of our 3- and 4-year-old students
from the mouths of the Hawaiian language speakers around them” (ʻAha Pūnana Leo
[ʻAPL], n.d.). At the start of the language movement, there were fewer than 40 children
under the age of 18 fluent in Hawaiian (‘Aha Pūnana Leo & Ka Haka ‘Ula O Ke‘elikōlani,
Ke Kulanui o Hawai‘i Hilo [‘APL & KHʻUOK], 2009). In 1992, within the Native
Hawaiian population of 220,747, between 500 and 1,000 were native speakers of Hawaiian
(Wilson, 1998).
The passion exemplified by this group resulted in the establishment of
infant/toddler programs, language nest preschools, kindergarten through grade twelve
education, and university programs, all of which are referred to collectively as HLME from
cradle to career. The most recent statistic on speakers of non-English languages in Hawaiʻi
report that 18,400 people above age five speak Hawaiian at home, making Hawaiian the
sixth most common non-English language reported as spoken in the home (State of
Hawaiʻi, 2016). These statistics show a distinctive concentration of Hawaiian speakers
between the ages of 5 and 17, with 5,200 reporting to speak Hawaiian in this age group.
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While certainly not all those who self-reported use of Hawaiian in the home were likely
fully proficient speakers of Hawaiian, the growth of Hawaiian speakers in recent years
clearly indicates a movement toward an increased use of Hawaiian in the home and positive
identification with use of the language.
ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi in the Digital Age
Hawaiian language educators that were part of the grassroots Hawaiian language
revitalization movement had a simple goal in mind: to bring ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi back to
fruition. The Hawaiian language success in the middle of the Pacific Ocean has attracted
Indigenous language educators from across the world to see how a small group of educators
were able to resuscitate a language so that it is living, vibrant, and now spoken as a first
language by two generations. Hawaiian language educators looked immediately to elders,
cultural memory, hula, oli (chant), mele (song), archived documentation, and to our natural
environment to (re)learn the language. With widespread digital computer technology in
homes, schools, and workplaces on the horizon, language educators were curious to know
how the new tools could be exploited to their full potential to allow Hawaiian language to
prosper and benefit the growing Hawaiian language community. The potential for digital
technology at the time was uncertain, but “to ignore modern technology would suggest that
our language doesn’t belong” (Donaghy, as cited in Bailey, 2009, para. 7). As interest in
the language movement began to take shape, families across the Hawaiian island chain
wanted opportunities for their children to be immersed in Hawaiian language from an early
age. Hawaiian immersion programs within English medium schools, and HLME schools
soon opened up on various islands to serve the demand. However, there were not enough
proficient Hawaiian language teachers—a challenge experienced by many Indigenous
language programs. It was important to maintain a quality Hawaiian language education
and also ensure that students received a comparable education to their English-speaking
counterparts.
Since there were only small pockets of Hawaiian language speakers and educators
across the Hawaiian Islands, it was extremely important to maintain consistency in the
language, curriculum, and lessons across the Hawaiian language classrooms. Hawaiian
language educators adopted and adapted tools to facilitate communication, networking,
collaboration, and learning at a time when human and material resources were limited.
They turned to the Internet to help disseminate authentic and culturally relevant language
materials. One such technology was Leokī (an electronic bulletin board system meaning
‘powerful voice’), developed in 1995 by Hale Kuamoʻo Hawaiian Language Center 3.
Though no longer used, Leokī was known as one of the first bulletin board systems to
operate exclusively in an Indigenous language (Hale, 1995; Warschauer & Donaghy,
1997)—providing online support for Hawaiian language educators in Hawaiian immersion
schools, Hawaiian language medium schools, and the broader community. Leokī allowed
users to upload and download files, read news, exchange messages through email, and
The Hawaiʻi State Legislature established Hale Kuamoʻo in 1989 as a division of Ka Haka ʻUla O
Keʻelikōlani (College of Hawaiian Language) at the University of Hawaiʻi Hilo. Some of the focus areas of
the Center includes the development of language materials for use in Hawaiian language medium schools,
production and distribution of materials for print media, radio, television, social and digital media and so
forth, and the connection of local and global communities through internet-based websites such as Ulukau
(a Hawaiian Digital Library) (Univerity of Hawai’I [UH] Hilo, 2017).
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interact via message boards—all in the Hawaiian language. Leokī brought a network of
Hawaiian language community members closer and helped to defray some of the costs of
traveling to neighboring islands. Teachers valued Leokī because it allowed them to share
the lesson plans and activities they developed with each other, contributing to a growing
library of new resources serving the language community (Hale, 1995).
In the early years of the language revitalization movement, Hawaiian immersion
schools adapted English language textbooks and children’s books using the translate-cutand-paste method. Hawaiian translations were typed, printed, copied, cut, and pasted over
the English language of each text. This technique, though productive, imposed a
perspective from outside the Hawaiian Islands (L. Wong, as cited in Warschauer, 1998).
Language and literacy materials were still needed to represent, reflect, and honor Hawaiian
epistemology; that is, the Hawaiian ways of knowing, being, and doing that are represented
from an emic perspective. Teachers along with students have contributed to the
development of materials that provide authentic texts of Native Hawaiians both in
traditional and contemporary settings.
In 2002, Apple released Mac OS X 10.2, which included the Hawaiian keyboard,
sorting routines, and some translated strings (mostly date and time related) (Donaghy, n.d.b, 2014). This was a huge development in the Hawaiian language community, as it
provided some consistency between digital technology users who had access to Mac
computers. Thereafter, any Mac operating system that was released included the Hawaiian
keyboard. In 2004, a partnership between Alu Like (a private nonprofit service
organization that assists Native Hawaiians in their efforts to achieve social and economic
self-sufficiency) and Ka Haka ʻUla O Keʻelikōlani (KHʻUOK) College of Hawaiian
Language at the University of Hawaiʻi Hilo helped to establish Ulukau—the Hawaiian
Electronic Library—that made primary resources available for the “use, teaching, and
revitalization of the Hawaiian language and for a broader and deeper understanding of
Hawaiʻi” (ʻŌiwi TV, 2009). These Hawaiian language resources have included the bible,
dictionaries, grammars, newspapers, genealogical records, reference materials, and
photographs (dating from the early 1800s to 1900s), as well as recent and contemporary
publications of academic Hawaiian language journals, curriculum guides, and fiction and
non-fiction books for early learners to proficient language speakers. The resources on
Ulukau can be viewed online or downloaded as PDF files, and are accessible to the wider
community. An audio resource that is available on Ulukau are the Ka Leo Hawaiʻi
recordings that include 393 recorded programs (totaling 502 hours of original recordings
on 7-inch reels).
In 2009, Apple added Hawaiian support in its operating system for the iPhone 3
(iOS 3) that included two diacritical markers: the kahakōahako9, Apple added Hawaiian
support in its operating system for the iPhone 3 (iOS 3) tʻokina (glottal stop), a consonant
that indicates a break in a sound or word (Donaghy, n.d.-a). That same year, Google in
ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi was also released as part of the Google in Your Language program, which
encouraged the translation of Google products into minority and Indigenous languages.
According to Kalena Silva, director of KHʻUOK at the time, “Google is the most heavilyused search engine on the Internet, and from a practical and a symbolic standpoint, this
interface puts Hawaiian on par with the many other languages that Google currently
supports” (University of Hawaiʻi, 2009, para. 3). The interface and navigation when using
Google Hawaiʻi is in ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi; however, individual search results appear in the
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original language. Although there was support for the use of Hawaiian diacritics in early
versions of iOS—produced by pressing and holding down a vowel and choosing the
appropriate diacritic combination—the Hawaiian keyboard and Hawaiian spellcheck was
not packaged until the release of iOS 5 in 2011 (Donaghy, n.d.-a).
In 2012, a decade after Apple’s initial support of Hawaiian language integration in
its operating system, Microsoft launched Windows 8 with the Hawaiian keyboard layout,
which included the kahakō, ʻokina, and other localized resources (Donaghy, 2012). Keola
Donaghy, formerly of KHʻUOK and now a faculty member in the music department at the
University of Hawai‘i, Maui College, has been instrumental in the development of the
aforementioned digital projects—work that has raised the visibility of ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi to
stand alongside European and other major languages. He stated,
We’re getting very close to the day that Hawaiian speakers will be able to take for
granted the fact that they can simply type in Hawaiian when they buy a new
computer, tablet, or smart phone without installing special software. (as cited in
Donaghy, 2012, para. 6)
Keiki Kawai‘ae‘a, a faculty member and current director of KHʻUOK, added,
We are thrilled that Microsoft has recognized the significance of the Hawaiian
language to its people, and how important it is for us to be able to use it on our
computers. Given the high percentage of personal computers that ship with and run
the Windows operating system, this is one of the most significant developments
that we’ve made. (as cited in Donaghy, 2012, para. 8)
With support from Apple and Microsoft, the Hawaiian language is now supported across
most platforms.
The rise of digital opportunities in 2012 continued with Bank of Hawaiʻi’s inclusion
of Hawaiian as one of the language options at select ATMs, with the intention of expanding
this option throughout Hawaiʻi (Silverstein, 2012) to serve the growing subgroup of
Hawaiian language speakers. More recently in 2016, Hawaiian has been included as one
of the languages offered in Google Translate. Since Hawaiian is an endangered and
Indigenous language, Google relies on Hawaiian language speakers to contribute correct
interpretations of words, phrases, and sentences to help improve Google Translate.
Additionally, ʻŌiwi TV (accessible via cable and online) has been an instrumental media
platform, producing documentaries, news, and multimedia content from a uniquely
Hawaiian perspective—and often in ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi. Its mission is to “leverage the power
of media to create meaningful impact and experiences for Hawaiians, Hawaiʻi and the rest
of the world” (ʻŌiwi TV, 2017). These initiatives illustrate just a handful of the ways in
which digital technology has supported the Hawaiian language community since the
beginning of the Hawaiian language revitalization movement.
The integration of digital technology has provided access to culturally relevant and
authentic materials, and has increased the domains in which the Hawaiian language is used
and engaged. Hawaiian television programs with Hawaiian closed captioning, radio
programming, audio books, CDs, DVDs, web-based products, online dictionaries, local
news stations, language websites, movies, distance learning classes (i.e., Niuolahiki),
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search engines, an electronic bulletin board system (Leokī), the Electronic Library
(Ulukau), music sites (i.e., Huapala) and podcasts, and live streaming of cultural events are
among the outcomes of digital technology that have improved equity as well as access to
and engagement with the Hawaiian language.
Conclusion
The journey for Indigenous communities toward language reclamation and
revitalization is a long and arduous one, especially when there are no fluent speakers
remaining. With the assistance of digital technology, many minority, endangered, and
Indigenous language communities have entered new domains of communication. The
Internet, along with digital and mobile technology, has changed the way knowledge is
accessed, shared, and engaged with—providing communities with opportunities of hope
for language revival.
Indigenous peoples are “coming to terms” with digital technology—finding ways
to exploit these “new” technologies to promote and benefit language revitalization efforts
in ways that were not available before. Digital technology is a medium that allows language
learners and speakers—regardless of age—to access and engage with their Indigenous
languages in traditional (e.g., home, school) as well as new domains (e.g., mobile devices,
virtual reality, or foreign lands). Users and producers of digital technology also have the
potential to contribute to community-based language revitalization efforts—developing
documentation and materials that can be shared with members of the community both near
and far. Nevertheless, digital technologies have also contributed to the pervasiveness of
cultural appropriation that plague Indigenous peoples. Indigenous knowledge systems,
language, and cultural elements are at risk of dilution, stereotyping, and manipulation when
there is not an understanding of the sacredness of knowledge that belongs to individuals of
these Indigenous communities.
Given some of these challenges, it is useful to look at the case of the Hawaiian
language. Digital technology has provided language opportunities for the Hawaiian
language to feel normal alongside language giants. For a relatively small language
community in comparison to English, Hawaiian is making strides—and Hawaiian language
advocates are exercising their rights to establish a presence in the digital world. “Hawaiian
is good enough for every part of life. That is the sign of a healthy, living language”
(Kawaiʻaeʻa, as cited in Hale, 1995, para. 26). ʻŌlelo Hawaiʻi is a living language that calls
for its visibility in both the physical and digital world.
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Abstract
Storybooks Canada (storybookscanada.ca) makes multilingual audiovisual stories
available in multiple languages to promote language and literacy development. Building
on a long tradition of freely available, open educational resources, Storybooks Canada
provides online, multimodal, mobile- and teacher-friendly access to 40 African stories in
21 of the most commonly spoken languages in Canada (including English and French)—
making it possible to support and encourage the multilingualism of heritage language,
immigrant, and refugee students. In doing so, the project demonstrates the potential for
working against the normalized North-South directionality of knowledge flows to develop
a more equitable ecosystem for the mobilization of knowledge.
Keywords
African storybook, biliteracy, digital inequality, digital stories, heritage language
learners, multilingualism, open educational resources

Equity in Digital Literacy
The increased interconnectivity of the digital age has changed the nature of social
interaction, work, and learning, within and across national borders. For many, this change
has led to greater opportunities for access to information, knowledge, and social networks.
However, not everyone is benefitting to the same extent from the changes that are taking
place. What is sometimes called the digital divide indexes the difference between those
who have regular access to digital technology and those who have limited access, creating
inequities amongst people and nations and exacerbating existing fault lines associated with
wealth, ethnicity, and language (Warschauer, 2003, 2012; Warschauer & Matuchniak,
2010).
Equity in digital literacy is sometimes construed as access to digital equipment,
particularly Internet-enabled devices such as computers, tablets, and smartphones. There
is, however, a distinct lack of digital resources for primary education in many (or, more
likely, most) of the world’s languages; thus, even in cases where access to the Internet is
prevalent or at least available in the classroom, it is likely that there will be no resources in
the home languages of all or at least some of the students in that class. This is particularly
notable in Africa, where there is a significant lack of print and digital content in many of
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the more than 2000 languages spoken on the continent, as well as in North America, where
although wide variety of home (or heritage) languages are spoken, educational materials
are generally only available in the dominant societal language (usually English, French, or
Spanish, depending on region).
The importance of language in digital equity is not restricted to developing nations.
In Canada—where over 20 percent of the population speaks a language other than the
official languages of English or French at home (Statistics Canada, 2012)—language
should be an integral part of any debate on digital equity. When students’ home languages
and multilingualism are not valued, supported, and maintained, it frequently results in
negative effects on their cognitive development and academic achievement (Cummins,
Mirza, & Stille, 2012). While some students who speak a non-societally dominant language
at home do well in school (specifically those for whom multilingualism is supported and
encouraged), other groups of students (particularly those whose other languages receive
inadequate support or are considered deficits or liabilities) perform below average. This
latter group typically includes students from refugee or low socio-economic backgrounds
(Cummins et al., 2012; Gunderson, D’Silva, & Odo, 2014). Extensive research has shown
the academic benefits such students get from developing their first language literacy
alongside the learning of English (Cummins, 2000; García & Kleifgen, 2010; Oakes,
Lipton, Anderson, & Stillman, 2015). But equally important is the need to acknowledge
students’ first languages as valuable and legitimate within the school and society in general,
and as sources of identity and connection to extended family and cultural ties (Cummins
& Early, 2011; Taylor, Bernhard, Garg, & Cummins, 2008).
There is a tendency to consider attention to students’ first language as the
responsibility of the parents. Some parents actively support their children’s first language
development by sending them to study at community language schools (Baker, 2011;
Creese & Blackledge, 2010; Peterson & Heywood, 2007). However, not all languages have
community schools, and some parents might not have sufficient social, cultural, and
economic capital to encourage and enable this practice. Leaving the responsibility of first
language maintenance to parents therefore reinforces differences between well-resourced
and poorly-resourced families, further exacerbating inequities between students (Laureau,
2011). The contribution that teachers and schools can make to reduce these inequities is
significant (Cummins, 2011).
As we discuss in this article, digital affordances can be leveraged to support and
develop minority languages and multilingual literacy in new ways—first and foremost by
providing a commonly-accessible platform of multilingual resources for use in classrooms
and at home. While print materials in minority languages may sometimes be available, the
digital is extremely effective when issues of distribution, licensing, and mobile access are
taken into consideration, since openly licensed materials in multiple languages can be
copied, translated, and shared freely at virtually no cost (Piper, Zuilkowski, & Ong’ele
2016). For teachers of Canadian students who speak a language other than English or
French at home, this means that it is increasingly feasible to include multilingual digital
resources in the school curriculum. Providing teachers with an easy-to-use, accessible,
mobile-friendly, multimodal collection of such resources is the goal of Storybooks Canada
(see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The Storybooks Canada website
Open Educational Resources, African Storybook, and Global ASP
The genesis of Storybooks Canada is inextricably intertwined with that of the
African Storybook initiative (ASb, africanstorybook.org), which digitizes and makes
hundreds of stories freely available in dozens of different African languages; the Global
African Storybook Project (Global ASP, global-asp.github.io), which seeks to build upon
the work done by the ASb in non-African languages; and the ecosystem of Open
Educational Resources (OER), which has both sustained and made all of these projects
possible. The ASb has over 800 openly licenced stories in more than 120 African
languages—as well as in English, French and Portuguese—with almost 4,000 translated
stories. It was developed by the South African organization Saide, which develops OER
and distance education projects. The ASb is funded by Comic Relief, a major charity in the
United Kingdom.
Two authors of this article, Espen Stranger-Johannessen and Bonny Norton, are
also members of the ASb team, and have researched teachers’ use of these stories in a
Ugandan primary school, where teachers were given a laptop and projector by Saide so
that they could teach ASb stories in their classrooms (Stranger-Johannessen, 2017a;
Stranger-Johannessen & Norton, 2017). The experience of these teachers was overall very
positive as they navigated previously unfamiliar technology and developed ways of
integrating stories with curricular content. The most notable example was the use a story
about an African girl who was not allowed to play football until one of the male players
was sick and the team needed her to play (www.africanstorybook.org/index.php?id=5283).
Talking about her experience with teaching this story, the teacher shares:
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Yes, it really helped me. It changed the attitudes of boys. Where they could think
that a girl is not supposed to play football. But this time when I go for my physical
education lesson, when I prepare a lesson about football, they don’t now complain,
they don’t kick the ball away from the girls. They just play together like that. This
time they have started attitude change instead. It helped me a lot (StrangerJohannessen & Norton, 2017, p. 51).
Access to the ASb stories online facilitated not just an enriched literacy environment, but
also new discussions and opportunities for teachers to re-negotiate their identities as change
agents. In this story about the football player, the teacher turned the story into a
conversation about gender roles, and in the process took on the identity of an agent of social
change in her community.
As with many other digital literacy initiatives (e.g., Pratham Books, Nal'ibali, Book
Dash, Little Zebra Books, Seed Books, or READ Educational Trust), the ASb is centrally
concerned with equity and the creation of OER. In particular, the ASb addresses the dire
lack of children’s storybooks in Africa, especially in African languages. While the website
that Saide has developed provides beautifully illustrated, openly licensed children’s stories,
users are also invited to write new stories and translate existing ones—thereby expanding
the number of stories and languages available to African children.
Education in students’ mother tongues is widely supported by research (Laguarda
& Woodward, 2013; Ouane & Glanz, 2010; Piper et al., 2016; Trudell, 2013), but in
practice, African teachers often resort to teaching in the dominant colonial languages
(English, French, and Portuguese), partly because of the lack of materials in local
languages (Babaci-Wilhite, 2010; Ouane & Glanz, 2010). The online platform facilitates
the dissemination and translation of stories—including into languages with few or no
previously available print materials. While Internet access still remains a challenge in many
African communities, mobile phones are ubiquitous, so stories can be downloaded (when
the Internet or an intranet is accessible) or copied onto a phone through a cable. Saide has
also developed an app called The African Storybook Reader, which enables users to read
stories offline. Furthermore, well-resourced individuals and organizations can access and
print these stories for teachers, students, and others who lack Internet access (StrangerJohannessen, 2017b).
The value and need for such easily available and distributable OER is increasingly
being recognized internationally (Tuomi, 2013), and in the Canadian educational system
there are a number of OER initiatives—notably in the Western provinces (Hare et al., 2017;
McGreal, Anderson, & Conrad, 2016). But much of the focus is on higher education (with
Athabasca University as a frontrunner), with joint initiatives like OER Universitas and
BCcampus playing important roles in supporting the development of open curricula,
textbooks, and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) (McGreal, Anderson, & Conrad,
2016).
In terms of primary education, however, there are far fewer initiatives that leverage
OER for teaching and learning purposes. OER Commons is an international database of
resources for teachers that contains some primary materials, mainly in English. Scribjab
(scribjab.com) is a Canadian website, developed by Kelleen Toohey and Diane Dagenais
at Simon Fraser University, that allows children to create their own bilingual books by
writing, drawing, and recording audio, as well as read stories that other children have made.
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First Voices (firstvoices.com) provides language resources in 36 Indigenous languages,
while Little Cree Books (littlecreebooks.com) offers what appear to be the only openly
licensed children’s stories in Canadian Indigenous languages online—featuring a small
collection of stories in Cree and English. The stories from Little Cree Books are the first in
the collection of Indigenous Storybooks Canada (indigenousstorybooks.ca), which the
Storybooks Canada team, under the leadership of Sara Florence Davidson (a Haida First
Nations educator), is currently developing. Although all broadly deal with “digital
storytelling” and the promotion of home language literacy, each project has a different
focus and different strengths. For instance, OER Commons has a wide variety of resources
in English, but seems to contain few materials either for English language learners or in
non-English languages; Scribjab focuses on the process of creating the stories in a
classroom (and showcasing the results of that work), rather than providing standalone
reading materials; and Little Cree Books is focused on providing specific information to
support community settlement in Edmonton.
Apart from these online resources, several research projects have used students’
home languages to support multilingual education through the use of dual language books
or student-created, dual-language materials, with great benefits to students (Cummins &
Early, 2011; Naqvi, McKeough, Thorne, & Pfitscher, 2013; Naqvi, Thorne, Pfitscher,
Nordstokke, & McKeough, 2013; Stille & Cummins, 2013). In this digital age, however,
having such resources online and openly accessible allows for adaptation, flexibility, and
the possibility of reaching virtually all the students in the country. The African Storybook,
Global ASP, and Storybooks Canada provide a wide range of digital, open access
children’s stories of varying lengths, levels, and complexity, specifically to promote and
encourage reading.
Storybooks Canada
Storybooks Canada is an ongoing research project, based at the University of
British Columbia (UBC), which seeks to promote multilingual literacy for Canada’s
diverse student population—focusing in particular on the needs of heritage language
speaking, immigrant, and refugee children. Central to the project is the Storybooks Canada
website (storybookscanada.ca), which leverages openly licensed digital stories from the
ASb and translates them into the most commonly spoken home languages in Canada. We
identified 40 of these stories that represent a range of topics and levels of difficulty and
would be suitable for a diverse group of Canadian students. All the stories are narratives
that reflect the kinds of stories available on the ASb website. We had these stories translated
into Amharic, Arabic, Bengali, Cantonese, French, German, Italian, Korean, Mandarin,
Oromo, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Punjabi, Somali, Spanish, Swahili, Tagalog, Turkish,
and Urdu. Stories are available in bilingual versions, in both print and audio formats, on a
mobile-friendly platform.
The connection between the ASb and Storybooks Canada has been forged by the
three authors of this article, who have connected with the ASb in diverse ways: Espen
Stranger-Johannessen did his PhD research on the ASb in Uganda; Liam Doherty is
primarily responsible for the development of the Global African Storybook Project (Global
ASP); and Bonny Norton, a UBC professor with extensive research experience in the
African context, serves as the Research Advisor of the ASb and has been working actively
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with the ASb initiative since 2013 (Norton & Welch, 2015; Stranger-Johannessen, 2015;
Welch, Tembe, Wepukhulu, Baker, & Norton, 2014).
Storybooks Canada deliberately breaks with traditions of global knowledge flows,
which have often tended to run from the “Global North” to the “Global South”. By bringing
African stories to Canadian classrooms, and by drawing on the digital expertise of an
African organization, we demonstrate that greater democratization of international
knowledge flows is both possible and desirable. At one level, this sharing begins with the
stories themselves, in that Canadian students are given opportunities to read authentic and
captivating stories from a continent too often associated with challenges rather than
solutions. At another level, ASb promotes a culture of openness, sharing, and generosity
with respect to the use of educational resources. As illustrated below, both the ASb and
Storybooks Canada share a vision for greater equity in the context of very diverse linguistic
landscapes.
While the African Storybook has provided invaluable open access content for
Storybooks Canada, the Storybooks Canada project has, in turn, contributed two important
innovations to the larger project of promoting multilingual literacy for the world’s diverse
children. First, Storybooks Canada targets the needs of a specific country. As such, it
customizes digital stories to the educational needs, policies, and curricular goals of a
particular nation. Michelle Gilman, who has joined the Storybooks Canada team, is
currently linking Storybooks Canada to the new BC Curriculum, which will be posted to
the Storybooks Canada website. Second, Storybooks Canada features an audio component
not available in the African Storybook. In order for children to develop phonemic
awareness—which is associated with and facilitates the development of reading skills for
children learning to read alphabetic script—it is very helpful for children to both read and
listen to a story. Audio has been recorded for all of the stories and languages on the
Storybooks Canada site. This is relevant not only in the classroom, but also in the home,
where parents may not be literate in either the home language or the official school
language. The availability of audio stories is also very helpful for children or caregivers
who may be visually impaired. User-friendly access to stories in audio and print formats
on mobile devices facilitates self-directed learning, in which children, with adult oversight,
can pace themselves and customize their learning, both at school and at home. This
promotes independent learning, an important 21st century skill.
African Stories in Canadian Classrooms
As described above, the 40 stories that constitute the Storybooks Canada collection
all stem from the ASb, which has extensive experience in using these stories in schools,
libraries, and other educational institutions in Africa (Welch & Glennie, 2016a, 2016b).
Apart from their use in an African context (as in the example of Uganda, described above),
the ASb stories have also been used in Canada, where translators and students at the
University of British Columbia have worked together to translate the stories into dozens of
non-African languages through Global ASP, a precursor to Storybooks Canada.
Additionally, these stories have been used in translation classes at the University of British
Columbia, where for the past four years students have gained a deeper understanding of
translation theory and African history, culture, and social issues by translating stories such
as A Tiny Seed: The Story of Wangari Maathai (see Figure 2) and Crocodile in My Body
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(which deals with HIV in sub-Saharan Africa; see Figure 3) into Japanese as well as
intersemiotic live and video performances (see Figure 4).

Figure 2: Film adaptation of “A Tiny Seed: The Story of Wangari Maathai” (2015).
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Figure 3. A student working on translating the African Storybook story “A Crocodile in
My Body” into Japanese (2015).

Figure 4: Video adaptation of “Crocodile in My Body,” a South African story about the
prevalence of HIV in sub-Saharan Africa (2015).
Canadian teachers have also been introduced to the stories as tools for teaching
foreign languages. For example, at a 2016 workshop for teachers of Chinese as a Foreign
Language held in Vancouver, teachers learned how a combination of bilingual,
monolingual, wordless, and pictureless stories could be used for a variety of
communicative classroom activities. Some examples of these activities include working in
groups to create a new story based on pictures in a wordless storybook; creating images to
illustrate the story in a pictureless storybook; looking for patterns in a bilingual story to
increase language awareness (either with a language that students are not familiar with or
with their first language); and back-translating monolingual versions of the stories and
comparing them with existing translations.
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Figure 5: African Storybook stories in a Canadian classroom (2016).
Storybooks Canada builds on these experiences and the demonstrated potential for
rich classroom activities with ASb stories. The Storybooks Canada website has been
specifically designed to address the needs of primary school teachers working on both
computers and mobile devices. The user interface is simple and centres on the stories
themselves, which are represented by large front and cover pictures, and labelled according
to difficulty level. Each of the 40 stories is available in all 10 languages of the project, with
audio recordings of each story available page by page. This means that it is possible to read
the stories bilingually, and listen to the audio recording at the same time. Thus, even users
who are able to speak but not read their heritage language can use the website and benefit
from the cognitive advantages of engaging with content in their home language (Oakes et
al., 2015). This is important both for English language learners with limited command of
English (in which case teachers may sometimes struggle to convey the meaning of an
English text), and heritage language learners who speak English natively (for whom
teachers may be unable to find or dedicate resources to develop their multilingual abilities).
In order to further support teachers in using these stories, the Storybooks Canada
website includes suggestions on how to use these stories in the classroom. Children’s
stories in general are a rich resource for activities, such as predicting story development,
building vocabulary, and viewing a situation from multiple vantage points. Individual
students may choose to read a bilingual version, while other students who are fully
proficient in English can read the English version. In addition, teachers are encouraged to:
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● use one or two books in the classroom and then point students to the rest of
the books online for free, voluntary reading (Krashen, 2011)
● assign groups to re-enact each page of the story and then perform them in
order
● stage re-enactments of the stories, taking photos instead of performing them
● highlight or underline words or phrases that students may not understand,
and use the bilingual versions to clarify the meaning of that word or phrase
As the project develops and we receive more feedback on teachers’ use of and
experiences with these stories in the classroom, the website will be updated with further
ideas and shared experiences of using these stories for equitable, multilingual education.
Conclusion
In this paper we have argued that equity in digital literacy is associated with both
access to resources as well as opportunities to engage with digital resources in the home or
first language. In the African context, where digital technology and Internet connectivity
is growing rapidly, attention to multilingualism is of paramount importance to ensure
equitable access to information and literacy development. The ASb has made an important
contribution to addressing digital inequity in the African context. However, the potential
of this initiative will only be fully realized when there is greater access to digital and print
services and resources.
In Canada, equity in digital literacy is facing different challenges. We have focused
on students with non-official home languages—the target group of Storybooks Canada—
including heritage speakers as well as immigrants and refugees. In the next stage of this
project, we will increase the number of languages and further develop resources for
teachers and parents that outline ways to use these stories. While Michelle Gilman and
Bonny Norton are conducting research on the potential of using the stories with young
readers in Vancouver, Asma Afreen, another team member, is researching the challenges
of translating stories from English into Bengali. We plan to pilot this project in classrooms
to demonstrate how these stories can facilitate literacy and language learning, identify
connections between the stories and the new BC Curriculum, and learn how we might
better tailor the website and other resources for teachers and other stakeholders. We are
also excited by the potential of our sister project, Indigenous Storybooks Canada
(indigenousstorybooks.ca), which seeks to make Indigenous stories available in a variety
of Indigenous languages as well as English, French, and other languages common in
Canada.
Storybooks Canada has benefited greatly from the stories, experiences, and
generosity of the ASb, and is reciprocating this flow of knowledge by sharing experiences,
technical solutions, and new translations of stories into Arabic, French, Portuguese, and
other African languages. The two teams are in close contact, and the ASb Research
Advisor, Bonny Norton, is directly involved in both projects—further ensuring continued
collaboration and knowledge sharing. In the process of working with a large number of
languages, including recording audio and non-Latin scripts, we have learned a great deal
about the possibilities and challenges of working with multilingual educational resources—
including, for instance, paying close attention to right-to-left orthographies and
conventions for punctuation and other literacy practices that vary between and within
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languages and language communities. While a story in a different language and script
might appear daunting, our advice to teachers and parents is to keep in mind that every
story conveys the same message, page by page, regardless of the language it is written in—
and that they can always quickly switch to either English or French to check for meaning
using the convenient language buttons at the side of each page.
This project represents a new area of research, with promising team building
possibilities for teachers, parents, and policymakers in Canada. It also provides much
needed resources for migrants and new refugees. More broadly, it encourages gradual
change in the direction of global communication flows (e.g., shifting from North-South to
South-North) while supporting both English/French literacy and mother tongue
maintenance across Canadian communities. Together, the African Storybook and
Storybooks Canada contribute to promoting equity in digital literacy in their respective
communities, and offer a promising vision for social and educational change in the 21st
century.
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Abstract
This paper considers the implications of digital text production models for the development
of reading materials for emergent and early readers in the Ethiopian context. We draw from
several theoretical frameworks and also from comments of Ethiopian academics, writers,
and publishers to ground descriptions of Ethiopian contexts of language and literacy. We
then present three different models for the production and curation of digital stories for
children and contemplate how these models align with existing literacy traditions and
practices. We also raise questions about the potential effects on the development of literary
culture and children’s literature in Ethiopia of projects aimed at rapidly producing large
corpora of literature for children. Ultimately, we pose complicated cultural and linguistic
questions that need to be taken into consideration to provide appropriate and original early
literacy materials in Ethiopia.
Keywords
Ethiopia, early literacy, children’s literature, digital texts

Introduction
Low literacy rates in some majority world contexts are deemed problematic,
particularly by the Euro-Western world, and have precipitated intervention in the form of
literacy programs (Wickens & Sandlin, 2007). Such programs promote the use of digital
texts as an essential component of urgently needed early literacy programs, primarily as a
means to reduce publication costs and increase knowledge mobility (United States Agency
for International Development [USAID], 2017). These recommendations are set against a
backdrop of a history of donated, context-insensitive books from the Global North that
have had little impact on access. Much of the digital material trickling down into the hands
of children in the Global South are cultural and linguistic downloads from the same foreign
publishers of donated print books, which raises ethical concerns about the appropriateness
of texts for children and the development of a local culture of children’s literature. And yet
a small portion of new texts generated through emergent digital projects do originate
internally with local writers, illustrators, and publishers—thereby promising more
relevance.
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This paper considers the cultural, linguistic, and technological implications of
digital models of text production and curation with a particular focus on the Ethiopian
context of language and literacy. To establish this context, we describe Ethiopia’s linguistic
and cultural diversity, as well as Ethiopian traditions and practices around early reading,
book culture, and storytelling. We then present analyses of digital book production projects
producing storybooks for children in Ethiopian languages. Multiple theoretical framings
inform our discussion of the deeply complex historical, political, religious, social, and
economic context of Ethiopian language and literacy. It is this context that digital book
production projects need to take into account if the aim is to provide a means of access to
original, culturally and linguistically relevant literacy materials for emergent and early
readers in Ethiopia.
We also include information and perspectives from Ethiopian academics, writers, and
publishers, who emailed answers to a series of questions about their experiences with stories
and their views of contemporary children’s reading materials in Ethiopia. Perspectives offered
through the activities described above illustrate and extend descriptions of the Ethiopian
context of language and literacy derived from literature. Subsequently, we planned a focus
group discussion with our seven participants about the implications and possibilities of digital
book production at the College of Educational and Behavioral Studies at Addis Ababa
University. At the request of the Dean of the College, however, we changed the focus group
structure to that of a presentation on a local digital book production project. This presentation
was open to all faculty and graduate students. Comments and questions from attendees inform
the second half of this paper.
The Ethiopian Context: Literacy and Linguistic Diversity in Ethiopia
According to the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO) Institute of Statistics (UIS, 2016), the rate of literacy in Ethiopia has
dramatically increased over the past 25 years and continues to rise steadily. Figures
published for 2015 suggest that almost 70% of youth are now literate (in comparison to a
reported rate for youth of less than 34% in 1994 and about 55% in 2007; see Table 1). Over
the past few decades there has also been a marked increase reported in literacy rates among
girls and women, to the point that the literacy gap between men and women between the
ages of 15 and 24 is now reported to be less than 3% (see Table 2). Joshi and Verspoor
(2012) observe that one impetus for change has been the goal set by the Ethiopian
government of becoming a “middle-income country” by 2020 to 2023 (MoFED, 2010).
Such a goal, Joshi and Verspoor note, is only possible in countries with high rates of
literacy among both men and women and a sufficient number of secondary graduates to
support a middle-income economy.
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Table 1
Ethiopian Literacy Rates by age for the years 1994, 2007 and 2015 as reported by the
UNESCO Institute of Statistics (UIS, 2016).
Literacy Rates
By Year
1994
2007
2015

15–24
(%)
33.59
54.98
69.49

years 15 and older 65 and older
(%)
27.01
no data
39
13.63
49.03
14.47

Table 2
2015 Ethiopian literacy rates by age and gender, as reported by the UNESCO Institute of
Statistics (UIS, 2016).
Literacy
2015

Rates Total (%)

15–24 years
69.49
15 years and 49.03
older
65 years and 14.47
older

Male (%)

Female (%)

71.13
57.28

67.82
40.97

22.51

7.52

As acknowledged by the UIS itself, potential shortcomings of any set of national
statistics such as those cited above relate to how literacy is defined and the methods by
which literacy data is collected. In International Literacy Statistics: A Review of Concepts,
Methodology and Current Data (UIS, 2008), author Roy Carr-Hill draws on the work of
New Literacy Studies scholars in observing that literacy
only has meaning within its particular context of social practice and does not transfer
easily across contexts; there are different literacy practices in different domains of
social life, such as education, religion, workplace, public services, and family and
community activities. They change over time and these different literacies are
supported and shaped by different institutions and social relationships. (UIS, 2008,
p. 25)
The question of how literacy rates have been defined and measured over the past 25 years
in Ethiopia is beyond the scope of this paper; suffice it to say that the above statistics are
offered with the caveat that they are not infallible. Collecting reliable literacy data in
Ethiopia is challenging for a number of reasons, not the least of which is that the nation is
one of great linguistic and cultural diversity. In responding to the 2007 census, for example,
citizens reported over 90 languages as mother tongues and identified themselves as
belonging to over 85 distinct ethnic groups (Central Statistical Agency of Ethiopia, 2010).
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In a working paper on the medium of instruction (MoI) in Ethiopian schools, Vujich
(2013) offers an overview of key language policies over the past 75 years that have
influenced literacy practices and achievement in school. Drawing on Getachew and Derib
(2006), he notes that the “first official Ethiopian educational language policy emerged in
1944 in the form of a directive that Amharic was to be the general language of instruction,”
and that in 1955 Amharic was also “made the official language in Ethiopia’s revised
constitution, thus extending its use beyond the education sector to the political, legal, and
administrative spheres” (Vujich, 2013, p. 3). Notably, however, Amharic has never been
the language of the majority in Ethiopia. Census data collected in 2007 shows that only
29% of the population reported Amharic (or “Amaringa”) as a “mother tongue.” Afaan
Oromo was in fact the most common reported mother tongue (34%), while the remainder
of the population (37%) reported over 90 other languages as mother tongues (Central
Statistical Agency of Ethiopia, 2010). Ultimately, the shift toward an Amharic-speaking
state, which has been interpreted by historians as a nation-building and powerconsolidation effort on the part of then Emperor Haile Selassie (Getachew & Derib, 2006;
Smith, 2008; Vujich, 2013), has led to a complex scenario whereby many Ethiopian
children—particularly those in regions where Amharic is not dominant (e.g., Oromia, the
Southern Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples’ Region [SNNP], Somali, and Tigraydid)—
have not had access to education in their first language. Further, at the same time Amharic
was set as the medium of instruction (MoI) in early schooling, English was promoted as
the MoI in upper primary and secondary schools, as well as in teacher training institutions
(Heugh, Benson, Bogale, & Yohannes, 2007; Vijich, 2013). This meant children had to
learn yet another language to gain access to upper elementary and secondary schooling.
Vijich notes that while the “socialist-inspired revolution of 1974 resulted in a
formal reversal of Selassie’s homogenising policies,” in practice, Amharic “remained the
language of instruction in primary schools, principally because teachers most often spoke
Amharic and were not trained in the use of local mother tongues” (Vijich, 2013, p. 3). The
status quo—primary education in Amharic—was nevertheless gradually contested. Data
collected by the ministry of education in the mid-1980s showed that performance in science
and technology of students with Amharic as a mother tongue was markedly higher than
that of students with other first languages, and the disadvantage of the MoI for nonAmharic speakers was identified as a likely cause (Vijich, 2013).
This perspective is in line with developing understandings of the importance of the
mother tongue in education (see, for example, an extensive review of research on this topic
in the recent Landscape Report on Early Grade Literacy [Kim, Boyle, Zuilkowski, &
Nakamura, 2016]). As Cummins (2001) observes,
When the mother tongue is promoted in school . . . the concepts, language, and
literacy skills that children are learning in the majority language can transfer to the
home language. In short, both languages nurture each other . . . Bilingual children
perform better in school when the school effectively teaches the mother tongue and,
where appropriate, develops literacy in that language. By contrast, when children’s
mother tongue is encouraged to atrophy and its development stagnates, children’s
personal and conceptual foundation for learning is undermined. (Cummins, 2001, p.
18)
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Cummins further notes that the challenge for educators and policymakers in highly
multilingual settings “is to shape the evolution of national identity in such a way that the
rights of all citizens (including school children) are respected, and the cultural, linguistic,
and economic resources of the nation are maximized” (p. 18). To do other than offer
education in the mother tongue, particularly to children attending school in the very
communities their ancestors have inhabited for generations, violates the UN Convention on
the Rights of the Child (UNCRC), which states that education of children shall be directed
toward the “development of respect for the child’s parents, his or her own cultural identity,
[and] language and values,” and that a child “shall not be denied the right, in community
with other members of his or her group, to enjoy his or her own culture, to profess and
practise his or her own religion, or to use his or her own language” (United Nations, 1989,
Articles 29.1.c and 30). The African Charter of Rights and Welfare of the Child, adopted
in 1990 by the Organisation of African Unity, builds on the principles of the UNCRC—
also emphasizing that children’s education should include “the preservation and
strengthening of positive African morals, traditional values, and cultures” (OAU, 1990,
Article 11).
In keeping with these perspectives, in 1994 a new policy emerged in Ethiopia
guaranteeing children the right to primary education in their first language: “Cognizant of
the pedagogical advantage of the child in learning in mother tongue and the rights of
nationalities to promote the use of their languages, primary education will be given in
nationality languages” (Government of Ethiopia, 1994). Even now, however, the
implementation of this policy remains challenging in areas of high linguistic diversity for
a number of reasons, including (1) the difficulty in finding teachers fluent in local
languages; (2) the challenge of offering teacher training in those languages; (3) the paucity
of reading materials suitable to the context; and (4) the expense of translation when local
reading materials are not available. In the next section of this paper we focus on the third
of these challenges—the paucity of reading materials—considering in particular the
availability of storybooks that might support early literacy development.
Early Reading, Book Culture, and Storytelling in Ethiopia
Many researchers have argued that early literacy acquisition is best supported by
the extensive reading of storybooks, particularly those that are closely connected to
children’s home and community environments. Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems
theory (1979; Bronfenbrenner & Morris, 2007), for example, explains the interplay of
various embedded contexts (e.g., social, legal, economic, and religious) on human
development. For young children’s development, the most immediate and influential
environment is the microsystem, consisting of the child’s family and close community.
Applying this perspective to the selection of early reading materials for children, it is
widely acknowledged that the stories children hear and learn to read should include those
in which they can see themselves and their worlds—the microsystem. Such stories are
those that describe characters with whom children can easily relate engaging in
recognizable activities, such as familiar childhood games or customary family and
community practices. As development progresses, early childhood educators scaffold
children’s reading materials to extend beyond immediate family and community contexts.
Acknowledging and drawing on children’s funds of knowledge (Moll & Greenberg,
1990) in early learning settings respectfully and effectively supports literacy development,
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especially with children of diversity (Moll & Gonzalez, 1994). Moll and his colleagues
define funds of knowledge as “those historically accumulated and culturally developed
bodies of knowledge and skills essential for household or individual functioning and
wellbeing” (Moll & Gonzalez, 1994, p. 443). Similarly, the schema theory of reading
proposed by Anderson and Pearson (1984) posits that comprehension requires the ability
to relate reading or viewing to one’s own schema or knowledge, which includes content
knowledge and knowledge of textual forms. Recognizing the funds of knowledge and
schemata students bring to classroom settings and providing reading materials that are both
linguistically meaningful and culturally relevant allows beginning readers not only to
identify with characters, settings, and events, but also to understand vocabulary and cultural
themes. Thus, along with the rise of multicultural children’s picture books have been
discussions of cultural authenticity—in relation to both written content and illustrations
(Fox & Short, 2003). Although some argue for specific definitions, Smith and Wiese
(2006) broadly define cultural authenticity as “the extent to which the reteller, adaptor, or
illustrator (1) remains reasonably true to the original printed source, (2) accurately and
respectfully represents the values and beliefs of the cultural group, and (3) responsibly
depicts geographical, historical, and cultural details” (p. 72).
In the Ethiopian context, there is not a long tradition of the publication of the sorts
of early reading materials described above—that is, illustrated books for children. This is
not because there is no history of literacy and book production in Ethiopia. On the contrary,
as Winslow (2015) observes, the Ethiopian tradition of manuscript production is one of the
longest in the world, and scribal practices that are centuries old are still practiced where
they have been lost elsewhere: “Isolationist for a period of almost 700 years due to
geopolitical and religious factors, [Ethiopia] has preserved many practices intact from the
medieval period, including the production of parchment manuscripts” (p. 1). Consequently,
Winslow remarks, contemporary scholars of manuscript culture look to Ethiopia for an
understanding of medieval book production techniques.

Figure 1. Evidence of a long history of literacy and book culture in Ethiopia: (1) A scribe
in Lalibela preparing texts for sale to tourists; (2) a parchment manuscript (date unknown),
written in Ge’ez, located in a high-mountain, rock-hewn church approximately 16km from
Lalibela. Photos: T.M. Dobson personal archives, 2010.
Historically, the primary script used for manuscript production in Ethiopia was
Ge’ez, a language for writing liturgical, scholarly, and literary work that is no longer in
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general use beyond the church (Scelta & Quezzaire-Belle, 2001). Elsewhere, in most
settings outside the church, communications were in oral form. Notes McCann (2001), “the
written form as a bureaucratic exercise did not supplant the oral tradition until well into the
modern era” (p. 85). Not surprisingly, therefore, book culture in Ethiopia is still strongly
tied to its liturgical and scholarly origins, and books are serious objects for serious content
(Figure 1). Publishing storybooks for children is a unique notion for many in Ethiopia.
Storytelling for children instead remains a primarily oral genre. In an effort to get
a sense of perspectives on and experiences with early literacy texts in Ethiopia, we sought
input from seven Ethiopian citizens involved in education and book production. These
participants, all professionals, included a member of an NGO working in early literacy
projects, university faculty in education, an author of children’s books in major indigenous
Ethiopian languages, and a local publisher. Planned Skype interviews were not possible
due to challenges with connectivity, so participants answered questions via email. Asked
about the most common types of stories in their own homes growing up, they listed riddles,
songs, indoor and outdoor games, animal stories, and fables.
The functions of these stories, according to one participant, are “to teach kids how to
socialize, to make critical thinkers, learn manners, and to entertain. Riddles, for instance,
help children to think critically” (Participant: NGO Member). Another intimated that
storytelling is primarily didactic in nature. Children are expected to attend carefully during
storytelling sessions, right up to the point that the message is made clear:
Grandparents are more willing than parents to tell stories to children. When a
grandparent tells a story, children sit around her/him and listen. Usually they sit
rounding the fireplace in home. When the teller tells orally from his/her memory,
children listen with strict discipline. They can smile, gesture, and even laugh. But
they do not shout, move from place to place, and push each other. They listen until
the teller finishes and tells message of the story. (Participant: Professor of Childhood
Studies)
Participants identified the tellers of these stories as family and community members,
including grandmothers, mothers, fathers, uncles, aunts, and neighbours. One participant
remarked that siblings also tell the stories to one another, a point that is also emphasized
by Jirata (2013) in his work on the oral tradition among the Guji-Oromo in Southern
Ethiopia. Most remarked that the stories they recall were told orally from memory,
regularly in the evening before bed. One reported hearing stories through radio and
television, observing “there was a popular storyteller called Ababa Tesfaye on a TV
children’s show in my time” (Participant: Publisher).
Another participant, a published Ethiopian YA author who responded to our
questions via email, captured the richness of storytelling sessions by noting the different
environments in which his mother and father orated:
My father came from an Oromo family and he used to tell us about his home town,
and my mother came from Amhara family and she used to tell us about her home
town.
In Ethiopia extended coffee ceremony is common and neighbors are called as
most house wives are around and find excuses to start telling about it. Sometimes my
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mother speaks about the same story again and again. I had a very strong
grandmother—even neighbors were afraid of her. Most believed she was more than
100 years old. She was like a legend. My mother told stories about her
grandmother—passed away at 118 years old. Unsure though as no birth certificates—
could get clues of her age by what she spoke about (historically). Even men were
afraid of her. She was very logical. She was part of a relatively well off countryside
family. She was very bossy and supervised the men over their work. She was ahead
of her time by assuming the responsibility herself for men’s work and anyone’s work.
She remains center topic of stories today.
My father had a business and my siblings and I used to go to where the restaurant
business is located. He used to tell stories about his home town not necessarily for us
but for customers and others. Then we used to listen what he had to say. Father was
Oromo—when he came to the city he suffered exploitation. He started a restaurant
business in Addis and was forced to change his name to Amharic to get customers.
His wife was Amharic—at the time, this was a cultural no-no to give a daughter to
an Oromo man. From my father’s stories I learned about things more indirectly than
directly as he wasn’t necessarily talking to me but to his customers and friends and I
would be around pretending to play but also listening. (Participant: Ethiopian Writer;
no editorial changes have been made to these notes)
Notably, in keeping with the Ecological Systems Theory discussed earlier, which stresses
the immediacy and import of the microsystem, the stories alluded to here are of hometowns
and important people therein. Over the lengthy process of preparing coffee—roasting,
grinding, boiling, filtering, pouring—the women “find excuses to start telling about it,” the
neuter pronoun here presumably referring to the recurring story of the legendary
grandmother and her prescient behaviours that pushed the boundaries of gender roles. The
story is not explicitly didactic and formal, as is the case in another participant’s earlier
description of children sitting attentively and waiting for the “message.” Nor are the
father’s stories examples of direct instruction specifically intended for children; rather,
children glean from these adult stories by eavesdropping while pretending to play.
If we view emergent and early reading materials as most appropriate when they
reflect the microsystem, then it stands to reason that initial efforts at publishing children’s
literature in Ethiopia have drawn on the stories of the oral tradition commonly told in the
home and community. When we asked our participants to list appropriate subjects or topics
for young children’s books, they proposed that literature for early reading should be about
animals, the environment or surroundings (e.g., trees, rivers, etc.), holidays, “people in the
localities,” stories with morals, and “the common story topics.” Regarding to the last
suggestion, the participant in question named several Ethiopian fables that are recognizable
as part of the oral tradition, including a biblical tale: “The Monkey and the Lion,” “The
Wise Man and Foolish Man,” and “The Clever Children.”
In writing about the oral tradition of the Guji-Oromo in southern Ethiopia, Jirata
(2013) notes:
The concept of “oral practice” signifies oral tradition as comprising cultural genres
that include myths, legends, folktales, jokes, proverbs, riddles, chants, blessings,
curses, insults, folk songs and folk beliefs. The concept of “oral process” denotes oral
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tradition as events of social interaction and entails performances such storytelling,
riddling, singing, dancing, joking, and chanting. Thus, oral tradition can be
understood as cultural practices produced and reproduced through oral interactions.
(p. 4)
Given this complexity, story forms for very young children, which by necessity are orally
transmitted, are regularly the last to make the transition to writing in any culture and are
still deemed nascent in many traditions of writing (e.g., Salisbury & Styles, 2012). A
reticence to render such oral practices into writing in any context stems at least partially
from the fact that performative elements are difficult, if not impossible, to transmediate.
The bridge from oral to written forms is made in children’s books to some degree through
a reliance on illustration to support and extend verbal content. This multimodal element of
children’s texts inevitably becomes a factor in the cost and ease of their production, both
in print and digital environments. In the next section, we discuss several initiatives having
an impact on access to early storybooks in Ethiopia.
Digital Texts for Young Readers in Ethiopia
As noted earlier, we hoped to plan a follow-up focus group session with our seven
participants at Addis Ababa University in May, 2016; however, we were asked by the Dean
to open the session to all faculty and students, and to convert the format to a more formal
presentation on the production of digital books for early literacy in Ethiopia. Thirteen
faculty and graduate students—in fields related to education and early childhood
development—along with one NGO representative attended our May, 2016 workshop,
“Consideration for the Production of Digital Books for Early Literacy in Majority World
Contexts.” In this presentation, we contemplated the ways literacy is being fostered,
particularly in reference to the lack of readily available children’s storybooks in Ethiopian
indigenous languages. We also introduced three approaches to digital access that may lead
to increased availability of early reading materials: (1) the International Children’s Digital
Library (ICDL); (2) the CODE Ethiopia Digital Books and Family Literacy Project; and
(3) two crowdsourcing projects aimed at generating large multilingual digital corpora—
namely, Bloom Library and the African Storybook Project. Because the seminar room did
not have connectivity, we presented all these projects as screen captures via a data
projector. Below is a discussion of these projects in consideration of the responses from
our workshop participant group.
The International Children’s Digital Library (ICDL). The ICDL is an open-access
curated collection of books that is primarily designed as a read-only platform. The ICDL
goal, as stated on their website,
is to build a collection . . . that represents outstanding historical and contemporary
books from throughout the world. Ultimately, the Foundation aspires to have every
culture and language represented so that every child can know and appreciate the
riches of children’s literature from the world community. (International Children’s
Digital Library, 2017, para. 3)
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With 4,619 volumes in 59 languages, this project, having launched in November 2002, is
about halfway to the stated goal of collecting 10,000 volumes in 100 languages (Druin et
al., 2003; ICDL, 2017). Users are not invited to author stories, although they can add
metadata to existing stories in the form of keyword tags. The ICDL Collection
Development Policy (2005) makes clear that the primary focus is making available existing
published volumes that are
- currently available in print and within copyright;
- out of print but within the copyright protection of the country in which they were
published; or
- freely available in the public domain; there is no explicit solicitation for new
materials. (International Children’s Digital Library, 2005)
In other words, this is primarily a print digitization project geared toward creating an open
educational resource in the form of a digital corpus of previously published children’s
books in multiple languages.
The ICDL was prescient in terms of recognizing the need for a resource of this type;
however, the requirement of negotiating copyright for most of the volumes added slows
the growth of the collection—at a time when there is immediate need for early reading
materials in some contexts. Additionally, by collecting already published work, the project
is not aimed at the root problem discussed earlier—that there are few if any published
storybooks in many languages used as a MoI in early education within and beyond
Ethiopia. At the time of writing this paper, there were only two books listed by country as
“Ethiopian” in the ICDL. Both—Fafi’s Sheep and Lion’s Tale—are traditional stories in
Amharic that were originally published (in 2005 and 2006, respectively) by the Ethiopian
Books for Children and Educational Foundation.
The CODE Ethiopia eBooks and Family Literacy Project. The second project we
introduced was the CODE Ethiopia eBooks and Family Literacy Project. This began as a
small-scale pilot, intended to complement national reform in education aimed at improving
access and equity in early childhood care and education (Ethiopian Ministry of Education,
2016). The project initially targeted children aged 3 to 6 and their families in three rural
areas where appropriate reading materials for the target group were unavailable. The
primary objectives were to develop culturally and linguistically meaningful early reading
materials written and illustrated by local writers and artists; to provide access to and guided
experience with the texts in a family literacy program; and to invite communities to write
stories relevant to their contexts, thereby fostering an interest in the writing of stories within
communities (Abebe, 2015; Asselin, Dorion, & Abebe, 2015; CODE Ethiopia, 2015).
Ethiopia-based librarians, writers, and CODE Ethiopia members initially selected
six stories common to the oral tradition. Abebe (2015) notes that these were made available
in two local languages, Amharic and Afaan Oromo, and that the themes of the stories
“related to animals, school life, and friendship” (n.p.). Notably, most are moral or religious
tales with a strong didactic element. Colonial influence in the Ethiopian oral tradition is
also evident in the selection of Wondime Yakob (Brother Jacob or Frère Jacques),
described on the project site as the “Amharic version” of the well known French nursery
rhyme with a melody that is “almost the same as the French one” (CODE Ethiopia, 2015).
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Although the rhyme is heavily adapted to the point that it is dissimilar to the original rhyme
in most respects, the story describes the morning routine of a brother and sister who wake
each other up and later go to school to acquire knowledge.
Although this CODE Ethiopia pilot work was initially couched as a digital book
project, the book production model is consistent with contemporary approaches to print
publication. CODE Ethiopia deemed a dual-platform approach a necessity—that is, all
books must be produced in such a way that multiple copies of each text can be distributed
in either print or digital formats. In this respect, a conventional design approach for
Western monographs is employed: Books are construed as artefacts with a title page, front
matter, and multiple pages featuring text and image with margins (see Figure 2). Printed
versions can be produced quickly—for home reading or if hardware or power fails—via
photocopier (see Figure 3). Given this model, there is limited opportunity to explore the
multimodal affordances of digital platforms—affordances such as audio and video features
that might be better suited to a setting with a strong oral tradition. Instead, the bulk of
digital materials produced might be described as “print adaptations” (Joyce, 1996). Both
print and digital versions of the books produced in the context of this project are distributed
under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial license.

Figure 2. Fantu ena ekiduwa (Fantu and her Plan) is the story of a Grade 1 student who
tells about her daily activities.
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Figure 3. Printed copies of the Afaan Oromo version of New Year and Children (Ayyaana
Waggaa fi Daaimman).
Beyond production of the six books, there was a focus on building a corpus of
context-sensitive texts by inviting each of the three communities involved in the pilot to
contribute two stories commonly told in their own contexts. CODE Ethiopia selected and
edited three of the resulting stories and had them illustrated by the project illustrator,
Atilabachew Reda. Original books from this project, along with the three contributed by
communities, have now been translated into six Ethiopian languages. Each translation was
treated with extreme care for sensitivity to context, including attendance to local dialects
and customs, as well as reworking of illustrations to reflect local settings. Consider, for
example, three unique covers for the Amharic, Afaan Oromo, and Somali versions of New
Year and Children (Figures 4–6). The nine books have been prepared in PDF formats and
are loaded onto tablets for use in ongoing literacy projects managed by CODE Ethiopia.
They have also been acquired by the African Storybook Project. Those who attended the
session commented favourably on this project and the demonstrable feasibility of the
approach with regard to future literacy and collection-building endeavours.
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Figure 4. Amharic version of New Year and Children, with cover reflecting traditional
dress of the Amhara Region.

Figure 5. One of two (given the unique dialects of this language) Oromo versions of New
Year and Children, with a cover reflecting dress common in the Dire Dawa area.
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Figure 6. Somali version of New Year and Children, with cover reflecting Muslim dress
common in the Somali Region.
Outsourcing to the crowd: Bloom Library and the African Storybook Project. The
third and fourth approach we introduced were crowdsourcing initiatives that harness the
collective wisdom of communities in the quest to develop large corpora rapidly—
specifically, Bloom Library and the African Storybook Project (ASb). Both projects allow
users to read, download, translate, and create stories. Like ICDL, Bloom has a global scope,
while ASb has an African focus. Bloom sets out the problem that both projects aim to
address on its splash page, observing that literacy educators are regularly faced with too
few books in localized indigenous language settings to successfully foster literacy:
We know that it takes stacks of titles to make reading worthwhile and give the
practice needed to develop true literacy. The problem has been who will make all
those books? How will we find the time? Where will we get the content? So we
settle for the possible and hope for the best. (Bloom Library, 2017, para. 1)
Therefore, a key challenge addressed by such projects—similar to the CODE Ethiopia
project—is building interest in story writing and the capacity for bookmaking in local
communities where collections of reading materials are not available. To this end, “Bloom
dramatically lowers the bar” by providing simple-to-use software and a range of book
templates—“so that many more people can get involved in building a large collection of
local language books” (Bloom Library, 2017).
Data from the Internet Archive show that Bloom Library and ASb were launched at
roughly the same time. (The Archive shows Bloom Library had launched at
bloomlibrary.org by July, 2014; meanwhile, by September, 2013, ASb had launched a
preliminary site announcing its initiative at africanstorybook.org, and provided a site with
functionality for users by May, 2014.) Both projects have since collected many volumes—
1,151 in the case of Bloom Library and almost 4,000 in the case of ASb. (Unlike ICDL and
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Bloom Library, there is not a readily apparent count of the total number of books on ASb,
although up until 1 April, 2017, it was possible to estimate—based on summing the totals
in each category and assuming books did not regularly appear in multiple categories.)
The slower growth of Bloom Library despite its global scope is likely a matter of
accessibility. Bloom Library requires users to download software before reading and
uploading stories, and this software is only available for PC and Linux standalone
computers. For creators, Bloom Library also recommends the installation of “The Art of
Reading,” a curated collection of line drawings, fonts, and a typing script for creators who
do not have a way to type their own language. The fact that a download is required to create
and read—and that there is no compatibility for the Mac OS—undoubtedly reduces the
number of users of and contributors to the Bloom Library. Nevertheless, this approach
evidently does have benefits; for instance, it offers a way for users to create offline, which
is a major consideration for settings with unreliable Internet access. ASb, on the other hand,
has circumvented such platform wars by opting for a web application based on JavaScript
and hosted in a Drupal shell. No registration or local software is required to read or
download ASb books. The only potential impediment to submit or version (i.e., translate)
a story is the creation of an account. Thus the ASb collection, having removed all barriers
to access other than connectivity, is growing most rapidly of all. It is also noteworthy that
strong promotion of translation or versioning by the ASb has contributed to the rapid
growth of its corpus, a point to which we will return.
Both the Bloom Library and ASb growth rates eclipse that of the projects discussed
earlier (recall that it has taken the ICDL 15 years to collect 4,619 volumes). Clearly the
“possible” described by Bloom Library, in opting for crowdsourcing over curation, is
coming to fruition; what is less clear is whether their “hope for the best” in taking this
approach is being realized. As Porcello and Hsi (2013) note in speaking of the variable
quality of open educational resources (OER), there are benefits and drawbacks to
crowdsourcing approaches:
On one hand, collections using crowdsourcing allow a wide range of online users to
contribute, choosing their own descriptions and keywords to catalog, review, and
manage OERs. This can produce large and loose collections. Although dedicated
users from the resulting online communities might be more willing to detail their
instructional experiences and personal connections to OERs, overall quality may be
quite variable. On the other hand, having professional staff with disciplinary
expertise populate, catalog, and maintain curated collections usually results in finetuned, coherent, and smaller collections. Although these collections grow more
slowly, often with less vocal user communities, they can quickly respond to new
quality or educational standards. (Porcello & Hsi, 2013, p. 240)
As we considered the possibilities of the crowdsourcing projects for the Ethiopian context
with those in attendance, the question of reimagining texts for different contexts through
versioning and adaptation became a main point of interest.
At the time of our presentation in Addis Ababa, there were no volumes in Ethiopian
languages in the Bloom Library collection; this continues to be the case. There was,
however, a growing collection of books on ASb. As noted earlier, connectivity was
unavailable for our workshop, so we selected four Amharic books as examples and
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included representative screen captures within our presentation. These were as follows: (1)
Fantu and her Plan, a CODE Ethiopia book with which the group was familiar; (2) How
Many?, a counting book with simple sketches of insects, birds, and mammals; (3) The Girl
Who Got Rich, a moral story about two poor, hungry sisters who separately encounter a
leper woman with magical powers and receive different fates in accordance with their
treatment of her; and (4) I Like to Read, a simple text for early readers about a boy who
enjoys reading and wanders about his home trying to find family members with whom he
can share his story.
Beyond the CODE Ethiopia text, all of the above books are versioned from other
languages not indigenous to Ethiopia. The counting book, How Many?—written by Clare
Verbeek, Thembani Dladla, and Zanele Buthelezi and illustrated by Sandra McDougall—
first appeared in Zulu. It was originally produced through the Seed Books project of the
School of Education and Development and the Centre for Adult Education at the University
of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. The Girl Who Got Rich is by Ugandan author Salaama
Wanale, written in Lumasaaba and versioned by the same author to Amharic. The
illustrations are attributed to “Mango Tree,” which is apparently “Mango Tree Educational
Enterprises,” a Ugandan educational consulting firm (L. Doherty, personal
communication, 14 March 2017). Finally, I Like to Read is written by Letta Machogo in
Sepedi, with illustrations by Wiehan de Jager, both of South Africa. The Amharic
translation is by Sehin Tefera and Mezemir Girma.
I Like to Read: One example of versioning for the Ethiopian context. Of the four
texts, the first three drew little in the way of comment or response. The group was familiar
with the CODE Ethiopia text. The second two texts, How Many? and The Girl Who Got
Rich, depicted items or settings that were familiar (local animals in the first case and the
traditional tukal homes, common in East Africa, in the latter). The fourth text, I Like to
Read, drew an audible gasp of surprise. What garnered the group’s attention was not the
story, but the illustrations. The cover and first page spread show a smartly dressed boy in
a well-appointed home. He is seated in an orange upholstered chair, next to which is a leafy
plant in a large vase. A landscape painting hangs on the vibrant green wall behind him, and
it appears there is wall-to-wall carpeting on the floor. “I like to read,” or “I like reading,”
declares the boy (see Figure 7). On the second page spread he stands at the door of his baby
sister’s room. He is searching for someone with whom he can read. The baby is sleeping
soundly in a white crib, a large soother in her mouth. A mobile comprised of smiling stars
hangs above the crib. The walls appear to be papered in pink, with a cloud wall appliqué
positioned next to the crib. “Who can I read to?” the boy asks (see Figure 8).
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Figure 7. I Like to Read, first page spread.

Figure 8. I like to Read, second page spread.
Those in attendance were not familiar with the crowdsourcing approach of the ASb
that results in stories migrating across contexts through versioning or adaptation. At first
glance, it would be easy for any reader to overlook metadata and surmise that a story
written in Amharic should be of Ethiopian origin. But the images, so clearly not reflecting
Ethiopian settings, made the book untenable and created discomfort.
The illustrations are by Wiehan de Jager, a designer from Cape Town, South Africa.
They reflect mixed design elements, mostly of European origin, from Colonial Revival
Style (e.g., machine-milled trim and moulding) to Mid-Century Modern (e.g., simple lines,
geometric patterns, and aesthetic contrast). In Ethiopian homes, however, such design
features—wallpaper, mouldings, carpeting, mobiles, cribs, and so on—are rare. Many
homes, especially in rural areas, are “constructed with mud-plastered wooden walls and
grass roofs,” and a single room may serve for “sleeping, keeping all household belongings,
cooking and dining, keeping warm by burning wood, and also for tethering domestic
animals at night” (Animut, Balkew, & Lindtjørn, 2013, p. 2). A 2011 study showed that
85% of Ethiopian homes have flooring of earth and sand or dung, and that 70% use one
room for sleeping. Family beds are the norm. Only 19% of rural households have piped
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water and 5% of rural households have electricity. Toilets are often shared among several
households, even in urban settings (Central Statistical Agency of Ethiopia, 2012, p. 16).
This reality stands in contrast to the domestic spaces pictured by Wiehan de Jager
in I Like to Read. He depicts the protagonist wandering through a home comprised of
multiple rooms—a living room, nursery, and kitchen—before venturing out to the front of
the house, where he finds men fixing a car on a paved driveway (Figure 9). This last detail
is also incongruent with local context, in consideration of the fact that Ethiopia stands near
the bottom of the cars-per-capita list globally at 2 or 3 vehicles per 1,000 people (e.g.,
Deloitte, 2016, p. 7).

Figure 9. I Like to Read, seventh page spread.
Illustrations from I Like to Read provoked comment among presentation attendees
about the disjuncture between such images and the reality of Ethiopian settings.
Participants discussed the challenge of finding a balance between generating culturally
sensitive reading materials and steering clear of ethnocentrism. One individual emphasized
that texts should be reflective of and consistent with the particular social context of the
intended readership. Another agreed, stipulating that when children learn to read, it must
be with culturally relevant materials. There was a clear aversion among many present to
the concept of generic “readers” (texts designed for learning to read) in contrast to
authentic, context specific stories. Yet one person presented another perspective,
suggesting that stories serve as means of socialization and can be viewed as vehicles of
ethnocentrism. This prompted the question: “To what extent should or can stories be bias
or culture-free?” One speaker argued for the merit of stories designed for literacy learning
that are transferable across cultures, while another suggested stories such as I Like to Read
are not artefacts of bias but evidence of Ethiopia’s diversity. Still another claimed that
ethnocentrism is systemic and that an exclusive focus on culturally sensitive texts would
further promote this perspective.
In considering these responses, it is important to note that the presentation attendees
were unaware the story was versioned rather than an original work in Amharic. Evaluating
books from various projects was not the focus of the session; the aim, rather, was to put
forth more broadly the affordances of digital means of knowledge mobilization for early
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literacy education in the Ethiopian context. In making book selections, therefore, we did
not attend to which stories were versioned and which were originally in Amharic, intending
merely to flick through screen captures to show that a number of Amharic books were
available and then to invite attendees to look at the ASb site themselves (a plan the lack of
connectivity in our seminar room prevented). Ultimately, however, we would suggest it is
very likely that many ASb readers who make keyword searches for stories in particular
target languages will not be aware if they encounter “unique” or “versioned” stories.
Without the presence of clear statements indicating the versioning history of the
narrative—story biographies, if you will—it would be easy for those readers not attuned to
the way in which the corpus is produced to overlook metadata and, like our audience, find
an unexpected disjuncture between the context suggested by the text and the context
suggested by the illustrations.
In a report on the African Storybook Project, Welch and Glennie (2016a) state that
versioned stories make up the bulk of the corpus. End-of-month statistics from January
through June 2015 show the ratio of the number of versioned stories to the number of
unique stories is consistently greater than 3 to 1 (p. 202). I Like to Read alone had been
versioned 35 times at the time of the writing of this paper into a range of languages
indigenous to Africa and otherwise. Furthermore, the story is typically translated not from
the Sepedi version, which is given the status of being the original story, but from one of
two English instantiations. Both are also by the story author, Letta Machoga, but have slight
lexical variations: I Like to Read and I Love to Read. (Notably, our analysis of the versions
of I Like to Read was completed before changes to the ASb interface, effected in early
April 2017, buried the site metadata, at least for the moment, to the point that it is no longer
possible to trace the versioning history of stories.)
Welch and Glennie (2016a) explain that the ASb has actively pursued translation
as an effective way to build the corpus, noting that each story can be translated into
“multiple languages for no cost” and that “workshops with local language speakers have
proved very effective” (p. 203). They remark in particular on a successful translation
workshop with 24 participants that produced “65 versions of seven existing stories” (p.
203). In many ways, this is an exciting initiative. In an ASb blog post on versioning, Dorcus
Wepukhulu, Kenya-based coordinator for the ASb, observes that translation workshop
participants become involved in complex discussions about matters of translation,
pondering appropriateness to context, text level, and so on. They consider, for example,
whether they are engaging in translation or adaptation, depending on the extent of the
nature of changes to the text (e.g., whether the aim is to stay as close to original narrative
as possible or to adapt for context suitability). They grapple with dialects and regional
preferences, as well as with the appropriateness of oral or written constructions
(Wepukhulu, 2016). The language work described by Wepukhulu is clearly careful, but the
matter of how illustrations are managed through the process of versioning is worrisome.
Wepukhulu ends her writing pondering this dilemma:
There is the issue of whether I can adapt the text and retain the illustrations or could
I adapt illustrations and retain the text? At the moment it is not possible to do the
latter. How can I adapt actions/events in a story without having to adapt illustrations
. . . ? (Wepukhulu, 2016, n.p.)
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As we have seen in consideration of I Like to Read, the question is broader than this. Even
if the translation reflects the source very closely—that is to say, if actions and events are
unaltered to the extent that this is possible in translation—a failure to bring illustrations in
line with the intended context could derail meaning for young readers.
In texts for emergent and early readers, illustrations are integral to meaning making.
There is much research in this area that is beyond the scope of this paper; suffice it to say
that picture books work through the integration of visual and verbal meanings (e.g., Painter,
Martin, & Unsworth, 2013). Emergent readers use pictures as primary clues to construct
meaning and may benefit from texts in which images reinforce the verbal meaning (e.g.,
Anderson, Hiebert, Scott & Wilkenson, 1985; Clay, 1993; Harste, Woodward, & Burke,
1984). Books for more advanced readers may evidence increasingly complex uses of
illustration to reinforce, extend, or interrogate the verbal aspects of the text (Evans, 2015).
In spite of a wealth of knowledge about the critical role of images in children’s literature,
both crowdsourcing projects appear to privilege the verbal over the visual elements by
relying on stock illustrations or promoting image reuse. Bloom Library, a project of global
scale, offers a curated collection of line drawings, The Art of Reading: “This free collection
contains more than 10,000 line drawings suitable for use in reading materials” (Bloom
Library, 2017). ASb has offered a cost-benefit analysis for image reuse:
An important additional dimension is that it is possible to produce these storybooks
at a fraction of the cost of original titles because the illustrations are re-usable, and
the digital tools exist for publishing of a translation in the same format. The African
Storybook commissions high quality digital illustrations at an average cost of USD
100 per 12-page book. Each translation and adaptation makes use of the same
illustrations. So the initial investment in the book is spread across the 20 or more
versions of the book that are created. In addition, the professional illustrations are
stored in the African Storybook image bank and can be used not only for translations
and adaptations of a storybook, but combined to create new storybooks. (Welch &
Glennie, 2016b, p. 4)
Although ASb project members report that the stories are “written and illustrated by
Africans” (Stranger-Johannessen, 2017, p. 27), it is not clear that this is in fact the case.
Listed illustrators for some books, for instance, are widely accessible image banks and
Internet image search engines such as Google. Even in the case that illustrators and writers
are African, the question remains as to whether these illustrations and writings are
transportable across the exceedingly diverse continent that is Africa, as we have seen in the
case of I Like to Read. Are the drawings of Weihan De Jager, a white designer and specialist
in corporate branding living in South Africa, relevant in settings associated with the many
languages into which the book has now been translated? Suggesting this should be the case,
as intimated in the cost analysis above, seems dangerously close to the sort of one-sizefits-all racial, ethnic, territorial or geopolitical essentialism that has long plagued Africa—
putting what is clearly a valuable project in danger of being cast as an engine of neocolonialism. Most certainly this cost-saving strategy runs counter to the ASb goal:
“Children need to have books in a familiar language, with stories that reflect their context
and experience, as well as their hopes for the future, so that they can connect with them
emotionally” (Welch & Glennie, 2016a, p. 195).
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It is not our intent to dismiss the important work of Bloom Library or the ASb, but
rather to enter into a conversation about the benefits and drawbacks of various
methodologies for building a corpus of early reading materials that is highly sensitive to
cultural context. While template-driven production approaches, crowdsourcing, open
licences, and versioning may build a corpus quickly and at a low cost, they are all Western
models of knowledge production and mobilization that require careful navigation when
used for the generation of culturally sensitive literary materials for primarily oral contexts.
Literary culture, children’s literature, and mass literacy has developed over hundreds of
years in the global North; ultimately, we wonder, what is the effect of accelerating the
process in particular settings with newly literate populations? Evidently there is much work
to be done in examining the limitations and affordances of various models for this proposed
work.
Conclusion
Many have represented low literacy rates in majority world contexts as a crisis, and
a range of literacy programs have been initiated in response—some of which we have
discussed in this paper. We view these programs as exceedingly valuable in many ways.
We also recognize, however, even as we acknowledge our involvement in such projects
(two of the authors of this paper spearheaded the CODE Ethiopia project described earlier),
that we must continue to engage in critical conversations about the impacts—both positive
and negative—of various interventions. As Graff (1979) rightly observed almost four
decades ago, it is not a given that literacy translates to economic, social, and cultural
success. On the contrary, literacy is often used by those in authority as the “vehicle for the
efficient training of the population and the maintenance of hegemony” (Graff, 1979, 236).
As Luke (2008) has observed, “in contemporary human capital models of education,”
advocated by institutions such as UNESCO, “levels of literacy continue to be taken as
robust predictors of economic ‘take-off,’ industrial development and, indeed,
socioeconomic and political enfranchisement” (p. 247). Wickens and Sandlin (2007)
suggest that in spite of the fact that the literacy community is fully aware that literacy is
inherently political—and that many current programs continue social control—there is a
persistent suggestion that literacy education is vital in all parts of the globe, even in contexts
with strong oral traditions. Thus, its absence is met with panicked movements to address a
perceived lack as quickly as possible.
Ultimately, in reference to programs of potential relevance in the Ethiopian context,
we ask the following questions: What are the implications of initiatives that impose
Western models of literacy in contexts with strong oral traditions? What is the long-term
effect of rapid injection of literary materials on emergent communities of literary artists
and illustrators in local contexts? What are the limitations of current approaches that lean
toward template-driven, dual-platform publication and perhaps obscure the possibility of
multimodal approaches? In contexts where the oral transmission of knowledge prevails,
are there possibilities for more innovative, multimodal approaches that might harness the
affordances of digital publication? None of these are easy questions, but they are vital as
we consider conditions for inclusion and equity across multiple communities, languages,
forums, and expressive modes within the Ethiopian context and beyond.
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Abstract
Based on a conversational analysis (CA) of eight videoed EFL lessons from technologyenhanced primary classrooms in a rural suburb of a major city in China, this study examines
the nature of technology-assisted practices and their influence on teacher-student
interaction in the target language. The analysis revealed that the technology-assisted
practices mainly served as an alternative presentation tool to meet a range of traditional
pedagogical goals and facilitated minimal spontaneous language use among the students.
The findings call for research to explore better pedagogical use of technology to promote
students’ active language production to truly achieve educational equalization for rural
students.
Keywords
educational equalizer, teacher-student interaction, initiation-response feedback (IRF),
conversational analysis (CA), English as foreign language, primary schools, rural China

Introduction
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has been used for the binary
purposes of educational modernization and equalization in many countries including
China. For example, in response to the urgent need for educational modernization and
internationalization, multimedia and computer technologies have been increasingly
implemented in K-12 English as a Foreign Language (EFL) classrooms in China since the
late 1990s to help create constructive, supportive, and rich learning environments (G. Li,
2015; Song et al., 2005; C. R. Yang, 2007). The National Curriculum for Nine-Year
Compulsory Education for English (Chinese Ministry of Education, 2001) requires that K12 English teachers (in both rural and urban areas) create a near-natural language
environment with the aid of technological teaching tools. To facilitate this policy, the
Ministry of Education, as well as local educational agencies, has made considerable
investments in technology resources—including both software and hardware in K-12
schools—to transform the traditional model of foreign language education in the Chinese
context (Li & Ni, 2012; J. Xu, 2010).
Despite these efforts, there still exists a great digital divide in technology use and
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access in K-12 classrooms between rural and urban schools. While over 85% of urban
schools have access to computers and the Internet, less than 75% of rural schools have that
privilege (Chinese Ministry of Education, 2016; Mo, 2015). Additionally, while close to
80% of students in urban areas have access to computers and the Internet at home, only
one in ten rural students can afford a home computer and less than 3% have any access to
the Internet at home (Rural Education Action Program, or REAP, 2018). Moreover, the
divide is greater between school and home access to hardware and software. As a REAP
(2018) brief describes: “Few rural schools have computers, and when they do, the machines
are often archaic or broken. Moreover, only about one third of the computers are equipped
with any type of learning software—none of which are aligned with the national
curriculum” (p. 3).
Equally severe is the lack of professional support for rural teachers. Despite being
the group who need professional development the most, rural teachers receive the least
training opportunities to keep up with the latest pedagogical theories and multimedia
techniques (Lin, 2004; Marton, 2006).
Accompanying this great digital divide are the widely reported growing
achievement gaps (Fan & Cheng, 2015; Ke, 2016; REAP, 2018; Zhang & Zhao, 2014.
China’s rural children are one of the “poorest performing groups of students in the country”
(REAP, 2018, p. 2). For example, results from one standardized math test show that rural
Shaanxi students are 11.1 points behind their Beijing public school peers (Mo et al., 2013;
Mo et al., 2014). A few large-scale studies have provided supporting evidence of the urbanrural achievement gap in EFL education in China. Ke’s (2016) statistical analysis of
students’ (Grade 9 equivalent) high-school entrance exam results (including English) in
recent years yielded evidence of a declining trend in the likelihood of rural students
achieving high scores in this high-stakes provincial test, since the implementation of
China’s new curriculum in 2006. It is worth noting that in 2010, rural students’ chance of
achieving high marks in the subject of English—along with Chinese, Math, and Political
Science—was only 50-60% of that of urban students. The rural-urban achievement
disparity in English is further substantiated in Fan and Cheng’s (2015) empirical analysis
of students’ College Entrance Exam results from Chongqing, a major municipality in
western China. By cross-comparing English test results of urban and rural students in
corresponding percentile ranges, the study concludes that rural students were remarkably
underachieved in the English exam, as both high- and low-ranked rural test-takers
performed below the urban students and the city average. Not surprisingly, rural students
are also reported to suffer from high levels of study/test anxiety, which has been found to
negatively impact their English test scores (J. Li, 2007). Due to these disparities, the
Chinese Ministry of Education (2012), in its “Plan for ICT in Education 2011-2020,”
mandates that special focus should be put on ICT use and infrastructure building in rural,
poor, and ethnic areas, in order to narrow the digital divide and education gaps among
regions and schools.
Existing limited research on the impact of ICT on rural Chinese children’s
educational improvement, however, is mixed. While some large-scale experiments of using
ICT to improve rural students’ Chinese and math scores have been reported to be effective
in promoting positive learning outcomes (Mo et al., 2013; Mo, et al., 2014), other studies,
such as those by Lai et al. (2016), are not as positive. Even fewer studies have explored the
impact of ICT on rural children’s EFL learning, largely due to the existing digital divide
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between rural and urban schools and the fact that major educational reform efforts have
concentrated on strengthening English language teaching in elite schools in urban areas
ever since English was re-introduced into basic education curricula in the late 1970s (Hu,
2005; Rong & Shi, 2001).
Existing studies from developed urban schools reveal that many Chinese EFL
teachers embrace the possibilities of technology, and hold the belief that technology can
help them connect curriculum to authentic language tasks and result in more productive
learning outcomes (Su & Jing, 2007; J. Xu, 2010; Y. Zhao, 2003). With the potential
benefits of providing high quality linguistic and cultural materials, communicative
opportunities, individualized feedback, and increased student motivation, technologyassisted pedagogical practices in Chinese EFL classroom has been shown to enhance the
teaching of different sets of English language skills, including English writing skills (Leng,
2005), vocabulary (Zhang, 2009), and reading skills (Gao, 2009; Li & Ni, 2008, 2013).
Despite these benefits, researchers on technology use in EFL classrooms are
concerned that teachers’ reliance on technology may decrease interaction between teachers
and students, thereby reducing students’ opportunities to develop oral language skills
during lessons supported by technology use (e.g., Li & Ni, 2012; C. H. Xu, 2006; J. Xu,
2010). Indeed, research has identified a significant mismatch between Chinese EFL
teachers’ beliefs about technology and their pedagogical practices using technology in
daily classroom teaching (Li & Ni, 2011a; L. Li & Walsh, 2010; J. Xu, 2010; Zhong &
Shen, 2002). In particular, many Chinese EFL teachers still use technology mainly as
teachers’ lesson delivery tools (i.e., as replacements for chalk boards) rather than studentcentered learning tools within a communicative and interactive language-learning
environment (Fang & Warschauer, 2004; Li & Ni, 2012;). Therefore, without teachers’
proper uptake of the essence of educational technology, there may be little difference
between the teacher-student interaction in technology-enhanced EFL classrooms and the
teacher-student interaction in traditional classrooms without technology in China.
Current research on teacher-student interaction in EFL classrooms in China and
other countries has mostly centered on classrooms without technology in secondary or
post-secondary settings (e.g., Ahangari & Amirzadeh, 2011; Faruji, 2011; Lei, 2009; Liu
& Le, 2012; Panova, & Lyster, 2002; Qashoa, 2013; Walsh, 2002). Few (e.g., Kim, 2005;
J. Lee, 2007; B. Zhao, 2009) have aimed to understand teacher-student interaction in
primary EFL classrooms without the presence of technology. The scarcity of research on
teacher-student interaction with young learners, who present distinctively different
cognitive and behavioural patterns and needs than their older peers, has resulted in what
Jung (2005) calls an “unfortunate top-down tendency,” whereby technology-enhanced
language teaching in higher education sectors percolates down to younger learners without
differentiated pedagogical modifications. To better serve their learning needs, more
attention needs to be devoted to the learners at lower grade levels who are most likely to
benefit from the affordance of authentic language input in technology-enhanced EFL
settings. Therefore, while the inclusion of multimedia technology enables diverse
classroom activities in EFL classrooms, its influences on classroom interactions, especially
in the context of primary EFL classrooms in rural schools, remains under-examined.
Most of the extant studies on Chinese EFL teachers’ technology-assisted
pedagogical beliefs and practices have been conducted without proper reference to the
cross-regional disparity in the distribution of financial and educational resources,
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especially considering the reality of rural schools in China (Qian & Smyth, 2008).
Moreover, the new, mandated national curriculum has been reported to contain standards
and pacing that are unreasonably high and too fast, respectively, for poor-performing rural
students (Hu, 2005; Ke, 2016). Without sufficient access to technological and professional
support, primary schools in rural areas are left struggling to complete a state mandated
curriculum that is already overloaded for low-achieving rural students (D. Wang, 2011).
To address the above-mentioned gaps in the literature, this study aims to understand
the nature of technology-enhanced EFL instruction in suburban/rural primary schools in
China. We assumed a discourse perspective to examine the features and patterns of teacherstudent interaction within these classrooms. The study was guided by the following
research questions:
1) How was multimedia technology used in primary EFL classrooms in
suburban/rural China?
2) How did teachers’ technology use influence teacher-student interaction in these
classrooms? Specifically, what is the nature of teacher talk, student response, and
teacher feedback in these technology-mediated classrooms?
Understanding Teacher-Student Interaction in EFL Classrooms: Initiation-ResponseFeedback (IRF)
Classroom interaction encompasses verbal and non-verbal interaction between
teachers and students, and among students (Tsui, 2001). The most familiar pattern of
teacher-student verbal interaction is a three turn-taking sequence: Initiation-responsefeedback (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975) or initiation-response-evaluation (Mehan, 1979). In
this pattern, classroom interaction starts with a teacher-led initiation—usually in the form
of guidelines or directions for a lesson—which is often followed by a student response.
The sequence of interaction concludes with the teacher providing feedback on or evaluating
the student response. Studies of classroom interaction in L2 classrooms have focused on
all three steps of the teacher-student interaction sequence, specifically examining teachers’
language use, especially teacher questions (Faruji, 2011; Y. Lee, 2008; Qashoa, 2013);
learner responses (Walsh, 2002); and teacher feedback and turn allocation behaviors (B.
Zhao, 2009).
Research on EFL teacher initiation question types indicates that EFL teachers
frequently adhere to a prototypical question-answer format, using open or closed display
questions (questions with answers known by the teacher) more often than open or closed
referential questions (the answers to which the teacher does not know) (Y. Lee, 2008; Long
& Sato, 1983; Thornbury, 1996; Tsui, 2001; Walsh, 2002). Although both types of
questions can serve as a comprehension check or as a means of clarification or
confirmation, several studies have found that teachers’ use of display questions is less
effective than that of referential questions in promoting student opportunities to use L2,
despite the excessive use of display questions in teacher-centered EFL classrooms
(Farahian & Rezaee, 2012; Qashoa, 2013; Thornbury, 1996). In a study of EFL teachers’
question types and syntactic structures in United Arab Emirates secondary school
classrooms, Qashoa (2013) found that among 105 questions asked by three teachers, 65
(62% of the total questions) were display questions while only 40 (38%) were referential
questions. On average, referential questions led to longer student responses that included
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opinions or interpretations of specific topics. However, teachers’ abilities to pose more
referential questions are often affected by their own language proficiency and experience
(Farahian & Rezaee, 2012).
Existing literature on student output in EFL classrooms has revealed that the
quantity and quality of EFL students’ responses are mostly restricted due to excessive
teacher talk time and the teacher’s control over the content and procedure of classroom
interaction (Cheng, 2009; Walsh, 2002). In their study of four college EFL classrooms in
China, Liu and Le (2012) found that the average amount of teacher talk time (68.89%)
surpassed student talk time (21.66%) and other activities time (6.67%) in a 45-minutes
class. Based on the audio recordings of eight experienced EFL teachers’ lessons (two 30minute lessons videos from each teacher), Walsh (2002) found that some features of
teachers’ language, such as teacher-fronted tasks, teachers “filling the gaps” after turn
completion, teacher echo, and teacher interruptions, discourage students’ involvement and
hinder teacher-student interaction. Teachers’ echoing or repeating of students’ utterances,
for example, seemed to facilitate the flow of discourse, but it was often done out of habit,
without real pedagogical functions.
In addition to teachers’ initiation and students’ responses, studies of EFL
classrooms reveal that teachers employ various strategies, including positive feedback
(such as compliments), corrective feedback, and non-evaluative feedback (such as echoing,
back-channeling, and directives) to respond to students, especially when students produce
errors in their utterances (e.g., Long & Sato, 1983; Walsh; 2002; Y. Yang, 2008). Among
these feedback types, corrective feedback, the umbrella term that covers negative feedback
in naturalistic and instructional settings, is most often researched. Corrective feedback
includes the implicit provision of target language forms (i.e., recast), techniques for selfcorrection (i.e., clarification request, metalinguistic feedback, elicitation, and repetition),
and explicit error correction techniques (Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Panova & Lyster, 2002;
Sheen, 2004). Findings on corrective feedback in EFL classrooms (Ahangari & Amirzadeh,
2011; Kennedy, 2010; Panova & Lyster, 2002; Sheen, 2004) indicate that recast (when the
teacher implicitly reformulates the student’s error, or provides the correction) is the
predominant technique that teachers employ, even though it leads to the lowest rate of
uptake of the target language. In comparison, techniques that encourage student selfresponses, such as clarification requests, metalinguistic feedback (when the teacher poses
questions related to the formation of a student’s utterances), elicitation (when the teacher
directly elicits the correct form from the student by asking questions, pausing, or asking
for correction), and repetition, lead to more successful student-generated repair (J. Lee,
2007). Among these techniques, elicitation is the most successful type of corrective
feedback that leads to learners’ repair. Finally, research has also found that teachers tend
to use recast more frequently with learners of lower L2 proficiency, often incorporating
more self-correction techniques as learners become more proficient (Ahangari &
Amirzadeh, 2011).
In summary, findings from these studies show that in many EFL contexts, teachers
still dominate the classroom, and that teachers’ dominance affects the kind of feedback
they provide to students as well as students’ responses. These findings on teacher-student
interaction are based exclusively on classrooms without technology support. Such is also
the case of classroom interaction research in the EFL context in China (e.g., Liu & Le,
2012; X. L. Qian, Tian & Z. Wang, 2009; B. Zhao, 2009); thus, whether or how the
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presence of technology affects teacher-student interaction in Chinese EFL classrooms
remains under-examined. In this present study, we focused on classroom interaction
between primary EFL teachers and students in China and examined how technology
integration in classes shapes classroom discourse.
Research Method
Data Collection
The data used for this study were a part of a large-scale research project on
technology-enhanced EFL instruction that included 37 EFL (Grades 4 and 5) teachers from
26 primary schools in a suburban/rural school district outside a major city in China. Based
on a survey about information technology integration in primary and secondary schools in
the city, there was an unequal distribution of the technology resources across different
school districts in the capital area. In addition, there was a scarcity of quality courseware
for teachers to meet their instructional needs in the classrooms, and many teachers had to
make courseware themselves to assist with their classroom teaching. Therefore, the
primary schools included in this study were among those with less technology access and
support.
Each of the participating teachers’ classroom teaching was recorded 1-2 times over
two consecutive years (2009 and 2010), resulting in a total of 114 class videos, each lasting
between 35 to 45 minutes in length. For the purpose of this paper, nine videos on the same
lesson (Unit 3: Visit Grandpa’s Farm) recorded in 2009 were selected on a random basis
for detailed analysis. While the specific objectives of each teacher’s lesson varied, the
common goals of the lesson included a) listen, recognize, and understand core words (such
as the name of an animal, its color, diet, habitat, etc.); b) read and understand the dialogue
in the textbook; c) memorize the simple sentences introduced in this lesson, and use them
to create dialogues to introduce an animal; and d) cultivate a love for animals. After a
preliminary examination of the videos, one was excluded as an outlier due to the teacher’s
lack of technological practices (the teacher conducted only one technology-assisted
activity, far below the average of 4.57 activities of the other seven videos).
Data Analysis
For the analysis of the transcribed data, we adopted the method of conversational
analysis (CA) that is often used to study the social organization of “talk-in-interaction,”
inspecting in detail the tape recordings and transcriptions made from such recordings
(Markee, 2000; Sacks, 1992; Ten Have, 2007). As a discourse analysis method, CA is
fundamentally “concerned with the relationship between language and the contexts of its
use” (McCarthy, 1991, p. 10). In this study, said relationship was examined through the
lens of social interaction, with specific attention to the turn-by-turn sequence of talk
between teachers and students in naturally occurring technology-mediated classrooms.
Teachers’ patterns of technology use were analyzed through their time allocation
for technology-enhanced instruction and the types of technology use within or across class
activities. To better understand the classroom discourses uttered by teachers and students
when these teaching materials were introduced, the eight videos were transcribed verbatim.
The transcripts were then imported to NVivo 11.4.0 for further coding and analysis.
We drew from Sinclair and Coulthard’s (1975) Exchange-Move-Act discourse
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structure as our primary coding guide. In this model, an exchange refers to a complete three
turn-taking sequence: Initiation-response-feedback. Within an exchange, each turn or talk
that serves either as an initiation, response, or feedback function is called a move. Each
move is composed of different speech acts that serve different communication purposes,
such as eliciting responses using questions, checking for readiness or any problems,
prompting or demanding a response (e.g., go on, come on, have a guess), giving a directive
or command to action, acknowledging a response (e.g., yes, OK, wow), or marking the end
or beginning of a conversation (e.g., the use of ‘well,’ ‘OK,’ ‘now,’ ‘good,’ ‘right,’ or
‘alright’).
Following the Exchange-Move-Act structure, we first segmented the transcripts
into a series of exchanges. Each exchange was further analyzed according to the three turntaking moves—namely, teacher initiation, student response, and teacher feedback. Within
each move, functions for utterances were labeled as speech acts. Below is an example of
an Exchange-Move-Act analysis:
Exchange (TA: Teacher A; Ss: All students; S43: The 43rd student who
responded to teacher’s elicitation)
1. TA (Initiation move): Who can have a try? [Teacher act: check]
Mingming’s favorite animals? [Teacher act: Elicitation]
2. S43 (Response move): Mingming’s favorite animals are goose. [Student
act: positive response]
3. TA (Feedback move): Geese. [Teacher act: Recast]
For teacher initiation moves, we first coded the speech acts following Sinclair and
Coulthard’s (1992) taxonomy, which contains 31 categories (see Appendix 1). Teachers’
elicitation acts characterized by questions and statements were the most frequent
occurrences. Teachers’ question types that intended to elicit a linguistic response were
analyzed by following Long & Sato’s (1983) classification of referential and display
questions. Commands or statements within the elicitation act were labeled as nonquestions. In addition, based on our data, we included “model reading” and “directive to
action” (usually realized by imperatives functioning as requests to non-verbal responses)
to be the speech acts in teachers’ initiation moves (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1992). Besides
these categories, checking for readiness or any problems and prompting or demanding a
response were frequent acts within the initiation move.
Table 1 below provides examples of common speech acts in teachers’ initiation
moves.
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Table 1
Examples of Teachers’ Common Speech Acts in Initiation Moves
Types of speech
acts in initiation
move
Elicitation

Example

Referential questions
Display questions
Non-questions
Model reading
Check
Directive to
Action

TB: Have you ever seen this kind
of bird?
TA: So, what is Mingming’s
favorite animal?
TC: Now, let’s go on. Deer.
Ss: Deer, panda, sheep.
TA: Read after me: Deer live in
the wild.
TF: Who can read?
TC: Read after me.

For the analysis of students’ response acts, we first applied the categorization of
Restricted/Expanded (Arizavi, Kalhor, Namdari, & Mousavi, 2015; Tsui, 1985; Wu, 1993)
responses to capture the quantitative nature of student talk. According to Wu (1993) and
Tsui (1985), a Restricted response is often realized by a single word or a simple sentence.
Expanded response, in contrast, is defined as two or more coherently linked sentences that
express, for instance, judgment or evaluation. Our second round of coding used a set of
response acts specific to EFL classroom settings. Developed by Rashidi and Rafieerad
(2010), this set of response acts builds on Tsui’s (1985, 1994) taxonomy of discourse acts
to include temporation and repair acts. Temporization acts describe whether students’
responses “fulfil the interactional expectation” (positive responses) or “challenge the
presuppositions of the requestive” (negative responses) (Tsui, 1994, p. 59). Repair acts
include self-repair (student corrects the mistake) and peer-repair (other students initiate the
correction).
Table 2
Examples of Students’ Common Speech Acts in Response Moves.

Restricted
Expanded

Example
TG: This is a?
S2: Dog.
TD: If you are a tiger, how to introduce yourself?
S55: Hello. I am a tiger. Um, I roar and roar. I am yellow. I
eat small animals. I can run and jump. I live on the grassland.
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Positive Response
Negative Response

Temporization
Self-repair

Peer-repair

TC: Read after me. Dove.
Ss: Dove.
TB: (Moving his arms) Follow me.
S12: Follow me.
TB: 不是重复说（I’m not asking you to repeat）.
TH: Now, who can tell me what other animals do you know?
S16: 我不知道了 (I don’t know more).
Ss: In the grass.
TD: In or on?
Ss: On the grass.
Ss: Geese.
TG: This is a?
Ss: Goose.

We used three basic categories of codes to help examine speech acts within
teachers’ feedback moves: Acceptance, Corrective Feedback, and Directive to Action.
Acceptance of a student response includes positive evaluation, echo, and back-channel
(Verplaetse, 1995, 2000). Teachers’ Corrective Feedback acts were coded according to
Lyster and Ranta’s (1997) taxonomy, which includes recast, clarification requests, explicit
correction, repetition, elicitation and metalinguistic clues. And finally, Directive to Action
acts, as are explained under initiation moves, also appeared in teachers’ feedback moves
(see examples below in Table 3).
Table 3
Examples of Teachers’ Common Speech Acts in Feedback Moves
Types of Teachers’
Feedback
Acceptance

Example

Positive evaluation
Echo
Back-channel

TB: Ok, very good.
Ss: Lion.
TD: It’s lion. What’s this?
S2: Sheep.
TA: Um-hum.

Corrective Feedback
Recast
Clarification request

Explicit correction
Repetition

Language and Literacy

S50: They eat gas.
TA: Grass.
S56: Squirrel and deer
TF: Squirrels and?
S56: And deer.
S11: A geese.
TF: Not a geese. Geese.
S12: It orange.
TD: Orange?
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S13: Yellow.
Elicitation
S42: Cats can climb the trees and
catch mouse.
TF: And can catch…
S42: Catch mice.
Metalinguistic Clues
Ss: Geese
TF: A goose and there are some
geese. This is the plural form.
Now, who can read the word?
who can read it? (Pointing at a
student) (Chinese name calling)
S5: A goose
Directive to action
S15: Dove, dove.
TC: Ok. Sit down please.
Table 3. Examples of teachers’ common speech acts in feedback moves.

Results
Chinese Primary EFL Teachers’ Patterns of Technology Use
Class videos of teachers’ technology-enhanced instruction reveal that, although
teachers taught the same lesson unit under the same curriculum, there exists a pronounced
variation across the eight teachers’ levels of engagement in technology-enhanced practices
(see Table 4). On average, teachers allocated 54.48% of their class time for technologyenhanced instruction. For example, in the lesson from Teacher F, 37 minutes and 56
seconds of the class teaching and practices were technology-mediated, accounting for 93.7
% of the entire class time. By contrast, Teacher E only allocated 4 minutes and 44 seconds
of the class for technology-assisted instruction, only 12.44% of the whole class time.
Table 4
Total Class Time and Technology-Enhanced Instruction Time.
Teacher

Total class time

TA
TB
TC
TD
TE
TF
TG
TH
Average

41:57
41:07
34:58
43:19
38:03
40:29
39:24
35:12
39:34
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Technologyenhanced
instruction time
31:06
31:23
30:58
18.29
04:44
37:56
08:03
21.35
24:02
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%

74.14 %
76.33 %
88.56 %
42.67 %
12.44 %
93.70 %
20.43 %
61.32 %
54.48 %
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Despite teachers’ various degrees of technology use, the general patterns of
technology-assisted practices remain similar. The videos reveal two major modes of
technology from the technology-enhanced curriculum—namely, a computer-mediated
multimedia courseware program, and the self-made PowerPoint (PPT) slides that teachers
composed for presentation (see Table 5). Picture 1 and Picture 2 show an example of the
courseware program and a self-made PPT captured from the video clip, respectively. On
average, teachers used the courseware program 28.16% of their class time and PPT for
57.21% of their class time. For the remaining 14.63% of their class time, they utilized other
text, visual, or audio materials that are not included in the courseware or PPT (See Picture
3). Overall, technology-assisted teaching practices focused on a) listening to dialogs or
song from the textbook, b) introducing and reviewing key vocabulary, and c) presenting
prompts for listening and speaking practices (see Table 5).
Table 5
Types of Technology Used in Technology-Enhanced Instruction.

TG

TH

Text,
Audio,
Visual
Text,
Audio,
Visual

Text
Visual

Vocab
Speaking

71.04%
(24:35)

28.84%
(09:03)

Text
Visual

Vocab
Speaking

71.16%
(22:20)

Singing
Listening
Vocab
Singing

41.77%
(12:56)

Topic
intro
Listening
Listening

48.24%
(02:17)
11.59%
(04:24)

Text
Visual

Vocab
Speaking
Listening
Listening

51.97%
(04:11)

Text
Visual
Audio
Text
Visual
Audio

Aver
age

13.53%
(02:30)

19.38%
(04:11)
28.16%
(06:46)

Text
Visual

Vocab
Speaking

% (time)

TF

20.95%
(06:31)

Class
activity

TE

Singing
Vocab
Listening
Speaking
Singing
Vocab

Others**

TD

% (time)

TC

Class
activity

Text,
Audio
Visual
Text,
Audio,
Visual
Text,
Audio,
Visual
Text,
Audio,
Visual
Text,
Audio,
Visual

PPT

TB

% * (time )

Text,
Visual,
Audio

Class
activity

Courseware

Teacher
TA

Text,
Visual

Vocab

58.23%
(18:02)

Text,
Visual,
Audio
Text,
Visual,
Audio

Singing
Vocab

51.76%
(02:27)

Singing
Vocab
Task
intro
Vocab

11.51%
(04:22)

Singing

9.34%
(02:01)

86.47%
(15:59)

Vocab
Topic
intro
Speaking
Listening
Vocab

76.89%
(29:10)

31.88%
(02:34)

Audio

Vocab
Listening
Speaking

71.27%
(15:23)

Audio
Visual

57.21%
(13:45)

16.15%
(01:18)

14.63%
(03:31)

*The percentages here are calculated by Time of each type of technology use / Time of
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total technology use.
**Note: Other types of technology use include video/flash, independent from Courseware
or PPT, and the use of Overhead Projector (OHP)
Our analysis demonstrates that teachers employed technology mostly for drill
practice or vocabulary learning. Excerpt 1 is an example of this teacher-fronted interaction
mediated by technology that frequently occurred in all the teachers’ instruction.
Excerpt 1.
(TH: Teacher H; Ss=all students; S21=21st student who responded to teacher’s elicitation)
1. TH: What’s this? (Showing pictures from courseware on the screen)
2. Ss: Sheep
3. TH: What are these?
4. Ss: Goats
5. TH: Where do they live? Okay, S21, please
6. S21: They live on the farm.
7. TH: Ok, very very good. Sit down, please. They live8. Ss: On the farm
9. TH: Yes, they live [on the farm] (Showing the phrase on the farm in PPT)
10. Ss:
[on the farm]
11. TH: Read after me. On the farm.
12. Ss: On the farm
13. TH: On the farm
14. Ss: On the farm

Figure 1. Example of computer-mediated multimedia courseware program during
technology-enhanced instruction.
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Figure 2. Example of a teacher self-made PowerPoint (PPT) slide during technologyenhanced instruction.

Figure 3. Example of a teacher self-made OHP slide (Overhead Projector) slide during
technology-enhanced instruction.
Classroom Interaction Patterns with the Use of Multimedia Technology
Teacher initiation. Our analysis shows that teachers initiated classroom interactions
using a variety of technology-assisted resources, including courseware, songs, and video
clips, as well as presentation materials on the screen. Table 6 displays the percentage and
frequency of teachers’ talk for initiation in technology-enhanced instruction. In general,
most teachers frequently used questions and directives to begin classroom interaction. On
average, 40.54% of teachers’ initiation moves were elicitation, consisting of 34.69%
display questions, 4.36% referential questions, and 1.49% of other types of elicitations
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wherein teachers uttered incomplete sentences to elicit responses from the students to fill
in the gap (e.g., TC: Who can read the sentence for us? Who can read it? Birds eat…) (see
Picture 4). In addition to questions, teachers frequently used imperative sentences such as,
“let’s listen to the dialogue,” or “open your books,” to guide class procedures, class
activities, or tasks. Approximately one-fourth (25.95%) of teacher talk for initiation was
also model-reading of vocabulary or sentences displayed on the screen or courseware
program (see Excerpt 1).
Table 6
Percentage and Frequency of Speech Acts in Teachers’ Initiation Moves in TechnologyEnhanced Instruction.

Elicitation
% (Frequency)

Teacher

Check
%
(Frequency)

Directive to
Action
%
(Frequency)

Model Reading
% (Frequency)

TA
TB
TC
TD
TE
TF
TG
TH

Display
Question
%
(Frequency)
39.02% (64)
32.21% (48)
17.07%(14)
69.72% (76)
15.38% (4)
40.28% (58)
33.33% (13)
30.53% (40)

Referential
Question
%
(Frequency)
6.25% (4)
4.03% (6)
8.54% (7)
3.67% (4)
0% (0)
1.39% (2)
2.56% (1)
8.40% (11)

Nonquestion
%
(Frequency)
0% (0)
0% (0)
9.76% (8)
0% (0)
0% (0)
1.39% (2)
0% (0)
0.76% (1)

14.54% (24)
8.67% (13)
12.64% (11)
13.39% (15)
15.38% (4)
18.18% (26)
30.77% (12)
6.67% (9)

48.48% (80)
35.33% (53)
36.78% (32)
32.14% (36)
46.15% (12)
46.15 (66)
53.85% (21)
37.04% (50)

15.15% (25)
50.00% (75)
33.33% (29)
10.71% (12)
38.46% (10)
18.89% (27)
2.56% (1)
38.52% (52)

Average

34.69%

4.36%

1.49%

15.03%

41.99%

25.95%

Figure 4. Example of model reading sentences during technology-enhanced instruction.
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Students’ responses. As the data demonstrates, students’ responses were highly
restricted. On average, more than 88% of students’ responses were expected by teachers
and students; and only 11.87% of students’ utterances were expanded (see Table 7).
Students’ responses were often repeated in fixed forms, modeled by the teacher or the
technology. For facilitation and clarification purposes, the teacher often read questions
verbatim off the screen, requesting several students to repeat a similar or the same answer.
As a result, students’ spontaneous or expanded responses were rare. Furthermore, and not
surprisingly, the most frequent forms of their utterances were answers to closed WHquestions or Y/N questions, or general responses, such as “yes,” or “okay” (which
accounted for 99.31% of students’ responses as positive responses). Only a few instances
of students’ self-repair and peer-repair were observed.
In Excerpt 2 from Teacher G’s class, Teacher G started with a closed WH-question,
“Whose farm is it?” The first student answered in a full sentence, in Chinese. Apart from
this one full sentence, students’ mostly one-word responses were restricted by the teacher’s
closed WH-questions (e.g., “what animals are there?”) and Y/N questions. This pattern of
students’ responses was common across the eight sample lessons.
Table 7
Percentage and frequency of speech acts in student response moves
Class

Restricted

Expanded

Positive
Response

Negative
Response

Tempori
zation

Selfrepair

Peerrepair

TA

97.71%
(171)
89.63%
(147)
95.60%
(87)
78.57%
(99)
100% (30)
80.00%
(132)
81.82%
(36)
81.75%
(103)
88.14%

2.29% (4)

100% (172)

0% (0)

0% (0)

10.37% (17)

98.78% (162)

1.22% (2)

0% (0)

4.40% (4)

100% (91)

0% (0)

0% (0)

21.43% (27)

99.21% (125)

0.79% (1)

0% (0)

1.16%
(2)
2.44%
(4)
1.10%
(1)
4.76 (6)

0% (0)
20.00% (33)

100% (30)
98.13% (157)

0% (0)
1.88% (3)

0% (0)
0% (0)

18.18% (8)

100% (44)

0% (0)

0% (0)

18.25% (23)

99.21% (125)

0.79% (1)

0.79% (1)

11.87%

99.31%

0.59%

0.10%

11.05%
(19)
4.27%
(7)
3.30%
(3)
5.56%
(7)
0% (0)
5.00%
(8)
2.27%
(1)
1.59%
(2)
4.13%

TB
TC
TD
TE
TF
TG
TH
Average

0% (0)
0.63%
(1)
0% (0)
2.38%
(3)
1.56%

Excerpt 2.
(TG=Teacher G; Ss=all students; S10-13=10-13th students who responded to teacher’s
elicitation)
(Courseware-Video clip played)
1. TG: Okay now, here the first question, who can tell me? Whose farm is it? 这是谁
的农场 (Whose farm is it). Okay, you please. (Pointing at a student)
2. S10: 这是Tom他爷爷的农场 (This is Tom’s grandpa’s farm).
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TG: How to say 爷爷(grandfather) Tom’s grandSs: Grandfather
TG: We can also say
Ss: Grandpa
TG: Okay, very good. grandpa’s. Okay. Tom and Mingming are going to visit
Tom’s grandpa’s farm. Okay, very good. Now the second question. After the story,
what animals are there, on the farm? 都有什么动物啊,好像大家刚才都听到了，
都什么动物啊（What animals are there. You all have heard just now. What
animals are there）What animals? (pointing at a student)
8. S11: Sheep
9. TG: Sheep. Yes, or no?
10. Ss: Yes.
11. TG: S12.
12. S12: Chickens
13. TG: Chickens. Okay good. Chickens. S13.
14. S13: Doves
15. TG: Doves, yes or no?
16. Ss: Yes.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Teacher feedback. Analysis of teacher feedback indicated that the most frequent
feedback types were teachers’ acceptance (82%), followed by corrective feedback
(16.54%) and directives (12.75%) (see Table 8). A closer investigation of the patterns of
teacher feedback revealed that, although the frequencies of teacher-student interaction were
high, the three-turn (IRF) sequence often ended either with short comments, such as “very
good,” or echoes of students’ responses. Excerpt 3 from teacher D illustrates classroom
interaction characterized by teacher-led turn completion; accordingly, the length of the
three-turn sequence (IRF) remains short. The teacher’s uptake of students’ responses (as
seen in the example of “shark”) was rare across all teachers’ technology-enhanced
instruction.
Table 8
Percentage and Frequency of Teachers’ Feedback During Technology-Enhanced
Instruction
Teacher

Acceptance
% (frequency)

Corrective Feedback
% (frequency)

Directive to Action
% (frequency)

TA
TB
TC
TD
TE
TF
TG
TH
Average

70.40% (69)
82.72% (67)
74.51% (38)
84.88% (73)
87.50% (7)
75.83% (91)
86.21% (25)
93.94% (62)
82.00%

26.53% (26)
20.99% (17)
23.53% (12)
17.44% (15)
12.50% (1)
18.33% (22)
6.90% (2)
6.06% (4)
16.54%

3.06%(3)
11.11% (9)
27.45% (14)
3.49% (3)
0% (0)
27.50% (33)
17.24% (5)
12.12% (8)
12.75%
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Excerpt 3.
(TD=Teacher D; Ss=all students; S44-46: 44th-46th students who responded to teacher’s
elicitation)
1. TD: Ok, let’s practice. 咱练习一下, 关于, about the habitat. 关于栖息地 (Now,
let’s practice
about the animals’ habitats). (Turns off the light, and pictures displayed on the
screen) What is this?
2. Ss: Sea.
3. TD: Very good. S43, what’s this?
4. S43: Sea.
5. TD: Um, very good. Sea. So, where do they live?
6. S44: Shark.
7. Ss: Shark.
8. TD: Shark. This is a shark. Very good. Where do they live? 它们[在哪生活呀]
(Where do they live)?
9. S45:
[In the…
]
10. Ss: In the sea.
11. S46: They live in the sea.
12. TD: Very good, S46. They live in the sea.
With respect to teachers’ corrective feedback responding to students’ spoken errors
(see Table 8), most teachers produced little or no corrective feedback, except in cases of
recast. On average, 7.52 % of teachers’ error feedback was recast; 2.01% and 2.20 %
consisted of clarification request and explicit correction, respectively. The other three types
of corrective feedback—repetition, elicitation, and metalinguistic clues—amounted to
below 2% of teacher feedback. Given that students were expected to produce highly
structured responses to the excessive closed questions modeled by technology, it is not
surprising that teachers needed to provide frequent corrective feedback.
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Table 9
Percentage and Frequency of Teachers’ Corrective Feedback Acts During TechnologyEnhanced Instruction.
Corrective Feedback
% (frequency)

Recast

Clarificatio
n request

Explicit
correction

Repetition

Elicitation

Metalinguis
tic clues

Teacher
TA

22.45% (22)

1.02% (1)

0% (0)

0% (0)

2.04% (2) 0% (0)

TB

12.35% (10)

0% (0)

1.23% (1) 4.94% (4) 1.23% (1) 1.23% (1)

7.84% (4)

11.76%
(6)

3.92% (2) 0% (0)

6.98% (6)

0% (0)

3.49% (3) 3.49% (3) 2.33% (2) 1.16% (1)

0% (0)

0% (0)

0% (0)

7.50% (9)

3.33 %
(4)

2.50% (3) 0.83% (1) 3.33 %
(4)

TG

0% (0)

0% (0)

3.45% (1) 0% (0)

3.45% (1) 0% (0)

TH

3.03% (2)

0% (0)

3.03% (2) 0% (0)

0% (0)

0% (0)

2.01%

2.20%

1.55%

1.97%

TC
TD
TE
TF

Average 7.52%

0% (0)

1.16%

0% (0)

0% (0)

0% (0)

12.50%
(1)
0.83% (1)

Discussion
In this study, we examined eight primary EFL teachers’ technology use and their
interactions with students during technology-enhanced instruction. The findings indicate
that, although there existed a variance in the time that teachers allocated for technology,
most teachers mainly used two modes of technology—multimedia courseware and Power
Point (PPT) slides—for introducing key vocabulary, conducting listening practice or drill
practice during reading aloud, and presenting information with respect to class activities.
Teachers’ technology use patterns confirm the existing literature that teachers have the
tendency to use technology for teacher-centered purposes, such as teaching preparation or
presentation tools (Li & Ni, 2011a, 2011b; C. H. Xu, 2006; J. Xu, 2010; Zhong & Shen,
2002). This teacher-fronted use could be due to practical constraints, such as the limited
resources for individual students in this suburban/rural district or teachers’ lack of
knowledge regarding technology integration in the classroom (Li & Ni, 2012; Lam, 2000).
In terms of classroom interaction, our conversational analysis of recorded lessons
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reveals that three-turn sequence interactions (IRF) frequently occurred (Y. Lee, 2008; Long
& Sato, 1983; Thornbury, 1996; Walsh, 2002). These interactions were mostly initiated by
teachers when using directives to guide students to the next response move or posing
prototypical questions relating to the content displayed in teaching materials (such as PPT,
video clips, or the courseware program). Among teacher elicitation questions, teachers
extensively used closed display questions, using fewer referential questions (closed or
open-ended). Although teachers can produce effective interactional exchanges through
display questions (Y. Lee, 2008), the teachers in this study frequently used identical display
questions and often completed their turns without asking additional questions.
The investigation of student responses revealed that interaction patterns were
highly structured across all eight samples, and that the frequency of students’ expanded
responses was consistently low. In findings similar to previous research, students’
responses were restricted by excessive teacher talk time and teachers’ control over the
content and procedure of the classroom interaction (Cheng, 2009; Walsh, 2002). The extent
of teacher control prevented students from producing authentic and pedagogically
meaningful interactional exchanges.
The teachers were found to have employed a variety of feedback strategies. The
most frequent types of teacher feedback were positive feedback and echo as a way of
accepting students’ responses. Teacher feedback also included many directives to guide
student response moves. These acts of positive evaluation and directives, however, did not
always have real pedagogical functions. In keeping with the existing body of research, this
study also found that recast was the most prominent type of teachers’ corrective feedback
(Ahangari & Amirzadeh, 2011; Kennedy, 2010; Panova & Lyster, 2002; Sheen, 2004).
Nevertheless, most teachers generally produced little corrective feedback (i.e., clarification
requests, explicit corrections, repetitions, elicitations, or metalinguistic clues) when
technology was introduced. This infrequent use of corrective feedback might be related to
highly traditional instructional contexts or the low proficiency levels of primary students
who were in the early stages of their English learning (Ahangari & Amirzadeh, 2011;
Sheen, 2004).
Lastly, although teacher-fronted tasks, teacher-led turn completion, and teacher
echo have been found to discourage classroom interaction (Walsh, 2002), our analysis of
sample lessons revealed that this pattern of teacher talk—in both initiation and feedback
moves—led to high frequencies of interactions or exchanges between students and
teachers. However, these frequent interactions were often characterized by teacher-led turn
completion and weak learner repair (i.e., self or peer repairs). This finding suggests the
need for developing a repertoire of teacher talk for dialogic moves in technology-enhanced
instruction.
Shifting from this close-up examination of classroom interactions to a wide-angle
purview of EFL education in China, it is worth noting that a few studies have identified
teachers’ persistent use of teacher-centered pedagogical styles as a consequence of urbanrural educational inequality (D. Wang, 2011; J. Wang, 2006). In their early overview of
English language teaching in China, Cortazzi and Jin (1996) remarked that significant
differences existed in English language teaching developments between cities and rural
areas including small towns and the countryside. Clear differences in terms of students’
English proficiency, previous English exposure and learning experiences, classroom
participation, and language learning strategies have been linked to the urban-rural divide
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in educational resource distribution. Faced with learners with little or no head start in
English language learning, teachers in rural regions find their hands tied when
experimenting with or conducting student-centered, communicative language instruction
under the high-level, fast-paced new curriculum. For instance, in a study on teaching
practices in rural classrooms in China, D. Wang (2011) perceived teachers’ persistent
reluctance to student-centered teaching not as their disagreement with the ideal of the
educational reform, but as a strategy for self-protection. Compared with student-centered
methods, lecture-style teaching and rote learning are less time-consuming and more
predictable—enabling rural teachers of low-performing learners to keep up with the
national curriculum. This tension between “the request for decentralized pedagogy and the
persistence of a highly centralized curriculum and a fixed schedule” (D. Wang, 2011, p.
157) exacerbates existing educational inequalities already faced by poorly supported rural
teachers and their inadequately prepared students. Therefore, before questioning the
validity of teachers’ pedagogical practices in technology-enhanced classrooms, we need to
first pause and consider whether these teachers are sufficiently supported with professional
and infrastructural resources and context-appropriate materials, and then critically examine
the competing agendas teachers are tackling in their specific teaching contexts.
Conclusions and Implications
The findings on technology use and the teacher-student interactions facilitated by
such technology use suggested that the use of technology in these suburban/rural primary
EFL classrooms was, unfortunately, restricting the communicative practices in the
classroom. Our analysis revealed that technology was used as an alternative presentation
tool to chalkboards and served a range of traditional pedagogical goals in teacher-centered
classrooms. The use of technology also limited teacher talk and minimized students’
spontaneity and authenticity in the target language output. In this sense, teacher-student
interactions resembled those within traditional classrooms operating without technology.
Our findings caution against extensive teacher-controlled technology use in EFL
classrooms. While multimedia courseware with native English input may increase the ease
of teaching in English for non-native speaking EFL teachers and enable a variety of
activities that could not be accomplished in traditional EFL classrooms, its use as a teachercontrolled delivery tool may hinder students’ development in communicative competence.
Future research should examine the best practices for using technology as a meditational
tool for student-centered learning that promotes students’ active production of a target
language. Thus, this study calls for professional development and further research on ways
to help teachers effectively engage in dynamic classroom interactions with the aid of
technology.
This technology-assisted, student-centered learning is particularly crucial for rural
classrooms like those in our study, where the use of computer and digital technologies has
not been routinized in learners’ everyday lives and students have limited time to practice
English for authentic purposes. Without considering the confluence of both dimensions of
technology-assisted EFL teaching, the academic achievement of rural EFL learners will be
severely compromised. The incorporation of teacher-controlled technology in EFL
teaching practices risks reinforcing teachers as authority figures, thereby decreasing
students’ opportunities to use language in the classroom, lowering their motivation to learn,
and limiting their opportunities to benefit from the affordances that technology brings to
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language learning (including access to more materials, communicative opportunities, and
individualized feedback that could lead to increased student motivation). However, as a
cautionary note, implementing technology-assisted, student-centered instructional
practices in rural school contexts should also consider the reality of the digital divide,
which can lead to incompatible if not conflicting learning experiences for learners in school
and at home. Therefore, student-centered EFL teaching in technology-assisted rural school
contexts requires contextualized pedagogical adjustments that seek to remedy rather than
widen the digital gap; that is, to accommodate students’ lack of language and technological
access. Professional development for rural teachers on how to address these double
challenges for their students should be a priority in teacher development in rural schools in
China.
The rapid evolution of new technologies in contemporary society will equip EFL
teachers with various options for language teaching through “computer-human interaction”
and “computer-mediated communication,” such as social media, mobile technologies, Web
pages, and digital communication software that transcend space and time (Chapelle, 2007;
Chun, Smith, & Kern, 2016; Lotherington & Jenson, 2011). However, despite these new
developments and affordances, our study points to the need to closely examine teacher
practices with new technology, including questioning how and for what pedagogical
purposes it is being used. Such examination should also be accompanied by an
understanding of teachers’ enacted beliefs of technology and language learning in their
classrooms—hence the need for observing how technologies are actually utilized in the L2
classroom (Chun et al., 2016; Hong, 2010; Lam, 2000).
Finally, the findings of this study suggest that regardless of how technology is used,
there is a need for primary teachers to reflect on the objectives of language pedagogy. If
the goal of China’s vast investment in technology in K-12 education is to transform
traditional models of foreign language education—especially in its under-resourced
suburban/rural schools—more professional development on how to make technology a
student-centered learning tool that enhances student competencies in EFL classrooms is
urgently needed.
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Digital Ethics Now1
ALLAN LUKE

The history of language and literacy education offers an important lesson—that the
teaching and learning of communication, by definition, entails ethical and ideological
constraints and conventions, however explicit or implicit these may be to learners. To
rethink current policy and curriculum strategies, consider this alternative proposition: The
educational challenge raised by digital culture is not one of skill or technological
competence, but one of participation and ethics. Accordingly, digital education would
move far beyond the current attempts to expand curriculum definitions of competences and
capacities. As a matter of social justice, it requires, as the articles in this issue call for,
nothing less than (1) equitable access; (2) ongoing dialogue over the personal and collective
consequences of everyday actions and exchanges with digital resources and social media;
(3) critical examination of the semantic contents of the digital archive and how these
represent the world; and (4) the use of digital media for the exchange of ideas, viewpoints,
and resources as part of a renewed civics and civility across communities old and new,
residual and emergent.
The everyday issues faced by digital youth are ethical matters. How do today’s
young people and children deal with right and wrong, truth and falsehood, representation
and misrepresentation in their everyday lives online? How do they anticipate and live with
and around the real consequences of their online actions and interactions with others? How
do they navigate the complexities of their public exchanges and their private lives, and how
do they engage with parental, corporate, and government surveillance? Finally, how can
they engage and participate as citizens, consumers and workers, friends, colleagues, and
kin in the public and political, cultural and economic spheres of the internet? These
questions are examined in current empirical studies of young peoples’ virtual and real
everyday lives in educational institutions and homes (e.g., Livingstone & Sefton-Green,
2016; Quan-Haase, 2016).
The Problem
There are now almost continuous public calls for heightened child protection and
surveillance in response to widespread moral panic around digital childhood (e.g., Havey
& Puccio, 2016). These range from concerns about the displacement of embodied activity,
physical play, and face-to-face verbal exchange by compulsive online messaging and
gaming to online harassment, bullying, real and symbolic violence, and corporate and state
surveillance and data mining; from sexual and commercial exploitation of young people
and children to exposure to violence, pornography, ideological indoctrination and outright
criminal behavior. Their power to generate fascinating new expressive forms and
1

This paper is adapted from Luke, A., Sefton-Green, J., Graham, P., Kellner, D., & Ladwig, J. (2017)
Digital Ethics, Political Economy And The Curriculum: This Changes Everything. In K. Mills, A.
Stornaiuolo, & J. Zacher Pandya, (Eds.) Handbook of Writing, Literacies, and Education in Digital
Cultures (pp. 251–263). New York: Routledge.
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relationships and reshape the arts and sciences notwithstanding, digital media are
amplifiers of the best and the worst, the sublime and the mundane, the significant and the
most trivial elements of human behaviour, knowledge, and interaction. How could it be
any other way? It is all here online—statements, images, sounds; acts of hatred and love,
war and peace, bullying and courtship, truth and lies, violence and care, and oppression
and liberation—and in every possible third or fourth space, in ever proliferating
redundancy, cut through with noise and clutter.
How we can enlist and harness these media to learn to live together in diversity,
mutual respect, and difference—addressing complex social, economic, and environmental
problems while building convivial and welcoming, just and life-sustaining communities
and societies—is the key educational problem facing this generation of young people and
their teachers. This is an ethical vision and an ethical challenge.
Many school systems are in shock and denial over this turn of events, especially
given the historic use of print textbooks as a practical and effective means for defining and
controlling what might count as official knowledge for children and youth. Schools have
responded with a patchwork of rules governing what kids can and cannot do in their online
exchanges and communications. These emerge in a reactionary and agglomerative way,
often in response to incidents of abusive, illegal, or symbolically violent online acts, or to
events whose origins are attributed to online actions—from suicides to gun violence to
pedophilia. Schools work from a mix of regional and district-level policies that include
constraints on hardware access, proprietary lockout and surveillance systems, privacy and
intellectual property regulations, and school-level codes and class rules on everything from
texting and screen time to plagiarism and copying from internet sources. These sit
alongside home-based restrictions (or freedoms) on time, access, and use in those families
that can afford mobile and online devices. This is complicated by increasing law
enforcement efforts to prevent the online recruitment, exploitation, and indoctrination of
youth by terrorist groups, financial scammers, and criminal organisations. In this thicket of
overlapping systems of surveillance, unmediated exchange by youth and children would
appear to be the exception rather than the rule (Boyd, 2015). Taken together, the digital
strategies of large public education systems in North America, the Asia Pacific, and Europe
appear to be at best post hoc and piecemeal—motivated by genuine concern and real
problems, but typically lacking stated ethical foundations and working within prevailing
neoliberal policy frameworks (the latter of which have eschewed engagement with
educational philosophy and ethics more generally). This underlines what has become a
significant (meta) ethical dilemma in itself—that the policy push for teaching through and
about educational technology presents itself as ethically and politically neutral.
Ethics refers to the codes, norms, and procedures that govern everyday life and
interaction, civility, and exchange in institutions, societies, and cultures (Dewey, 2008).
Digital ethics—the normative principles for action and interaction in digital
environments—cannot be addressed through a listing of prohibitions for what kids can and
cannot do online. For those young people whose families and communities have affordable
everyday access to the internet 2—and, in fact, many rural and remote, Indigenous and
2

The common claim that the internet is now universal is unfounded. While composite estimates are that 89%
of North Americans and 73% of Europeans and Australians have Internet access, global access continues to
be below 50%. Quan-Haas (2016) further describes the persistent stratification of Canadian and American
access by social class, age and social geography. See: http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm
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economically marginal communities do not have such access—knowledge and learning,
civic participation, work, leisure, and everyday social interaction with their peers and
others occurs online. Digital actions—whether clicking or tweeting, posting, sharing or
liking—are by definition social actions; as such, they are used for goal-seeking purposes
with real pragmatic effects and consequences (Wilden, 1972). 3
Digital actions—even those of children and youth, students, and “average”
citizens—may carry higher stakes and have amplified consequences that exceed the scope
of their actions through speech, writing, and other modalities in everyday life. In real
human experience and real geo/spatial and temporal contexts, digital actions can be used
to launch drone strikes; they can pass on complex technical information for making
weapons; they can draw the attention and approbation of millions to shame and humiliate.
They can be used for play, to build community, to solve complex problems, to mobilise
constructive and destructive social action. As is axiomatic in critical discourse theory,
while much of what we know and experience in the world is represented through discourse,
some discourse actions don’t matter much; others may kill, wound, maim and desecrate;
and, indeed, some may enlighten and heal (Luke, 2004). Digital action is discourse—
semiotic and social action through a “cognitive amplifier” (Bruner & Olson, 1977) that
may have expansive and reflexive, durable and exponential effects across space and time.
In consequence, my case here is that digital ethics—an ethics of what it is to be
human and how to live just and sustainable lives in these technologically saturated societies
and economies—is the core curriculum issue for schooling. It is not an adequate
educational, philosophic, or political response to current cultural, geopolitical, and
economic conditions and events for this generation of teachers and scholars, parents,
caregivers, and community Elders to simply document or celebrate the emergence of new
digital youth cultures without attempting to call out ethical parameters and concrete
historical consequences for communities, cultures, and, indeed, human existence in this
planetary ecosystem. This is a generational and pedagogic responsibility as we stand at a
juncture where residual and emergent cultures meet; where Indigenous and nonIndigenous, historically colonized and colonizing, settler and migrant communities attempt
to reconcile and negotiate new settlements; where traditional, modernist, and postmodern
forms of life and technologies sit alongside each other, uneasily, often with increasing
inequity and violence. 4 All, it turns out, under the watchful eye of multiple layers of
surveillance and analysis—by the state, policing and military authorities, corporations and,
it would seem, any and every species of subcontractors, consultants, and “researchers”
seeking commercial, political, and economic advantage. This is a moment that requires
more from researchers, scholars, and educators than descriptions of instances of local
assemblage, creativity, or voice.
3

Dewey (1934) defines art as human endeavor meant to make the world coherent (“cohate”) and to address
and resolve problems resulting from “organism-environment disequilibria”. This is comparable to Freire’s
(1970) call for education to “problematicise” the world.
4
The Yonglu Aboriginal peoples of Northwest Arnhem use the term ganma to describe cultural contact,
blending, and, potentially, conflict. This refers to the point in river estuaries where fresh and salt water meets
and blends. Its application to Aboriginal “two-way education” is attributed to Mandaway Yunipinnu of
Northwest Arnhem Land (see: http://livingknowledge.anu.edu.au/html/educators/07_bothways.htm). See
also: Canadian economist Harold A. Innis’ (1951) history of the river as a medium for intercultural exchange,
communications, and transportation.
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The alternative is to outline a definition of human ethics in relation to
communications media. The case here is for a critical literacy based upon common
principles of social justice in relation to all forms of human communication. Classroom
practice—the everyday curriculum enacted through speaking and listening, print and
digital reading and writing, signing, and imaging—can be refocused to include rigorous
debate, study, and analysis of digital communications in terms of their real consequences
as human actions; their ideological, scientific, and cultural codes, truth claims, and
meanings; and their everyday possibilities for community-based cultural and social
action—for art and science, human conviviality, and sustainable forms of life.
What is needed, I would argue, is to reconceive the central aim of schooling as the
interrogation of the forms and contents, practices, and consequences of digital
communications. The curriculum should engage developmentally and systematically with
the current issues regarding everyday actions and their consequences; corporate and state
surveillance, privacy, and transparency; and political and economic control and ownership.
Reframing Communicative Ethics
To speak about ethics is to speak about the moral codes and norms of everyday life.
The nominal foundations of Western ethics are attributed to Plato and Aristotle. Yet all
cultures—Indigenous, African, and Asian, historical and contemporary, and Eurocentric—
depend upon normative rules, stated and unstated, regarding the rightness and
appropriateness of actions and interactions, actions, and transactions. That is, the conduct
of daily practices, the coherence and cohesion of everyday communications, and the
functional survival of communities depend upon shared (and, indeed, contested and
dynamic) codes of conduct, epistemic standpoints, and worldviews. Without normative
“cultural scripts” (Cole, 1996), everyday problem solving and learning are impossible.
Ethical norms are presupposed in every instance of communication and exchange in social
fields. Communicative ethics, then, comprise a kind of master cultural script that sets the
interactional grounds and meditational means for building, critiquing, and using other
scripts. Given the contentious political and cultural issues that schools and communities,
teachers and children now face—even where we cannot presume ideological agreement or
moral consensus, especially where we are not idealized, rational (white, male,
heterosexual, urbane) speakers with equitable access to cultural codes, discourses, and
knowledge (Benhabib, 1992)—how could this not be the centre of any curriculum?
New communications technologies have the effect of destablising and reframing
social and economic relations, living cultures, and planetary ecosystems. Such changes
raise and renew ethical dilemmas. At the macroeconomic and geopolitical levels, the
reorganization and compression of space and time enabled by communications (and
transportation) technologies have enabled new forms of monopoly, of profit, debt and,
indeed, of cultural and economic empire (Innis, 1949). The transitions from oral to literate
culture, from manuscript to print culture, and, currently, from print and oral to digital
exchange have destabilized and altered relations of power, authority, and control. This
occurs on several levels—both in terms of the actual everyday mediation of what will count
as knowledge, action, and utterance, and in terms of whose collective cultural, economic,
and political interests are actually served through these interactions. With the coming of
the book (and newspaper, broadsheet, treatise, contract and legal brief, domestic manual,
and romantic novel) and the emergence of nationalism and “print capitalism” (Anderson,
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1983), the question of who owns, regulates, and controls—and profits and dominates—
from control and use of the dominant modes of information comes centre stage, shifting
from religious authorities to the state and, ultimately, to the industrial and postindustrial,
national, and transnational corporation. Some regimes burn books; others write, print, and
mandate them. Some governments censor the internet; all use it and monitor it. Disputes
over hate speech, libel, and what can and cannot be said in the media-based civic sphere
are now daily news—alongside revelations of the profit structures, labor practices,
environmental consequences, and taxation schemes of those media and technology
corporations that have become arguably the most profitable and dominant businesses in
human history. Note that this political economy of communications typically is not studied
in schools—even as this corporate order competes for the edubusiness of what counts as
knowledge, and how it is framed and assessed within these same schools (Picciano &
Spring, 2012).
A first task facing institutions, then, is to reframe and renew dialogue over ethics
in relation to both changed human interaction, contexts for thought and action, and changed
societal, cultural, and environmental ecologies. As is painfully clear in the current
geopolitical and national debates over borders, terrorism, security, trade, and globalization,
establishing criterial grounds for adjudicating right and wrong, true and untrue, scientific
and unscientific, civil and uncivil, humane and inhumane, and private and public
knowledge and behaviour is increasingly difficult for adults—let alone for young adults
and children—as citizens, workers, consumers, voters, and audiences. We live in an era of
post-truth, truthiness, factoids, and simulacrum—where freedom of speech and expression
is construed by many as meaning that all spoken or expressed statements or images are
equally true or right, or that statements, claims, and expressive actions have coequal effects
and consequences. That everything is, technically, known via discourse and representation
doesn’t exempt that discourse and representation from corporeal, material, and
bioecological effects. Some discourses and images kill people; some don’t matter much.
As this article goes to press, questions about the use of Facebook metadata and
ongoing debates over the proliferation and control of what has come to be known as “fake
news” are test cases for digital citizenship and communicative ethics, with interweaving
questions about what might count as truth, how to ascertain the truth, what is real and what
is imagined; and about control, privacy, and transparency of the information archive (an
archive—packed with trivia, state and corporate secrets, personal actions and images, and
official and unofficial communications; metadata on human behaviors, wants, needs, and
actions; as well as communications of all orders—proliferating at a breathtaking rate, even
as it is being hacked and mined).
Almost all elements of conventional electoral politics and public discourse in
democratic states have been put up for grabs. Even the longstanding conduct and
procedures for running autocratic and fascist states have had to accommodate and adapt to
the capacity of social media. These include the shift from television/broadcast and printbased campaigns to the use of social media for instant commentary and mobilization of
constituencies. New social movements and coalitions, across political and cultural spectra
and across social strata and regional location, have been enabled through social media.
As the 20th century newspaper business and broadcast media struggle to survive,
the procedural conventions of the fourth estate have been supplanted by online commentary
reliant upon pastiche, forwarded tweets and images, tautological hotlinks, and internet
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cross-reference for validation. News cycles are continuous; information proliferation,
redundancy, and appropriating unceasing; the accumulation and analysis of metadata by
the state and the corporation omnipresent (Davies, 2009). Furthermore, the making
“public” of what were considered governments’, political parties’, and individuals’
proprietary face-to-face and online communications on putative grounds of transparency
has confused matters even further. Literally nothing goes unreported, and verification,
validation, and analytic refutation of claims are, at best, difficult without recourse to other
online representation. Signs have been cut loose from the signified—from originary
context and place—and the placement, attribution, and location of signs, signifiers, and
signified is increasingly difficult. The cognate means for countering deliberate
misinformation and untruth have become more difficult to disentangle in a fully mediatized
world.
There are, of course, longstanding criteria, standards, and conventions for the
conduct of face-to-face verbal and embodied interactions—from how we read and interpret
deictic to gesture, bodily disposition, and eye contact. These are by definition vernacular,
local, and place-based. They are language and culture-specific, and vary by spatial locality
and community, time of day, and by the age/color/gender/sexuality/kin of the interlocutors.
Nonetheless, there have been attempts—from Plato to, notably, Austin (1962) and
Habermas (1976)—to establish forms of “universal pragmatics;” that is, ethical procedures
and criteria for judging both the truth (locutionary) of particular speakers and utterances,
and the interactional, intended and actual (illocutionary and perlocutionary) consequences
of utterances. These models have been forcefully criticized for their presupposition of an
idealized (male, rational, White, Eurocentric) speaker with common and equitable access
to discourse resources (Benhabib & Dallymar, 1990). Yet speech still matters, and we
proceed each day to navigate through an array of speech acts and exchanges according to
procedural norms—both dejure and defacto, stated and tacit, conscious and unconscious.
Each vernacular community proceeds under assumptions about the maintenance of “face”
in communications (Scollon & Scollon, 1981). Without shared assumptions about the
intent of speakers and the consequences of speech acts in place, even the simplest verbal
exchange between a parent and a child, or a student and teacher on the playground, is
problematic.
Over the course of several hundred years, interpretive communities have developed
criteria and procedures for adjudicating, judging, and making sense of the printed word.
These range from the (written) laws governing what can be said and written, to intellectual
property conventions, to fine-grained, unremitting debates over how to interpret and value
literature and the corpus of written laws. The point here (hardly original) is that while the
rules of exchange for speakers and interlocutors, writers, and readers are far from static—
always contested and dynamic, culture and community-specific—they are (for better and
worse) established and institutionalized via schooling and universities, courts, and
legislatures. 5

5

These historical dynamics between rule systems and the eccentricities of local practice are, ultimately, the
tension between langue et parole—between paradigm and syntagm, between system and practice, between
form and function—that has driven linguistic science and semiotics since Saussure (Wilden, 1972).
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Three Foundational Claims
To begin to set a curriculum agenda for teaching and learning digital ethics, I
outline three key foundational claims. These set the curriculum contents for digital ethics
as a field or area for teaching and learning.
The first claim is that digital ethics must operate at two analytically distinct but
practically interwoven levels. It must engage at once with now classical questions about
ideology and with questions about social actions and relations. As we have argued, the core
concerns of educators about students’ digital lives pertain to the ideational and semantic
“stuff”—the ideologies, beliefs, and values that learners must navigate online. This raises
key questions about the truth, veracity, verification, and belief, as well as the consequences
of the information represented online. A recent article by a senior editor of the Guardian
put it this way:
For 500 years after Gutenberg, the dominant form of information was the printed
page: knowledge was primarily delivered in a fixed format, one that encouraged
readers to believe in stable and settled truths. Now, we are caught in a series of
confusing battles between opposing forces: between truth and falsehood, fact and
rumour, kindness and cruelty; between the few and the many, the connected and
the alienated; between the open platform of the web as its architects envisioned it
and the gated enclosures of Facebook and other social networks; between an
informed public and a misguided mob. What is common to thes struggles—and
what makes their resolution an urgent matter—is that they all involve the
diminishing status of truth. (Viner, 2016)
At the same time, truth claims and representations are themselves social actions—
consequential assertions about what is. Thus, the simultaneous and equivalent ethical
concern is with the interactional pragmatics of life online. In response to the
aforementioned concerns of educators and the public, digital ethics must focus on the use
of online social media as a primary site for everyday social relationships with peers and
others. To speak of ethics, then, refers simultaneously to both the ideational contents—the
semantic stuff—of online representations, and the social and interactional relations of
exchange between human subjects. Hence, a first foundational claim:
1) On ideology and social relations. That digital ethics must address questions
about ideological contents—the values, beliefs, ideas, images, narratives, and
truths that one produces and accesses online—and questions about social relations
that are lived and experienced online, specifically the interactional and material
consequences of individual and collective actions.
The ideational contents (M.A.K. Halliday’s 1978 “field”) and the interactional
relational protocols and consequences (Halliday’s “tenor”) may appear analytically
distinct, but are always interwoven in practice. What we say, write, speak, signify, and how
we speak, write, gesture, sign, and to whom, are ethical actions—no matter how conscious,
unconscious or self-conscious, explicit, tacit or implicit the intentions and decisions of the
human subject may be. In educational terms, then, digital ethics by definition engages both
the “classification” of knowledge qua ideational content (whether construed as
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disciplinary, thematic, artistic, or scientific) and the “framing” of knowledge via social
relationships and actions (Bernstein, 1990).
Accordingly, schooling needs to introduce two interwoven strands of digital ethics:
•

•

The teaching and learning of a performative ethics that enables the evaluation
and anticipation of real and potential human and cultural, social and economic,
bodily and environmental outcomes and consequences of digital actions and
exchanges, including their real and potential participants and communities; and,
The teaching and learning of a critical literacy that enables the weighing,
judging, and critical analysis of truth claims vis à vis their forms, genres,
themes, sources, interests, and silences.

The second claim focuses on the political economy of communications (Graham &
Luke, 2013); that is, the relationships between state regulation and control, corporate
ownership of the modes of information, and their ideological and economic effects.
Following the prototypical work of Stuart Hall (1974) on broadcast media, the field of
cultural studies has focused variously on audience positioning and responses to media texts
(“decoding”), on the actual economic ownership and control of dominant modes of
information (political economy), and how these are manifest in ideological message
systems (“encoding”). Of course, digital exchanges operate on radically different
dimensions of scope and scale, speed, and interactivity than the broadcast media studied
by Hall and colleagues. Digital tools have the revolutionary effect of altering the monologic
and linear relationships of production/consumption and encoding/decoding established
through broadcast radio, television, and cinema, leading to claims that social media enables
new community, agency, and democratisation in ways that were intrinsically more difficult
in an era of network and studio-based broadcast media (Jenkins et al., 2016).
What remains powerful and relevant from Hall’s groundbreaking work is the
acknowledgement of the ideological interests at work in the production and reception of
screen and image. Even what might appear to be idiosyncratic local assemblage is
undertaken within political, economic, and cultural constraints (conditions of production)
and mediated by disposition and affiliated ideological resources. Affordances, further, are
historical and cultural products—not intrinsic technical features. Where it takes up the
challenge of digital content, the tendency in schooling has been to focus principally on
student and teacher responses and uses of media texts (through models of viewer and reader
response) and the semantic content (through models of comprehension, literary and, to an
extent, ideology critique); yet, far less explicitly if ever, has it focused on the relationships
between ideological content, relationships of institutional control and power, and the
corporate ownership of the modes of information.
Consider this analogy. This would be very much like if we were to teach—recalling
Canadian economist Harold Innis’ prototypical analysis of the “bias of communications”
(1951) in preindustrial mercantilism and industrial capitalism—how to read newspapers or
how to use the railroad, without raising questions about who owns the press and
transportation infrastructure; whose interests these structures of ownership and control
serve; and who benefits and who is exploited by these configurations of political economy. 6
6

This is, ironically, exactly how traditional Canadian and American social studies and history textbooks
have taught about the railroads—as a celebration of the domination of nature by monopoly capitalists. Until
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As Innis’ (1949) discussion of the relationships between “empire and communications”
argues, all emergent communications media and transportation systems effectively
reshaped human/machine and political economic and geographic ecosystemic relations as
well.
The basis of economic rule (and plutocracy) has shifted from those of colonial trade
documented by Innis (e.g., the Dutch East India Company, Hudson’s Bay Company)—to
the owners of elements of the dominant transportation infrastructure (e.g., the railways,
steel, oil, and auto industries); to the emergence of media empires (e.g., telephone, wireless,
newspaper, and television networks); to the current situation, where the world’s economy
is dominated by digital hardware/software /information corporations (e.g., Apple,
Facebook, Google/Alphabet, Oracle, Tesla, and Samsung) and producers of military and
advanced technological hardware (e.g., Boeing, Airbus, and arms manufacturers).
Hence, a second foundational claim:
2) On the political economy of communications. In digital culture, the political
and economic are always personal—with every personal digital action being an
interlinked part of complex and often invisible economic exchanges that, by
definition, support particular corporate and class interests and have material and
ecosystemic consequences.
The educational lesson here is simple: The media that we use are not “neutral” or
benign, but are owned, shaped, and enabled—and controlled, capitalized upon, and
managed—in their own corporate interests (Pasquale, 2015). These interests, as social
scientists, ecological scientists, and community activists are increasingly realizing, have
reshaped the transnational and domestic divisions of wealth, labor, and power, and have
broad, heretofore unexamined effects on the use and sustainability of finite planetary
resources and ecosystems (cf. Klein, 2015).
My point is that while the curriculum should entail both the study of the sources of
information and their apparent distortions and ideological biases, such study can also be
extended to understanding the relationships between knowledges and global, planetary
interests—including the corporate ownership, capitalization, and profit from dominant
modes of information. There are, furthermore, persistent questions about the complex
relationships between digital work and culture and its relationship to carbon-based
economy and resource utilisation (e.g., Bowers, 2014).
The third claim is core to the establishment of any set of ethics. As argued, for many
schools, digital policy and practice tends to be both prohibitive—in reaction to “risks”
posed by digital technologies—and silent about the reconstructive institutional uses of
digital technology. Ethics is by definition a normative field; like all education and
schooling, ethical systems and claims are predicated upon a vision of what should be—of
how human beings can and should live together. The central message of Aristotle’s
Nicomachean Ethics (1999) is that everyday judgments about right and wrong are
grounded in visions of what might count as the “good life.” Ethical judgments are the
prerequisite philosophic and practical grounds for civility and justice. Habermas (1996)
recently, there has been negligible reference to their impacts on Indigenous peoples and their utilization of
Chinese labor.
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refers to this as a “counterfactual ideal” that is presupposed in each speech exchange. The
third foundational claim is:
3) On a normative model of digital culture. That ethics cannot exist as a set of
norms or procedures for everyday life in digital cultures without a shared
normative vision of the good life.
In terms of digital ethics, this means that any set of ethical injunctions taught to
youth and children by definition presupposes a vision of what should be—a lifeworld
where digital communications are used for ethical purposes, for the good. Further, this
version of the good, following Behabib (2002), must acknowledge the moral imperatives
and challenges raised by diverse communities in pluralistic democratic societies, whether
online or face-to-face. My view, then, is that any school-based approach to digital ethics
must move beyond silences, prohibitions, and negative injunctions (which, in-and-of
themselves, rarely have salience with youth) to the reconstructive project of modeling and
enacting digital citizenship, convivial social relations, and action for social justice in
education, economy, and culture. The aim is to reframe digital ethics as part of a larger
inclusive and decolonizing educational project that refuses to relegate diversity and
difference (including childhood and adolescence) to “second class moral status” (2002, p.
2)—and pursues a vision of sustainable forms of life for all.
What is to be Done?
We have been here before. Dewey (1907/2012) surveyed the situation wrought by
industrial technologies, new communications media, economic globalization, large-scale
migration, and geopolitical conflict:
The social change…that overshadows and controls all others is the industrial one—
the application of science resulting in the great inventions that have utilized the
forces of nature on a vast and inexpensive scale: the growth of a world-wide market
as the object of production, of vast manufacturing centers to supply this market, of
cheap and rapid means of communication. … One can hardly believe there has been
a revolution in all history so rapid, so extensive, so complete. Through it the face
of the earth is making over, even as to its physical forms; political boundaries are
wiped out and moved about…; population is hurriedly gathered into cities from the
ends of the earth; habits of living are altered with startling abruptness and
thoroughness; the search for the truths of nature is infinitely stimulated…, and their
application to life made not only practicable but commercially necessary. Even our
moral and religious ideas and interests…are profoundly affected. That this
revolution should not affect education in some way is…inconceivable. (pp. 6-7)
In response to our current, comparable situation, education systems in the
“hypercapitalist” (Graham, 2005) economies of North America, Europe, and the AsiaPacific have attempted to respond to fundamental and profound changes in society,
economy, and culture. Over the past three decades, they first viewed educational
technology as a logical extension of school science and mathematics education; that is, as
a matter of scientific technology and technique. This evolved into the current emphasis on
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finding a place for the naming of the digital in the formal curriculum, with the enumeration
of lists of digital skills and behaviours, competences, and capacities, to be taught and
learned, as a preparation for work, consumption, and citizenship in technocratic society.
More recently, it has begun moving towards a begrudging embrace of gaming cultures and
creative industries more generally, recognizing that the new pathways to employment and
technological competitiveness in the current multinational corporate economy may lie in
the exploitation and development of media and genres, including the popular cultures that
previously were deemed counter-educational. All of these are, in part, attempts to
“curricularise” the new—to domesticate it into the institution that, as noted, developed to
ensure the intergenerational transmission of orality and literacy. These are, furthermore,
predictable strategies for the incorporation and appropriation of digital culture into a now
teetering neoliberal project of social-class-stratified, free-market schooling designed to
serve (digital) transnational corporate capital.
There remains a persistent refusal by educational institutions to take on board larger
ethical challenges. Finding a strategy that can cut through this refusal has not been proven
easy. Whilst current versions of media literacy or media education are, 50 years after the
era of the mass media, just about finding disciplinary respectability—as evidenced by the
growth of various handbooks, courses, and accreditation 7—there are very few examples of
national or regional school systems making digital ethics central to their vision of
education.
The three foundational claims here are neither original nor that different from
earlier notions of critical self-consciousness that have been proposed by Dewey or Freire.
One productive first step is to revisit and reinvent the longstanding work in critical
literacies and media literacy (e.g., Share, 2009; Buckingham & Sefton-Green, 1994). In
other words, the new kinds of social actions, political concerns, and participatory dynamics
made possible by the internet have not erased but rather reframed and negated classical
debates around the relationship of truth to untruth, right and wrong, and what it means to
be a citizen in democratic societies. These things still count—and how they count in a
digital culture should be at the core of the curriculum.
This is a very different view of where digital cultures, capacities, and technologies
might “fit” in schooling and in the curriculum. Simply put, the great unresolved issues of
our time should be at the heart of an engaged and relevant curriculum. What better way to
educate youth about the powers and problems of digital communications than to make these
same forces and problems (and indeed their digital representations) the object of study
across the curriculum? I therefore return to the proposition that I began with: The
educational challenge raised by digital technology is not one of skill and technique or
technology, but one of participation and ethics. What might this approach look like in
everyday school curriculum and instruction?
This territory is already being explored by teachers and students in the spaces left
by what has become an increasingly narrow, test-oriented, and instrumental curriculum.
Fortunately, this work is already underway in community-based projects. Many of these
are contemporary versions of Deweyian “projects” (1907/2012)—using digital tools for
community engagement and activism (e.g., Rogers, Winters, Perry, & LaMonde, 2015;
Sanford, Rogers, & Kendrick, 2014), through the use of digital resources for
intergenerational and intercultural exchange (e.g., Poitras-Pratt, in press/2018) and through
7

(http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/57103/1/Livingstone_media_information_literacy_2014_author.pdf)
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larger scale curriculum reform that focuses on the use of digital resources in purposive,
real world, “rich tasks” for students. 8 In these studies, teachers and students are using
digital technologies for (1) solving and addressing local political, social, and environmental
problems; (2) mobilizing cultural resources to connect and engage with their communities
and their histories, their Elders and younger generations, their peers, and with distant
cultures that they might otherwise not have contact with; and (3) the practice of active and
engaged citizenship, participation in community projects, and social movements and
action.
As part of the mainstream curriculum, then, digital resources are being used as a
means for engaging with, debating, critiquing, and navigating many of the difficult social,
scientific, and cultural issues faced by students and communities—in the face of what are,
for many, difficult conditions of economic hardship and divisive community and
intercultural relations, in a world dominated by new corporate/governmental orders whose
formations, mechanisms, and institutions sit well beyond the reach and comprehension of
many. The current digital corporate order—this political economy of transnational
information and technology—is at risk of a re-colonisation of everyday forms of life (both
those of adulthood and childhood, work and play) without the deliberative democratic
dialogue and informed debate about what might constitute a just, ethical, and life sustaining
world. This is an overdue dialogue with teachers, children, young people, and students—
and with their parents, Elders, and communities. Digital literacies, multiliteracies, and
digital and creative arts are necessarily ethical, political, and cultural practices—not job
skills or technical capacities. They are nothing less than new basics for all in these
challenging and difficult times.
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